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PREFACE

This report is a dissertation submitted to the University of Cambridge for a Ph.D. in Biophysics which is being made
available to the larger research community. Alluding to early advances in Greek arts and sciences, John Platt
categorized the two general classes of scientific minds as Dionysian and Apollonian. Although dissertations can be
typically categorized as Apollonian (since novel major thrusts in science can be risky and quite unsettling to the
scientific status quo), this dissertation is primarily Dionysian. It offers a new synthesis of visual perception within a
single conceptual framework-filtering-to explain how we see objects. It is a different way of thinking and quantifying
perception not found in contemporary texts. It attempts to provide a logical bridge between current knowledge about
visual science and perception using engineering systems analysis.

General theories about perception do not usually consider the physics of the visual system-how the great masses of
spatial information are physically transmitted up the visual pathway. Since the visual system is a physical processing
system, it is reasonable to suggest that the physical filtering properties of the mechanisms that encode and transmit
spatial information determine to a large extent the kind of processing that can occur. It seems, therefore, crucially

important to understand the filtering characteristics of those mechanisms. This means that the bandwidth, center
frequencies, and weighting functions of the filters, their degree of linearity, and how they interact must be determined j
to fully understand how they create the global picture that we see. Thus the general approach here is to use such data
to filter objects to determine what kinds of information can be provided by such a system of filters. Our ordinary
perception of objects becomes the boundary conditions to which the filtered images are compared. In this way. perhaps
a physical foundation for perception can be created.

It became clear at the beginning of this research that one could easily devote full time to one small aspect of
perception-illusions, for example. However, the successful modelling of one small aspect of perception does not
guarantee that the insights and results of the model can collapse across all other perceptual problems within that single
framework. Since there exists no general quantitative theory of perception, it seemed crucial in the early stages to
extend the concept of filtering to many perceptual areas as quickly as possible to test the parsimony of the notion. The
first-order approximation of results was sought-90% of the solution. Thus the major criteria set for the results of each
stage of this work were: are these results internally and externally consistent with one another and with current
knowledge in visual science, and are they testable? Once those criterei were achieved for each area of perception,
parsimony could be tested rapidly while simultaneously maintaining scientific credibility. Relating the ability of the
filtering characteristics of the visual system to predict the detection and identification of complex objects of persons
having normal and abnormal vision represents an attempt to tie earlier filtering results into direct measurements of the
filtering properties of the mechanisms of the visual system. Time will tell whether this approach continues to prove
helpful.

There is no attempt in this dissertation to argue every point and offer alternatives to each possible explanation for each
demonstration. There are many questions that still remain unanswered. The reason for this approach is simple. It is
almost impossible (and not desirable at our state of ignorance I to travel down each stream while trying to reach a source
of a river. Only intuition can be used to guide such travel. Thus the intuition derived from the preceding research
directed the next step. Since one person's path is another's maze, this approach will not please all readers. Indeed, it
would be disappointing if it did, for it would represent agreement in areas full of differences, hardly representative of a
fresh approach to long-standing problems.

This strategy means that the explanation for certain phenomena written here is not suggested to be the only possible
explanation. However, the explanations are internally consistent. Since there was no other general model to test these
ideas against, no other approach seemed tenable at that time. Science is the best story that is constructed from all the
currently known facts. It will be quite surprising if most interpretations here stand for long periods of time in terms of
completely explaining how each perceptual phenomenon occurs. This research represents the beginning of a
quantitative approach to understanding the important spatial information in objects for various aspects of perception.
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Since this work attempts to replace words by numbers, it offers an approach to many applied problems. The transfer of
this technology from basic to applied research areas, applicable to certain military and civilian problems in vision, is
currently under way. It is hoped that this work will help to create a firm foundation for such applied areas as display
design and object detection and identification by man and machine. Since this research uses the same mathematical
language to (v scribe the filtering properties of the observer and the spatial information of objects that are being used to
describe certain sensor and display parameters, it may provide the basis for unified metrics in those areas. The results
of the next series of experiments attempting to transfer this technology will determine the effectiveness of this approach.

No research can be done effectively in a complete vacuum. It wasn't until I received feedback about my early work on
filtering and visual perception in 1971 and 1972. after initial lectures at the Neurosciences Research Program in Boston
and The Physiological Laboratory in Cambridge, England, and other scientific institutions that I became aware of the
work done by others in psychophysics and neurophysiology that supported some of the original filtering results. This
dissertation represents the major integration and extention of those early filtering results into contemporary visual
science.

Thus. there are many individuals to whom I would like to express my gratitude: Dr. D. Pollen, who first took
an interest in my work. and Dr. R. Held, whose comment on the filtering after my first lecture: "It is an idea whose
time has come." helped spur me on to the next stages. Similarly. Dr. F. Campbell. also provided early
encouragement and acted as my research supervisor at Cambridge. I am also grateful to Dr. J. Robson. l)r. D.
Tolhurst. )r. C. Furchner. Dr. R. Sekuler. Dr. J. Mollon, Dr. J. Foley, and Dr. H. Howland for their interesting
discussions at various stages of this work. For the technical assistance par excellence of Clive Hood at Cambridge goes a
special thank you. I have been fortunate enough to have been invited to lecture on the early results of this work in the
United States. Great Britain. Europe. and the U.S.S.R. I have benefited greatly from that exposure and thank the
numerous individuals for their interest and criticism.

The assistance provided by Dr. R. Zimmern. Ms. R. Banks. and Ms. J. Lowry of Addenbrooks Hospital. Cambridge.
for securing and examining patients used in the clinical studies reported in this dissertation is gratefully acknowledged.

I am also grateful to )r. 0. Saxton, Dr. D. M. Homer, and Mr. T. Pitt of the Electron Microscopy Branch of Applied
Physics at the University of Cambridge for sharing their SEMPER system with me.

Dr. NI. Cannon, Dr. M. Nelson. Mrs. A. Elshoff. and Mrs. M. Whitaker are thanked for their help with the final
etiting and proofing. I would also like to thank Ms. F. Hake for the illustrations and Mr. P. Starling and Mr. R.
Brooks for photographing the figures. 1 am also grateful to Ms. J. Jackson who typed the final copy of this dissertation.
Thanks also to Mr. S. Fullenkamp and Lt. D. Evans for help with the logistics of putting this report physically
together.
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INTRODUCTION

The everyday objects that we see contain a tremendous amount of information. Our remarkably sensitive eye uses
more than I 10,000,000 rods and about 6,000,000 cones to sample objects into at least 100 different levels of brightness
and about 50 distinguishable colours. It is highly unlikely that the visual system can process all that information.
Indeed, any real system must have limits as to the amount of information it can process. As will be shown, it is the
nature of the visual system to throw away much of the detailed information about objects. One way to describe the data
reduction is in terms of filtering, that is, the selection of a certain range of a particular physical property.

Kenneth Craik 1196) suggested as a general principle that a filter is needed to separate one object from another:
"The essential part of physical 'recognizing' instruments is usually a filter - whether it be mechanical sieve, an optical
filter, or a tuned electrical circuit - which passes any quantities it is required to identify and rejects all others."

One filter alone cannot provide the information to perform all the tasks required for perception. Several filters are
required and they cannot be too broad or too narrow. As Craik noted: "Our ordinary perception hovers uncertainly
between overgeneralization. which would lead us to ignore initial differences between objects, and overspecificity.
which would lead us never to recognize the identity of objects unless they were in every detail indistinguishable; the
first would end us in confusion, the second in inability to draw general conclusions about the world we see." Applying
these concepts to object recognition implies at least one filter to capture the general form of an object and another
filter to capture the details.

The application of filtering to perception suggests that certain information about objects must be redundant for certain
tasks. Here, redundant means information that is extra, not needed for the task. For example, serifs found on letters
are redundant for the classification of the letter. However, information about the serif is required if the type of font of
the letter is to be determined. The importance of redundancy in visual processing has been stressed by Attneave (l1)54l
and Barlow I 19611.

The first parts of this dissertation deal with certain fundamental questions: Can the concept of filtering unify the
understanding of visual information processing? How much of visual perception can be accounted for by the
information contained in mechanisms that inevitably lose information in the filtering process? To answer these
questions. many of the important general phenomena of perception must be considered: object recognition, illusions.
textures, and multistable objects. A general theory of visual perception should encompass all of these
phenomena within a unified, quantitative structure. Such a theory will be attempted in this dissertation. However.
in order to provide realistic interpretations of how the visual system could be processing spatial information, certain
constraints must be imposed.

The main constraint on the filtering presented here is that it be based upon the filtering properties of known
mechanisms in the visual system. This constraint, however, begs the question: What is known about the filtering
lroperties of the visual system? A review of the neurophysiological and psychophysical literature reveals much
information about the spatial filtering characteristics of mechanisms in the visual system. Although a wealth of
data is available, it has not been integrated into a general understanding of visual information processing. Thus. the
first parts of the dissertation will attempt to answer the question: What could the large amounts of data collected over
the last fifteen years about the spatial processing of the visual system explain about the perception of everday objects?

As the filtering properties of the visual system are examined, it will be shown that the spatial information that is
selectively lost by certain mechanisms determines the appearance of objects under certain viewing conditions. The use
of filters based on biological data will make it possible to see objects as the various stages of visual processing would
"see" them. The information that remains after certain stages of data reduction can be shown to account for a variety of
phenomena including the classification of patterns that range from letters to faces. Gestalt law- of perceptual
organization. many geometric and contrast illusions, the isolation of form from texture. ani multistable objects.
Furthermore, a limited range of information will be shown to be sufficient for form generalization. Indeed. it will be
shown that only a few ripples from the tidal wave of information that washes over the retina are needed to account
for mulch of how we ee objects.
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The later chapters in this dissertation relate a conventional measure of visual acuity to a psychophysical measure that
provides more detailed and quantitative information about the filtering characteristics of the visual system.
Experimental data are used to offer an explanation of why certain filtering characteristics of the visual system will not
be detected by conventional measurements of visual acuity. Further, these data provide additional quantitative support
for the notion that relatively little spatial information is required to correctly identify complex objects-a major finding
of the earlier chapters of this dissertation.

Appendix A contains the details of experiments on abnormal vision that were used to test the ability of certain data to
predict a conventional measure of visual acuity. These data were collected in an attempt to provide more insight into
visual processing by investigating the filtering characteristics of abnormal vision. In particular. studies of one amblyope
showed highly tuned mechanisms in each eye that have not been revealed before and that appear to compensate for
the different filtering characteristics of each eye under certain circumstances. Further studies with patients suffering
from multiple sclerosis provided filtering characteristics that substantiate complaints of poor vision which appears
normal when conventional acuity measurements are used.

In summary, this dissertation presents the argument that the concept of spatial filtering can provide a quantitative
and parsimonious means of explaining many phenomena of spatial vision. It will be argued that it is impossible for
the visual system to process all the information available about the objects that are seen. The reduction of spatial
information that occurs at various stages of processing in the visual system can be examined by filtering objects using
spatial filters based on biological data about the shape and size of certain visual mechanisms. The consequences of
such filtering provide images that relate to how objects are seen and suggest that a major role of the organization of
the visual system is to extract information from a relatively small numbered hierarchy of filtered images.

First, however, some mathematical theory that will be needed to understand the relationship between filtering and
visual perception will be presented.
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PART I

A THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO
FOURIER ANALYSIS AND SPATIAL FILTERING

"Man tries to make for himself in the fashion that suits him best a simplified and intelligible picture of the world
The supreme task .. is to arriv'e at those univ.ersal elementary laws from which the cosmos can be built up by pure
deduction. There is no logical path to these laws; only intuition, resting on sympathetic understanding of experien'e.
can reach them

Albert Einstein
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CHAPTER I

LINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS V

1.1 Introduction

The use of Fourier analysis by visual scientists is becoming increasingly widespread. However, it is important to point
out how Fourier analysis fits into the general and powerful framework of linear systems analysis. This understanding is
necessary in order to appreciate why Fourier analysis is unique in the spatial analysis of complex objects. A brief
discussion of systems analysis that leads to the Fourier transform and spatial filtering may aid this understanding.
Some aspects of this discussion are amplified in Cooper and McGillem I11%7 1.

The Fourier transform will play three roles: first, as a quantitative description of the spatial information of objects;
second, as a means to filter the spatial information of objects; third, as a general model of how the visual system
appears to be processing local and global spatial information. It is extremely important for the reader to be aware of
how the Fourier transform is being used throughout this dissertation.

A system consists of mechanisms that are assembled and interact with one another to perform some function. For
example. the eye-brain system is composed of mechanisms assembled to perform the function of detecting and
classifying objects. The tx)ls that have been developed to analyze systems constitute systems analysis. The major
problem of system analysis is to define the response of a system when the system and the input are known. The
%olutions to this problem provide predictive power about the behaviour of the system under certain conditions. One
part of this problem is the determination of a mathematical description, or model, for the system which allows the
predictions to be quantitative.

1.2 lUnearity. Nonlinearity, anti the Power of Superposition

Two of the terms used to classify systems are linear and non-linear. A linear system obeys the law of superposition. If

R iI x I s. stem response to stimulus S 1 fx I
R, x; I= system response to stimulus S.2IxI

and
AR IIxI + BR 2ixI = system response to ASIIxI + BS2xI

for all A. B. S ifx Iand S21xj. then the system is linear. If this is not true. then the system is nonlinear. The power of the
law of superposition comes from allowing calculations of the response of a system to complex stimuli simpli by taking
the sum of the respmnses of a system to individual simple stimuli.

All real systems have some degree of nonlinearity. However. the nonlinearities can be ignored if they are small in
comparison to the overall operating characteristics of the system. If the nonlinearity cannot be ignored, then a
piecewise analysis is used in which each section of the response is approximated by a linear function.

In probing an unknown system. linear analysis is very powerful. The deviation from linearity can be used to determine
the amount of nonlinearity in the system.

1.3 I'triO(lic and Nonl)eriodie Stimuli

The input to a system is the stimulus. For the visual system, the stimulus is a pattern of light intensity that varies over
space lexcluding temporal aspects for the momentl. Pattern and object will be used somewhat interchangeably as loo)se
desriptions of the stimuli in this dissertation. In general, pattern will refer to a simple stimulus, whereas object will
refer to a more complex stimulus. In order to carry out a systems analysis, a mathematical representation of the
pattern is USed.

Patterns may be classified as periodic or nonperiodic. A periodic pattern is one that repeats the sequence of values
over a fixed distance. called the period. More precisely. a pattern, pfx I, is periodic if there is a number X such that
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pI xl pI x + X) for all x; all other patterns are nonperiodic. The smallest positive number that satisfies the previous
relationship is the period. X, which also defines the duration of one complete cycle of the pattern. Integral submuhiples
of X are called harmonics. The fundamental frequency, f 1, of a periodic pattern is inversely related to the distance X
where f = I/X.

Sinuso)ids are an example of periodic patterns. As shall be shown, however, even nonperiodic patterns can be
represented in terms of periodic functions. From the standpoint of the mathematical representation of patterns, the
periodic class is of considerable theoretical importance.

1.4 Basis Functions

Most patterns observed are not periodic. Therefore, a set of periodic functions is needed with which to represent both
periodic and nonperiodic patterns. To create a quantitative description of a pattern,it is necessary to represent it in
terms of explicit space functions whose numerical values are exactly defined. These considerations raise an important
question: What criteria should govern the selection of the space function? There are many different ways in which this
representation might be realized with the same objective. The choice of any particular method is usually dictated b' L
mathematical convenience.

Mathematical convenience usually suggests that a pattern pixi be represented as a linear combination of a set of
elementary space function. X nxI. These elementary functions, called basis functions, are selected to have certain [
convenient properties.

A set of basis functions is given by X(x I. ( jix) , .21x 4. nx ix. where n can range to infinity 0 0 . A linear
combination of basis functions can be written as

N
BIxl= E annixl

n =0 Il1
where an is the corresponding coefficient of the basis function A n(x I. There is no general solution to the selection of the
best set of basis functions A nixI for any given application. However. there are many known results available for
functions that have certain properties which can guide the particular selection in any given application.

1.4.1 Orthogonality

One important property for a set of basis functions is called finality of coefficients. This property allows the
determination of any given coefficient without the need to know any other coefficient; that is. the value of each
coefficient an is independent of the value of any other coefficient. For example, more terms can be added to the
representation to allow greater accuracy without making any changes in the earlier coefficients. Finality of coefficients
is achieved when the basis functions are said to be orthogonal over the space for which the pattern is defined.

'The condition of orthogonality for real basis functions requires that

f x -),nX ,k dx = 0 for k * n
~x

i

= rkfork = n 121

for all k and n over the space x I to x2. If r k = I for all k. then the basis functions are orthogonal. In words. Equation
2 simply requires that the basis functions have no components in common.

When the basis functions are orthogonal and real, then the coefficient an can be found by

an2 AnixIBxIdx 131
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1.4.2 Integral Squared Error

There is another property of orthogonal functions which is quite important. In many situations, the accuracy of the
representation of a pattern when only some and not all the terms are used must be determined. Any real pattern stored.
for example, in a digital computer (or the visual system), can be represented only by a finite number of terms. A
practical problem which arises is how to select a set of basis functions that minimizes the error of representation of the
pattern for a limited number of terms. One measure used is called the integral squared error f 11, the integral of the

Asquare of the differences between the pattern, p(x , and its approximation, px I, given by

= f2 [pIxI_- Ixl]2dx 41
X1

The integral squared error is zero only when pixl = A(xI. If not, then I is always positive, and the smaller it ithe better
the approximation. It can be shown that orthogonal basis functions not only have the property of finality of
coefficients but also minimize the integral squared error of the representation, e.g.. Cooper and McGillem I I% W7D.

Other criteria could be used to select basis functions; however, they take us beyond the scope of this discussion.

So far, only a general discussion of basis functions has been provided and no suggestions about the most desirable
types of functions to use have been offered. The requirement of orthogonality does little to restrict this selection
since many different functions can be made orthogonal by suitable definitions. Therefore, the selection of basis
functions depends primarily upon how the functional representation is to be used. In systems analysis, sinusoids are
very useful functions because they remain sinsuoids after the performance of various mathematical operations needed
in such an analysis. Addition and subtraction of two sinusoids of the same frequency results in a sinusoid. The
derivative and the integral of sinusoids are sinusoids. These properties, combined with superposition, suggest that
representing a pattern as a sum of sinusoids can be quite convenient as well as powerful.
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CHAlYFER 2

FOURIER ANALYSIS

2.1 The Trigononetric Fourier Series

The power of using sinusoids to represent complex functions was first shown by the French physicist Fourier
q 17(4-18301 who used them to solve problems in heat transmission. Out of his work has come Fourier's theorem:

Q)~ 2 n
fqxlCo+ ic+ 0, +C -,co x+ +

+ Cn cos ( n x +On5

where C0. Cn. are constants. Fourier's theorem states that a periodic function fix I, with a spatial period X, can
be synthesized by a sum of harmonic functions that are integral submultiples of K and have a phase angle given by $.
The accuracy of this representation of a function is increased by increasing the number of terms. In order to maintain
the proper phase relationship between the harmonics and yet remove the cumbersome phase term in each harmonic, a
trigonometric identity is used:

Cn cos lnkx + OnI = An cos nkx + Bn sin nkx (61

where k =271/X. An Cn cosOn, and Bn = Cn sinOn. Equation 5 in more compact form is given by

flxi=Ao)+ 1: Ancosnkx+ E Bnsin nkx 171
n=l n=l

Equation 7 is called the trigonometric Fourier series.

The process of determining the values of the coefficients A0 . An. and Bn is called Fourier analysis. They are
determined from

Ao= .fX fixIdx

An = fixl cosnkx dx 181

ani

Bn= fix Isin nkx x

where Ao is the aerage value of fix ). the zero frequency component. The magnitude. Mn . of the coefficients An and

Bn. is given by,

M n = VAn 2 + Bn 2

ani their phase angle. 0n. the relative position or phase shift between the coefficients An and Bn, is given by

*n = tan -I I 1(l1
An

If0
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Mn and n provide a description of fixI in the freque'icy domain of the function fix I, called a magnitude and phase
spectrum, in contrast to fix) which is a description ia the space domain. Magnitude and phase will be discussed further
in the following sections. .

2.2 Complex Fourier Series

Integration can be computed with ease if the real sinusoids are expressed in terms of complex exponentials, exp'Jkn x,
where J =\/-. The coefficients of the exponential Fourier series are found from

an = ffix) exp-Jknx dx 4111

and since a-n = a *(where * denotes the complex conjugate)
00

fix) = r anexpJknx 112)

2.3 The Fourier Transform Pair

As the period X is increased, more and more of the function fx) will be included in the expression. As , the
spacing between the harmonics becomes differential, x- dx, and the number of components becomes infinite, n--.
The summation formally passes into an integral and leads to the Fourier transorm of fix I given by

FIJk) f fix) exp-Jkx dx 1131

fIx) can be recovered from

fix) = 0 F(Jk) expJkx dk (141

which is called the inverse Fourier transform of Fix). The functions fixl and F(jk) are called a Fourier transform pair.
The general practice is followed using lower case letters for space functions and capital letters for the transform.

2.4 The One-Dimensional Discrete Finite Fourier Transform

The previous Fourier transform pair describes a continuous function fix) that lends itself to optical Fourier transforms
(e.g., O'Neill, 1963, Lipson and Lipson, 1969; Hecht and Zajac, 19741. However, because digital filtering techniques
will be used in the Fourier transform domain, the finite, discrete Fourier transform is used here. Brigham 419741
provides a lucid theoretical development (as well as amplification of what follows) of the continuous to the discrete
Fourier transform. The modifications of going from a continuous to a discrete representation are concerned with space
domain sampling, truncation effects from the limited number of components. and frequency domain sampling.

Briefly, the continuous function f(x) is sampled at discrete points by delta functions, 6ix-kX. over the sampling
interval X. The sampled function fsixI is given by

k = -o15

If equal interval sampling occurs at equal to or greater than two samples for the highest frequency component

present in fsfx) (called the Nyquist frequency), then the sampled function fsix) will be a good representation of fix).
However. if a more coarse sampling rate occurs, the result is aiasing: distortion introduced into the sampled function
due to spectrum overlap.



Neither the visual system nor a digital computer can deal with an infinite number of samples. Therefore, the sampled
futction fs(xI is truncated by some function. A rectangular function is given by

tqxI= 1 0_ x <_X 111

= 0 elsewhere

where X is the length of the truncation function. The sampled truncated function now becomes

N-I
fst (xJ _r f(kX6(x- kXi 171

k=O

Improper truncation, e.g.. truncating fix) at each end of the sample points, results in additional frequency components
in the frequency domain, called leakage. because each Nth point of one period adds to the first point of the next period.

Such considerations lead to the finite discrete Fourier transform pair.

N-I

FL ) VJ fkX Iexp- J27T nk/N 418a1 V
--A/ k=0 -

wh-e n 0. 1. 2 .. N-I 

N-I
flkXlr F expJ 2 Unk/N 118b)N- n=0)

where k = 0. 1. 2. N- 1. The discrete Fourier transform is a special case of the continuous Fourier transform. If
the samples of the original function fixI are one period of a periodic function, then the Fourier transform of this periodic I
function is given by Equation 18a.

It must be stressed that the discrete Fourier transform is a complete transform in its own right. Only tinder special
conditions will there be equivalence between the discrete and continuous Fourier transforms. )ifferences between the
two transforms are due to the sampling and truncation requirements of the discrete Fourier transform.

The discrete and continuous Fourier transforms will be exact (within a scaling constant I if:

Il) fixlisperiodic
121 flxl is band-limited
131 the sampling rate is at least two times the highest frequency component of fix) and
141 the truncation function is non-zero over exactly one period for an integer multiple period I of fix 1.

Recall that improper sampling results in aliasing. Improper truncation results in leakage. There are techniques for
reducing the effects of aliasing and leakage when nonperiodic functions are Fourier transformed. However. these
techniques are beyond the scope of the present discussion and can be found in Brigham 119741.

2.5 The Two-Dimensional Discrete Finite Fourier Transform

So far. only one-dimensional transforms have been discussed. The everyday patterns that are seen are two-dimensional
intensity distributions on the retina Iexcluding depth and time) and require a two-dimensional finite. discrete Fourier
transform for analysis:

X Y,'i, ,.,uF yvxuI X p~x.y~exp -.127T +_1 ,l'a I
UK y =!
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U V
O 1 (u y\ je(p J2)i i41 +9bi

p y u =-u v =-v -[
xu

where x = 2u + 1, y = 2v + I and 2tX, Z71y are the spatial frequencies (cycles per unit length x, y) in the Fourier

transform plane Iu. vI. Bracewell (1956) and Brigham (1974) provide good discussions of the properties of the one- and
two-dimensional transforms.

Insight into the two-dimensional Fourier transform can be gained by using Euler's identity to separate the complex
exponential term into complex trigonometric functions. Equation 19 a then becomes

x Xrxu yv ~ xu +P 'v - ~ X ~.yIts2 + "- -Jsin 27T -Yi~

(201

The arguments of the cosine and sine terms determine the spatial frequency and the orientation of the two-dimensional
sinusoids. The spatial frequency. f, and orientation of the sinusoids. e. is given by

f = (.f+2'1211

e = tan- u
V

The cosine term is the even symmetric, real I ReI part of the Fourier transform; the sine term is the odd symmetric.
imaginary (ImI part of the Fourier transform. As with the trigonometric series, the magnitude M and phase 4of the
Fourier transform are given by

Mn = Ren 2 + Imn2

and

OPn tan-
1 Imn

Ren (221

2.5.1 Two-Dimensional Sinusoids

The two-dimensional Fourier transform can be interpreted as a filter process by which patterns are filtered by a bank
of two-dimensional sinusoids of different spatial frequency and orientation. The degree to which the spatial frequency
component is present in the spatial structure of a pattern that is "captured by a particular sinusoid is given by the
magnitude. The phase is needed to determine where the magnitude belongs with respect to the spatial position of
the pattern.

These two-dimensional sinusoidal (cosine and sine function I filters are shown in Figure 1. Three vertical, integrally
related spatial frequencies-harmonics-are shown. Horizontal and oblique harmonics are also needed to define the
three-harmonic set of filters for the two-dimensional Fourier transform. They would be identical to those shown but
at a different orientation. A three-dimensional view of these sinusoids is shown in Figure 2.

The previous analysis has shown that any pattern can be decomposed into sinusoids. Any system that processes
patterns can be described completely by specifying the properties of sinusoids, spatial frequency and orientation or
magnitude and phase. as they are processed by the system. The reduction in magnitude of the sinusoids by an isotropic
Ino change in magnitude with orientation I system can be measured in terms of contrast Ithe difference in luminance
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between the light and dark bars referenced to the mean luminance). The relationship which specifies the ratio of input
to output contrast is the modulation transfer function IMTF]. The MTF, then, specifies the ability of any system to
process spatial contrast information about patterns.

Now that the theory of the discrete Fourier transform has been outlined, the next section will provide a discussion of the
digital techniques that are used to compute the discrete Fourier transform of objects.
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CHAPTER 3

DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING

The previous chapter provided some theory about the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform. This chapter
presents a discussion of the digital computer techniques that are used to implement the theory. Digital techniques are
used to compute the two-dimensional Fourier transform of simple objects-squares. Finally, the relationship between
size and bandwidth will be demonstrated using digitally computed Fourier transforms.

Two special purpose digital image processing systems and two general purpose digital computer systems were used to
perform digital filtering to create the filtered images that are shown in this dissertation. General information on digital
image processing may be found in Andrews 19701.

3.1 The Image Analysis Facility

Most of the digital filtering was done using the Image Analysis Facility (Ginsburg, Cook, Mott-Smith, 19721 at the Air
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories in the United States. The Image Analysis Facility IAFI used a vidicon
camera to scan complex grey-level pictures, transforming intensity levels into video signals. The video was then filtered.
sampled, and channeled to an analogue-to-digital (A/D I converter by a 32-channel multiplexer. The A/D converter
digitized the sampled video, creating data acceptable to the digital computer, a PDP-1. A digital computer programme
stored one sampled vertical line of the picture video into computer memory line by line. Each line was stored
successively on a digital magnetic drum. After drum storage, the unprocessed picture was transferred and stored on
magnetic tape for future processing or returned to the computer for immediate processing. The picture was displayed
on a cathode ray tube I CRT I for observation or photographing before and/or after processing.

Although the IAF was very efficient for most picture processing, it was too slow to be considered for use as an
interactive processor for the two-dimensional Fourier transform. Therefore, a much faster digital computer, a CDC
6W0, was used to transform and filter the pictures. Computer programmes were written to link the data, which were
transferred by magnetic tape from one computer system to the other. The pictures, filtered using the CDC 6600
general purpose computer, were returned to the IAF for photographing. This method proved most efficient for routine
filtering. Furthermore, high speed printers and plotters, coupled to the CDC 6600 system, quickly produced
numerical printouts and plots of the pictures, Fourier spectra, and filtered images, as desired. The numerical printouts
contain 10 or 64 amplitude levels of the filtered images. The contour plots contain 10 or 16 amplitude levels that have
been equally spaced between the maximum and minimum values of the filtered images.

Another advantage of the CDC system was that simple patterns, such as two-tone alphanumerics, could be coded onto
punch cards and read directly into the CDC computer for processing, thereby saving scanning time.

The two-tone patterns were cardpunched for 32 by 32 pel (picture element) grids. The Fourier spectra were obtained
from a Fast Fourier Transform programme, e.g., see Brigham (19741, available on the CDC 6600 computer. Spatial
filtering was accomplished in the transform domain as previously discussed. The filtered spectra were inverse Fourier
transformed to create the filtered images. Interpolation programmes on the JAF were used to enlarge the patterns to
256 by 256 pels. Except for the original patterns, the transforms and filtered images were extrapolated using sinc

siniTx
x = - as a general smoothing function to avoid coarse quantization artifacts when they were viewed. Compare.
for example. the smoothed and original filtered images in Figure 62,cd. The differences between the original and
extrapolated data are negligible when viewed at the appropriate viewing distances discussed later.

The grey-level (multi-tone I patterns were digitized by the video scanner of the IAF for 128 by 128 pel grids. Filtering
was done as before on the CDC 660W computer. The 128 by 128 pel patterns were enlarged to 420 by 448 pels using
extrapolation programmes on the IAF. However, no smoothing function was necessary for these larger patterns.

In general, it is necessary to band-limit objects that are digitially processed to avoid the effect of aliasing ISection 2.41.
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An object is typically sampled 5 to 10 times more than the Nyquist sample and then filtered to the Nyquist
frequency. This technique insures that spatial frequencies up to and including the Nyquis frequency have been
sampled adequately and that the object is adequately band-limited. This technique was not needed in the studies made
in this dissertation. The simple binary objects processed in this dissertation were not created by a digital sampling
s% stem. but were defined analytically on digital grids. Thus, those objects are band-limited to begin with. Further.
since the Fourier transform produces spatial frequencies only up to and including the Nyquist frequency. there will be
no aliasing. However, the grey-level pictures in this dissertation were sampled by a digital scanning device. Therefore.
it is possible that the finest details of the pictures were not adequately sampled. However. any artifacts from this
sampling should be evident from viewing the sampled picture. Since there were not any artifacts seen between the
original and sampled pictures, it was assumed that there were no serious aliasing problems. Further, since those
objects were also spatial filtered in the Fourier transform domain, only spatial frequencies through the Nyquist
frequency were used and no further aliasing effects occurred. Finally, aliasing maximally affects the higher spatial

frequencies. Since almost all the objects are low pass filtered to some degree, any possible results of aliasi:ig are
greatly attenuated.

The original objects, Fourier spectra, and filtered images were photographed from the CRT of the 1AF using
Polaroid 55 P/N film to create the 64 grey-level pictures shown in this dissertation.

3.2 The SEM PER Image Processing System

Some of the digital filtering was done with an image processing system called SEMPER, developed for the analysis of
electron microscopy imagery in the Electron Microscopy Branch of Applied Physics at the University of Cambridge.

The input scanning device for SEMPER ta commercial system called SCANDIG built by Technical Operations. Inc.;
Joyce Loebl Ltd. in the U.K. I is a high-speed rotating microdensitometer which converts pictorial information into
digital form. It measures and records optical densities in two dimensions through any flexible photographic
transparency at the rate of 20,000 readings per second.

Light from a 50-watt halogen lamp passed through an iris, was deflected by a mirror, and focused onto the sample
mounted on the drum. The transmitted light was collected by an objective lens and passed through a variable
aperture onto the face of a photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier tube converted the collected light into an
electrical signal proportional to the amount of light transmitted. A log amplifier converted the electrical signal into
units of density which were input into an A/D converter. The A/D converted changed the signal into 8-bit binary
data which were then stored on magnetic tape.

The data on magnetic tape were then processed using the SEMPER system. The heart of the SEMPER system is a
PI)P-8/E digital computer with moving-head disk storage. The picture data were processed using the SEMPER
executive language commands under teletype control. Operations performed on the pictures were monitored on a
display oscilloscope.

The digital data of the processed pictures were used to create photographs containing 256 grey levels. The Photowrite
system (P- 500. Optronics International, Inc.; Joyce Loebi, Ltd., in the U.K. I is a high-speed digital film-writing
system which consists of an unexposed film clamped to the outside of a circular rotating drum. The light from a
light-emitting diode modulated by the digital data was passed through an aperture and focused onto the film. The
drum, film. and optical path were enclosed in a light tight enclosure which is removed to develop the film.

Kodak high-speed Infrared film (4143 Thick; 10.2 by 12.7 cmI was used to create negatives. The exposed film was
developed in Ilford PW Universal developer (1:4. 780F) for 2.5 minutes, given a normal bath in water, then "fixed'"
for 2.5 minutes using Super Amfix (1:3 1. Prints were made from the developed film using Ilfospeed Grade 0 (). I M
paper exposed at F5.6 for I to 1.5 seconds. The linearity of the developing and printing processes was determined from
step wedges placed along the sides of the pictures.

Although simple band-pass spatial filtering could be done using the SEMPER system, practical considerations, such as
available storage space and time required for computation, made it necessary to use the central computer system, an
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IBM 370, for much of the picture processing. Therefore, as with previous picture processing, the spatial filter design
and much of the spatial filtering were accomplished on a large computer system and the SEMPER system was used as

an input/output device to digitize and create pictures of the filtered objects.

3.3 A Denmonstration: Two-Dimensional Fourier Magnitude Spectra of Squares

The twio-dimensional Fourier transforms of two different size squares were computed, using the previously described

techniques. to create the magnitude spectra shown in Figure 3.

Both the magnitude and phase components of the transform are required to describe a pattern uniquely. The

magnitude components are the amplitudes associated with each spatial frequency and orientation in the frequency

domain. The phase components represent the position and orientation of the associated spatial frequencies in the

original pattern space. Since the phase of the transform has not been modified for the results presented in this

dissertation, the phase is not shown.

The two spatial coordinates. x and y, of the original squares correspond to two spatial frequency coordinates in the

transform domain. i and v. These spectra have been arranged like the diffraction patterns that would be observed in a

device performing an optical Fourier transform, e.g., Lipson and Lipson I 1691. The spectra are bilaterally

svnimetrical across anv axis that goes through the centre of the transform. The central spectral component at the

origin Ifu = 0, fv = 01 is the zero frequency or average intensity value of the pattern. The spatial frequencies go from

low to high. radially outward front the centre of the spectrum. The central high-intensity region is the central

maximun which contains about 90 percent of the pattern energy.

3.3. 1 The Relationship Between Space and Spatial Frequency

An important point about a linear transform, such as the Fourier transform, is that no information is gained or lost in

transformation. However. the spatial information about an object is rearranged, as shown by the magnitude spectra

of Figure 3. In more complex patterns, the large parts of the pattern will be found in the low spatial frequencies and the

small parts will be found in the high spatial frequencies. This rearrangement of spatial information in the frequency

domain makes the filtering of spatial information such as size and orientation of complex patterns quite simple, as will
be shown in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

SPATIAL FILTERING

In this chapter the Fourier transform is put to work to spatially filter patterns. First, the difference between using the
Fourier transform rather than convolution techniques to filter patterns is discussed. Demonstration of spatial filtering
of a complex scene will follow.

4.1 Convolution Versus Fourier Transformation

There are two general techniques by which spatial filtering can be accomplished. A pattern can be spatially filtered by
convolution. that is, multiplying the pattern point by point with a filter function that is translated over the entire
pattern and adding the results, e.g., Bracewell (1965). An alternative method is to, first, transform Ichange) the
pattern from the space domain into a spatial frequency domain, e.g., Fourier transformation, then directly attenuate
Ithat is. reduce in amplitude) or extract certain unattenuated spatial frequency information and, finally, perform an
inverse transform to reconstruct the pattern from that attenuated or extracted information. These techniques can
produce identical results. Indeed, there is a theorem that states that the Fourier transform of the convolution of two
functions is equal to the product of the Fourier transforms of the functions taken separately, e.g., Bracewell (19651.

Although convolution can be used to spatially filter a pattern, it does not provide explicit spatial frequency and phase
information about the pattern. Unlike transform methods of spatial filtering, convolution is an implicit filtering
operation. In other words, only limited insight into the filtering of patterns is gained using convolution.

Considerable insight can be gained, however, by noting how the Fourier transform filters spatial information.
Putting Equation 20 into words: The two-dimensional Fourier transform yields spatial frequency/orientation
information by multiplying the pattern point by point with two-dimensional arrays of sinusoids (e.g., Figure 21 of
different spatial frequency and orientation, and then summing over all the points for each sinusoidal array. Thus,
although the computations are different, results of a Fourier transformation can be viewed as similar to convolution;
and, because sinusoids are symmetric patterns, it can also be looked upon as a cross-correlation of the input pattern
with two-dimensional sinusoidal arrays over a range of spatial frequencies and orientations. Fourier transformation
differs from convolution in two ways: It does not require that one of the patterns be reversed, and it does not translate
or move one pattern across the other. The Fourier transform does its filtering with functions that remain fixed in
position. This important difference between transform and convolution techniques should be kept in mind when either
technique is suggested as a model of visual processing, as will be discussed in Section 19.9.3.

4.2 Spatial Filtering in the Fourier Transform Domain

4.2.1 One-Dimensional Ideal Band-Pass Filters

Spatial filtering in the Fourier transform domain is done by multiplying the spectral components of the pattern by some
filter function. Mathematically, a simple one-dimensional band-pass filter is given by

Ithp Iu = I for some -u < U I u (231

= 0 elsewhere

An ideal low-pass filter simply multiplies some central portion of the magnitude spectrum by one and the rest of the
transform by zero. The inverse process results in high-pass filtering. An ideal band-pass filter is made by multiplying
some finite region away from the centre of the magnitude by one and the rest of the transform by zero.

Examples of one-dimensional ideal low-, high-, and band-pass filters are shown in Figure 4,a, 1,2,3. The equivalent
line-spread functions (the Fourier transform of the filters above) that would produce similar filtering by convolution
are shown in Figure 4b,1.2.3. The general effect of each filter on a square wave (the square-wave responsel is shown
in Figure 4,c, 1,2.3. The specific shapes of the filtered squares will depend on the specific bandwidths and shapes of
the filters.
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The filtered spectrum can be synthesized back into the space domain by an inverse Fourier transform, P-1 , which
results in a filtered object called an image. This method enables the observer to determine what spatial information
about the original object was contained in certain parts of the spectrum. The filtered image, Pf(x). is given by

Pf(xI = P1l(u I [Plu)Hbp uJ] 1 (24)

4.2.2 Two-Dimensional Band-Pass Spatial Filters

The properties of the one-dimensional filters discussed in the previous section can be extended to two-dimensions, as
shown in Figure 5,a,b,c. Other general shapes and configurations of two-dimensional filters are shown in Figure
5,d,e,f. The shaded areas shown in these figures are the regions of spatial frequencies that are passed by the filter.
These spatial filters will be used to select various bands of spatial frequency and orientation of many different patterns
in subsequent sections.

A three-dimensional view of two-dimensional ideal low-pass circular and square filters and their respective
point-spread functions is shown in Figure 6,a, I,b, l,a,2,b,2. The relationship between these filters and single
channels in the visual system is discussed in Section 8.2.. [
4.2.3 Spatial Filtering of a Complex Scene

This section demonstrates spatial filtering in the two-dimensional discrete Fourier domain using a complex visual
scene-part of the Bridge of Sighs at St. John's College, Cambridge. This scene was chosen because of its rich periodic
structure in both the horizontal and vertical orientations.

The digitized scene and its magnitude spectrum are shown in Figure 7,a,1,2. Figure 7,a,3 shows the magnitude
spectrum that was sectioned, normalized, and recombined to show the high frequencies. The repetitive structure along
the vertical and horizontal orientations in the magnitude spectra generally reflects the periodicity in the scene.

First, the high spatial frequencies were removed (Figure 7,b). (The diagonal lines shown in the pictures of the spectra
in Figure 7,d-h represent the region of spatial frequencies that are passed by the spatial filter. I Only the general form of
the bridge remains when the scene contains only 12 and 18 low spatial frequencies, Figure 7,b,c.

Figure 7,d,e shows the result of passing only the high spatial frequencies -those greater than 12 and 18. Removing the
low spatial frequencies greatly reduces the contrast over broad spatial regions. The details of the scene now
predominate.

Ile previous filtering was isotropic; the same bandwidth was used at all orientations. Next, a predominant range of
horizontal components was passed (Figure 7,fM. Since the horizontal spatial frequencies result from vertical objects in
the scene, it is not surprising to see generally vertical objects that reflect the overall vertical periodicity in the original
scene. Note the vertical bars in the portals of the bridge. Filtering most of the vertical components produced broad
horizontal objects, as shown in Figure 7,g. Filtering the left oblique parts of the spectrum produces generally right
oblique parts of the scene (Figure 7,h).

The periodicity of the windows can be detected on the horizontal axis of the spectrum shown by the circle in Figure 7,i.
This small amount of information was filtered out to create Figure 7,i, where the repeated light and dark bars are
plainly seen. This repeated structure appears sinusoidal because only relatively few components of the spectrum have
been passed. Since each point in the spectrum represents the filtering of the original pattern with one sinusoid, it is
reasonable to expect that filtering out that component results in the sinuoidal appearance.

Such demonstrations show the power of spatial filtering in two dimensions. Form and detail of different size and
orientation can be extracted in a global manner quite easily from even the most complex scene.
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4.3 Summary of Fourier Analysis and Spatial Filtering

The previous chapters have shown sinusoids to be powerful tools in both the theoretical and practical aspects of
describing patterns. Their use in Fourier analysis resulted in two-dimensional spectra that were used as a means of
spatially filtering a complex scene. The next chapter provides the experimental data that are needed to make spatial
filters to probe the filtering characteristics of the visual system using the preceding methods.
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I.

PART II

THE SPATIAL FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS
OF MAMMALIAN VISUAL SYSTEMS

"How do we see faces and animals and maps in clouds, or in the blots of a Rorschach test?"

Norbert Wiener

I
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CHAPTER5

THE OVERALL SPATIAL FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM

5.1 Some Basics: Spatial Frequency, Contrast, and Contrast Sensitivity

Recall that a sine-wave grating is a repeated sequence of light and dark bars whose luminance profile varies
sirnsoidally about a mean luminance with distance (Figures 1,21. Here two variables of a sine-wave grating are
considered: spatial frequency and contrast. The width of one light and one dark bar of a grating is one cycle, or the
period of the grating. The reciprocal of the period is the spatial frequency. Spatial frequency is expressed by the
number of cycles of the grating that occur over a particular distance. The spatial frequency of an object can be
expressed by cycles per object (c/ol dimension or, more commonly, by cycles per unit of visual angle. The number of
cycles per object dimension is determined by the size of the particular dimension of some part of or the entire object and
is independent of viewing distance. Cycles per unit of visual angle, more commonly called cycles per degree c/d 1. is
determined by the viewing distance.

The luminance difference of the light and dark bars determines the contrast of the grating. The definition of contrast
most often used is that first given by Michelson ( 1927):

Lmax - Lmin

Lmax + Linin

where Lmax and Lmin are the maximum and minimum luminanceof the bars of the grating.

Figure 8 shows a sine-wave grating whose contrast is constant but whose spatial frequency is changing logarithmically.
I Figures 8. 9). and It) are unpublished photographs supplied by F. W. Campbell and J. G. Robson. I The wider bars
at the left are low spatial frequencies when compared to the narrow bars on the right which are high spatial frequencies.

The effect of contrast on a grating of a fixed spatial frequency is shown in Figure 9. There is a square-wave grating on V
the left side and a sine-wave grating on the right. The medium contrast of the grating at the bottom is reduced
logarithmically towards the top of the grating. Note near the top that the contrast of the grating is so low that only a
uniform grey area is seen. The length of the visible grating will change with viewing distance.

If the contrast of a grating is hi rpssed from below visibility to where the grating is just seen, then the grating is said
to have reached threshold contrast. (ratings of different spatial frequencies require different amotmts of contrast to
reach threshold for the observer. The reciprocal of the threshold contrast is called contrast sensitivity. If the log spatial
frequency grating is shown with log contrast, as in Figure 10. the limit of visible grating results in the inverted
I-shaped function found by contrast sensitivity measurements.

The importance of contrast in enabling one to see various spatial information in objects cannot be stressed too much.
The loss of spatial information as contrast is reduced is demonstrated by a portrait shown in Figure l1. Various details
about the portrait, such as the hair over the forehead, are selectively lost as the contrast is reduced from I0W percent to
0 percent. At the lowest contrast. 6 percent. only a ghost-like face remains.

5.2 The Contrast Sensitivity Function

There must be a limit in any real system to the range of information it can process. Just as the retina is sensitive to
the limited range of electromagnetic energy that is called light, the eye is also sensitive to a limited range of size of
objects. Microscopes and telescopes were invented to extend the range of object sizes that can be seen. The contrast
sensitivity function describes the range of object sizes that can be passed by a visual system.

The range of object sizes that can be seen became a major concern with the advent of telecommunications. It is not too
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surprising that Schade (19561, an electrical engineer faced with the problem of how much spatial information to
transmit for television, made the first measurements of the spatial bandwidth of the visual system. He found that the
human visual system responded best to a limited range of spatial frequencies.

The importance of such measurements was realized and techniques improved by Campbell and Robson (1904. 19681.
Figure 12 shows a typical contrast sensitivity function that they obtained with sine-wave gratings. Note that the visual
system is more sensitive at about I to 5 c/d and less sensitive at higher and lower spatial frequencies.

Carlson, Cohen, and Gorog (1977) used one- and two-dimensional sine-wave gratings to measure contrast sensitivity.
The contrast sensitivity obtained with two-dimensional gratings agrees well with the sensitivity obtained with
one-dimensional gratings from 0.2 to 20 c/d (mean luminances of 0.034 to 34 millilamberts. Thus, the contrast
sensitivity function can be viewed as the "window" through which spatial objects are viewed under threshold
conditions.

5.2.1 Factors Which Affect the Shape of the Contrast Sensitivity Function

The general shape of the contrast sensitivity function is affected by the grating waveform, luminance, focus, pupil size,
orientation, the number of bars of the grating, which part of the retina is tested, and whether the gratings are stationary
or change in phase by either flicker or movement. For example, Campbell and Robson (19681 showed that the
low-spatial-frequency loss that increases with decreasing spatial frequency below about I c/d, when measured with
sine-wave gratings, becomes relatively less when square-wave gratings are used to measure contrast sensitivity.

Decreasing the mean retinal luminance causes the peak sensitivity and the high-frequency cutoff of the contrast
sensitivity to shift to lower spatial frequencies, e.g., Patel (19661; Van Nes, Koenderink, Nas, and Bouman 11967 1. The
low-frequency falloff disappears at scotopic luminances, and the visual system acts as a low-pass filter rather than a
band-pass filter.

The effect of focus and pupil size on contrast sensitivity was studied by Campbell and Green (19651. In general, they
found that the sensitivity to high spatial frequencies decreased as defocus increased. Optimum contrast sensitivity,
which agreed with a diffraction limited system, was obtained with a 2 mm diameter pupil. Increased pupil size caused
a shift in performance from that of a diffraction limited optical system.

The contrast sensitivity to gratings changes as a function of orientation le.g., Campbell and Kulikowski, 1966;
Mitchell, Freeman, and Westheimer, 1967. In general, contrast sensitivity is greatest for vertical gratings, slightly
less for horizontal, and least for oblique gratings, especially at the high spatial frequencies.

It is important to consider how many bars make a grating. Estevez and Cavonius (19761 showed that fewer than about
eight bars caused a decrease in the low-frequency falloff of the contrast sensitivity function. Furthermore, by using
fewer bars, they showed that edge effects and surround luminance can affect contrast sensitivity. For example,
sine-wave gratings that ended in sine phase and had a dark surround resulted in reduced contrast sensitivity when
compared to similar gratings having a uniform light surround.

It is important to note that moving gratings IRobson, 19661 and flickering gratings (Kulikowski and Tolhurst, 19731
result in a substantial decrease in the low-frequency falloff. These effects are important because the retinal image of an
object is never perfectly stationary under normal viewing conditions.

There is less sensitivity to high spatial frequency gratings seen in the periphery than in the fovea IDaitch and Green,
1969; Sharpe and Tolhurst, 1973). The reduction in peripheral sensitivity is not due to the optics (Daitch and Green.
1%991. Hilz and Cavonius (1974) showed that sensitivity to gratings decreased by a factor of 10 from the central retina
to 16 degrees in the periphery.

As Schade (1950) pointed out, a linear optical system cannot selectively reduce low spatial frequencies to a greater
degree than high spatial frequencies. The observed low-frequency falloff must therefore represent the filtering
properties of neurological mechanisms in the visual system.
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The filter characteristics for the optics and the retinal-brain system have been separated in the elegant experiments of

Campbell and Green 1 19651 and Campbell and Gubisch I lI9kl. The contrast sensitivity to gratings is not limited by the

optics of the eye under normal viewing conditions. Thus, the high frequency cutoff also represents the filtering b.
neurological mechanisms in the visual system.

5.3 Single. Versus Multi-channel Visual Models

A channel is defined as one or more neural mechanisms that respond best to some region along a stimulus dimension

and less or not at all to other regions of that same dimension, e.g., spatial frequency Isizel and orientation.

Does the overall contrast sensitivity reflect the cascaded result of optics and neurons that can be treated as a single

spatial filter? This single-channel view has been used by some researchers. e.g., Ratliff I196'5, Patel 1 1961. Cornsweet

119701. to account for certain observations-for example, Mach bands. However. it predicts the largest Mach bands

with square waves, not ramps, e.g., Cornsweet t 1970). which does not agree with observation IMcCullough. 19551.
Furthermore, such a model cannot account for other observations, such as the independent detection of spatial
frequency components of patterns at threshold, as is discussed in later sections.

An alternative to the single-channel model is the multi-channel model. The multi-channel model, first proposed b%
Campbell and Robson 119681. suggests that the visual system contains a number of channels I filtering mechanismsI.
each selective to a limited range of spatial frequencies. They showed that the ratio of the contrast thresholds for a
sine-wave versus a square-wave grating of the same spatial frequency was 4/1. a value predicted front the amplitude of

the fundamental Fourier components of the two gratings. The important aspect of this result was that the %alue 4/ Tr 'Aas

more or less invariant for gratings of spatial frequencies greater than about I ,-/d. A single filter model would have

predicted a greater sine-to-square threshold ratio for low and medium frequencies because the higher harmonics of the

square waves could contribute to the output of the filter. The ratio of 4/7 would be predicted only %hen the third

harmonic 3f1 of the square wave was outside the range of the filter. e.g.. when 3f was greater than about 30 to 64) c/d.

These findings strongly demonstrated linearity of detection at threshold and led Campbell and Robson to suggest that

there are a number of channels in the human visual system, each tuned to a different range of spatial frequencies. The
overall contrast sensitivity function. then, represents the envelope of the combined acti% ity (f all of the individual
channels.

As was shown in Section 3.3. 1. size and spatial frequency are inversely related to one another. Thus, an' research done
in terms of size can be reinterpreted in terms of spatial frequency. Certain researchers who have preferred to work in
the space domain have found results similar to those researchers working in the spatial frequency domain. Evidence for
independent size mechanisms was provided by Pantie and Sekuler ( 19681. They found that the detection (if gratings
was affected most by adapting isee Section 6.1. 11 to square-wave gratings of similar spatial frequencies. Thomas 1471
discussed the need for size-tuned mechanisms to account for the detection of certain objects.

5.4 The Filtering Characteristics of Suprathreshold Vision

The shape of the contrast sensitivity function is based upon the threshold detection of gratings. (ther techniques, sutch
as contrast matching. provide a family of curves that relate the overall filter characteristics of the visual sy stem to
suprathreshold levels of contrast. Although initially investigated by Davidson 410681 and Watanabe. Mori. Nagata.
and Hiwatashi 119081, the most thorough investigation of contrast matching has been done by Georgeon and Sullivan
1 19751. They investigated contrast matching using sine-wave gratings in the peripheral retina, as well as central vision,.
and in different orientations.

Figure 13 shows results of contrast matching by the author Isee Section A-2.3 for methodsI. This family of curves shov s
that the familiar contrast sensitivity curve, found at low contrasts luppermost curvel. smooiths into almost linear
horizontal curves flower curvesI at high contrast.

These kinds of results prompted Georgeson and Sullivan 410751 to postulate that the constant valued sensitivity -en at

high contrast was due to independent spatial frequency channels. Each channel reached peak sensitivit) due it)
individual gain mechanisms sensitive to contrast.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the teachniques and examples that provide information about the overall filtering
characteristics of the visual system from threshold to suprathreshold. Further discussion introduced the concept of
channels in the visual system. The bandwidth and shape of these channels are discussed in the next --, ctions.

Many pages could easily be devoted to all the psychophysical experiments that provide evidence for the existence of
mechanisms in the human visual system tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency (sizeI and orientation, i.e.,
channels. Readers interested in the details of that evidence are referred to several recent reviews (Campbell, 1974;
Sekuler, 1974; Robson, 1975; Breitmeyer and Ganz, 1976; Braddick, Campbell, and Atkinson, 1977; and Graham,
19771. Also, readers interested in the phase specificity of channels, difference between low and high spatial frequency
channels, suprathreshold effects such as the spatial frequency shift, and interactions among channels and edge and bar
channels are referred to the same reviews. Since the main concern here is with the filtering characteristics of channels,
only those papers that provide bandwidth and orientation measurements about channels are discussed in certain
following sections.
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CHAPTER 6

THE SPATIAL FILTERING PROPERTIES OF CHANNELS
DETERMINED FROM PSYCHOPHYSICAL DATA

6.1 The Measurement of the Spatial Bandwidth of Channels

Several psychophysical techniques have been used to determine the spatial frequency and orientation selectivity of
channels in the human visual system. They include selective adaptation, masking, threshold summation, and visual
evoked responses. Selected results of each will be discussed.

6. 1.1 Selective Adaptation

Selective adaptation is determined from the reduction in sensitivity to one stimulus due to prolonged exposure to
another.

The first information about the bandwidth of channels came from Blakemore and Campbell (19694. They found
selective threshold elevation Ireduced contrast sensitivity I after adaptation to sine-wave gratings of different spatial
frequencies from 3 to 20 c/d. Their data suggested that the bandwidth of the channels, measured by the half-height of
the threshold elevation of the test grating, was about 1.2 octaves. Blakemore, Muncey, and Ridley 119731 replicated the
adaptation method with similar techniques; they found a bandwidth of 1.5 octaves.

Lange, Sigel. and Stecher 419731 extended the findings of narrow bandwidth channels by Sachs, Nachmias, and
Robson 1 1971 (see Section 6.1.3. They had tubjects adapt to single components of stimuli that consisted of two
sine-wave gratings. They found that the narrow bandwidth within which the two gratings were not detected
independently remained the same even after threshold elevation of the component gratings. Their results were used to
estimate the channel bandwidth to less than J octave.

6.1.2 Masking

Another technique for measuring channel bandwidth is to simultaneously present a masking and test signal. The
bandwidth of the channel is measured by the reduced effect of the masking signal as its frequency is shifted from
the test frequency.

Carter and Henning I q7 I I used one-dimensional, broad-band filtered noise as a masking stimulus for gratings. They
found that the most effective masking was achieved by noise whose bandwidth was I to 2 octaves around the mean of
the test frequency.

Stromeyer and Julesz ( 19721 also used band-limited noise to mask gratings. They found that threshold elevation
decreased by one-half when the frequency of the test grating was about 0.0 octave away from the band-limited noise.
However. after increasing the width of the band-limited noise. they found that the most effective masking centered over
the test frequency occurred within a noise bandwidth of 2 octaves.

6.1.3 Threshold Summation

The threshold summation technique determines the contrast threshold of a stimulus measured alone and when it is
superimposed on another subthreshold stimulus. The sensitivity of the mechanism that detects the original stimulus is
measured by the reduction in threshold produced by the presence of the second stimulus.

Graham and Nachmias I 197 1 used threshold summation to measure contrast thresholds for the detection of different
phase combinations of two sine-wave gratings having a spatial frequency ratio of I to 3. Since the peak-to-trough
amplitude was quit, different for each phase condition, if single waveforms were detected by different channels, then
different thresholds should have occurred. However. independent thresholds were found whether the gratings were in
peaks-add or peaks-subtract phase. In addition to providing good evidence for a multi-channel model, their results also
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suggest that the channels are not affected by gratings whose frequencies are separated by a factor of 3.

Very narrow bandwidth measurements were made by Sachs, et al. (1971) using threshold summation. They used a
complex analysis designed to distinguish between the detection of complex gratings by a single- and a multi-channel
model. In support of the multi-channel model, they found independent detection of the two components of a complex
grating with frequency relationships f I/f.2 = 4/5 or 5/4. The resulting channel bandwidth was only about 0.4 octave
at a centre frequency of 14 c/d. Narrow bandwidths were also found with similar techniques by Quick and Reichert
(19751.

An elegant attempt to provide the two-dimensional structure of a single channel was made by Mostafavi and Sakrison
119761. Their model represent-A a channel as an incoherent detector (one which sums similar frequency components
from different parts of the visual field independent of phase) consisting of a band-pass filter, followed by a
transformation and spatial summation. From the detection of pseudo-random images (band-pass filtered Gaussian
white noise I, they found a bandwidth of about I octave around the centre frequency and an angular bandwidth of
20 degrees.

6.1.4 Visual Evoked Response

Campbell and Maffei (19701 used measurements of the visual evoked response (VER I to determine the spatial tuning
of channels. The VER is an electrical potential, recorded from electrodes placed on the scalp, which is produced by
responses to visual stimuli. A signal is obtained by averaging the voltage sensed by the electrodes over a large number of
trials. The averaging process is needed to cancel out the random noise in the signal. The stimuli were sine-wave gratings
that were alternated in phase at a rate of 8 cycles/second. A linear relationship was found between the logarithm of the
stimulus contrast and the amplitude of the evoked response. The slope of the graph of log contrast versus amplitude
was used to measure the channel bandwidth. Two gratings of different spatial frequencies were presented, one in the
upper half of the field and the other in the lower. The slope of the curve increased as the difference between the
spatial frequency of the two gratings increased. The maximum slope was found when the difference between the spatial
frequency of the two gratings was I octave or more. They concluded that channels separated by I octave are
independent.

6.2 The Measurement of the Orientation Selectivity of Channels

6.2.1 Selective Adaptation

Blakemore and Nachmias (1971) presented a high contrast grating at different orientations to adapt
orientation-selective mechanisms in central vision. The orientation tuning characteristics were measured from the
threshold elevation of a sine-wave grating of the same frequency as the adapting grating. Threshold elevation decreased
as the difference between the orientation of the adapting grating and test grating increased. Threshold elevation
decreased to half of maximum when the orientation difference was + 7 degrees.

Movshon and Blakemore 119731, using the same adaptation technique, found similar orientation selectivity, ± 7.5
degrees averaged from two subjects. Furthermore. they showed that the orientation tuning did not vary with the spatial
frequency of the gratings.

The orientation selectivity in peripheral vision was measured by Sharpe and Tolhurst 119731. Using the same

adaptation technique as Blakemore and Nachmias 1197 11. they found that the orientation tuning was somewhat

broader. 12 to 20 degrees.

6.2.2 Masking

Campbell and Kulikowski 119661 measured the orientation selectivity of the visual system with the technique of

masking. A masking grating varying in orientation was superimposed on a test grating of the same spatial frequency.

Maximum masking effect, reduced contrast sensitivity, occurred when the two gratings were of the same orientation

and was reduced to half when the difference in orientation between the two gratings was 12 degrees for vertical test
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gratings and 15 degrees for oblique test gratings.

6.2.3 Threshold Summation

Kulikowski, Abadi, and King-Smith (19731 used threshold summation to measure the orientation selectivity of
gratings. They found quite narrow tuning characteristics. Threshold elevation was decreased to half at about ± 3
degrees and virtually disappeared at about t 18 degrees.

0.2.4 Monocular Rivalry

Campbell and Howell 1972) reported what they termed monocular rivalry with sine-wave gratings. When two
sine-wave gratings are superimposed perpendicularly to one another, they appear to alternate -only one being visible
at a time. One grating fades in while the other fades out. Atkinson, Campbell, Fiorentini, and Maffei (19731 found
that the rate of alternation can appear to be quite rapid under certain conditions. Campbell, Gilinsky. Howell, Riggs,
and Atkinson 11973) measured the rate of alternation as the orientation of the two gratings was changed. They found
that the gratings alternated only when the orientation difference between them was greater than 15 degrees.

It is quite difficult to explain such tuning without the concept of independent channels. The t 15 degrees found to
produce monocular rivalry is similar to the bandwidth of orientation mechanisms found using other psychophysical
techniques. Since orientation-selective neurons have been found only in the cortex, some aspects of monocular rivalry
are presumably a function of the tuning properties of cortical mechanisms. It may be that monocular rivalry due to

crossed gratings occurs when two different groups of orientation-selective mechanisms are stimulated.

6.2.5 Visual Evoked Response

Campbell and Maffei 119701 used the visual evoked response to measure the orientation selectivity to gratings. After
adaptation to a high contrast grating, the subject observed low contrast gratings and the evoked potential was recorded.
This adaptation resulted in a reduction of the amplitude of the evoked response. However, the reduction found when
the two gratings were at the same orientation virtually disappeared when the orientation difference between the
gratings was 20 degrees.

This chapter has presented some of the literature that provides psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence for
mechanisms in the visual system that are selective for spatial frequency Isize) and orientation. These results
reflect the overall response of the visual system to grating stimuli. Do they reflect the measurements of individual
mechanisms in the visual system? These measurements are discussed in certain following sections.
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CHAPTER 7

THE SPATIAL FILTERING PROPERTIES OF CHANNELS
DETERMINED FROM NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA

The notion that the overall envelope of the filter characteristics of the visual system results from the activity of
quasi-independent spatial frequency channels would seem to follow naturally from the single cell recordings from
animals by many early researchers, e.g., Kuffler (19531. That notion has not always been accepted, as was discussed in
Section 5.3.

7.I The Receptive Field

Kuffler 0 953) showed that the receptive fields (the visual space to which neurons respond) in the retina of the cat were
of two types: "on-centre" and "off-centre." The firing rate of an "on-centre" neuron increased if a small spot of light,
placed in the centre of the receptive field, was turned on. Some cells that have a maintained discharge in the absence
of stimulation increase their discharge rate temporarily when a small spot of light, placed in the centre of the receptive
field, is turned off. These are "off-centre" neurons. Small spots of light turned on in the surround of "on-centre"
neurons or turned off for the "off-centre" neurons reduced their characteristic response. This effect is called lateral
inhibition.

7.2 Feature Detectors

Many researchers have interpreted receptive fields from the pioneering research of Kuffler (19531 and Hubel and
Wiesel 119591 as feature detectors. Barlow, Narashimhan, and Rosenfeld (1972) provide an extensive review of
literature related to feature detectors.

Feature detectors are composed of receptive fields that are uniquely selective to disks, edges, etc.: they respond
maximally when a perfect match between the receptive field and a stimulus with a particular geometric shape occurs.
In other words, a disk of light is signaled because a receptive field of the correct size and position with respect to the
visual field has been excited.

An alternative view of receptive fields has developed over the last 10 years. It removes the criterion of feature detection
from the receptive field and replaces it with a far more useful concept, that of a channel. The substitution of the word
channel for feature detector is no mere play on words. Within the concept of channel lies the recognition that complex
visual objects can be analyzed with a far more general range of spatial parameters than that considered by advocates
of feature detectors. This is not to say that there is no use for some of the properties of feature detectors such as edge
detectors. Such concepts can be quite useful, but not to the exclusion of other conceptual mechanisms. The existence
of channels, with their concomitant selection of spatial frequency (sizel, orientation, and phase, and the importance of
contrast, allows the concept of spatial filter theory for perception to be investigated more fully.

7.3 Evidence for Spatial Filters in the Mammalian Visual System

This section briefly samples the research that underlies the concept of neurophysiological channels and provides the
basic parameters for describing spatial filters. Robson (19751 provides a more extensive review.

Enroth-Cugell and Robson 119601 provided the first investigations of the filter characteristics of single cells using
sine-wave gratings. They found that the retinal ganglion cells of the cat are optimally tuned to particular ranges of
spatial frequency. Each cell has its own contrast sensitivity function. The spatial frequency that produces the
maximum response varies from cell to cell.

The most important finding of that research was not the individual tuning characteristics of the retinal ganglion cells
but that, in general, there are two types of cells: X and Y. The more narrowly tuned X-cells. which predominate in
the central retina, provide linear spatial summation. The relatively broader tuned Y-cells are nonlinear. This evidence
for linear processing by one class of cells in the mammalian retina suggests that the linear transmission of spatial
information of objects is important for subsequent vi-ual processing.
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Maffei and Fiorentini (1973) also investigated the tuning characteristics of retinal ganglion cells. Robson (1975)
interpreted their results as showing that the response amplitude of the cells was proportional to the contrast of gratings
at low contrast levels; but at higher levels of contrast, a logarithmic relationship was found. Although some behaviour
of the retival g anglia is not completely linear, Robson (1975) still argued that contrast rather than absolute luminance
variation is the more appropriate stimulus variable to measure.

The tuning characteristics of the retinal ganglion cells are relatively broad when compared to those of the cells found at
the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN I and the striate cortex (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1973). Furthermore, the
predominantly isotropic Icircularly symmetricI receptive fields found in the retina and LGN give way to anisotropic
receptive fields in the striate cortex lHubel and Wiesel 1959, 1962, 1968). The rectangularly shaped receptive fields in
the striate cortex occur in a variety of sizes and orientations and have different numbers of excitatory and inhibitory
zones. It is not surprising that such cells respond maximally to gratings whose orientation and spatial frequency best
match the orientation and width of the areas that form the receptive field. The close relationship between the spatial
weighting of cortical cells and sinusoidal gratings is seen in Figure 2. The maxima and minima of the sinusoidal
gratings can be related t - the excitation ( + I and the inhibition I - I shown by the rectangular plots to the upper right
corner of each grating.

The first tuning characteristics of cortical cells in the cat were obtained by Campbell, Cooper, and Enroth-Cugell
11969). They found that the optimum contrast sensitivity was orientation-specific and varied from cell to cell with
response falling off above and below the optimum spatial frequency. Further grating studies on cortical cells in the cat
were done by Glezer, Ivanoff, and Tscherbach (1973), and by Maffei and Fiorentini (1973). They found that the
bandwidth of simple cells was about 2 octaves; that of complex cells was somewhat larger. Glezer et al. (19731 and
Pollen and Ronner (1975) found that complex and hyper-complex cells were optimally stimulated by periodic rather
than single stripes.

Simple cells appear to be excited by X-cells and complex cells by Y-cells (Stone and Dreher, 1973). Simple cells are
also more position-sensitive to the receptive field than are complex cells. These findings, coupled with the narrow
tuning of the simple cells, suggest that it is perhaps more appropriate to con-sider the behaviour of simple cells than
complex cells as linear spatial filters. In general, these studies show optimum tuning in simple cells of about ± 15
degrees in orientation and about 2 octaves in spatial frequency.

Recent investigations by DeValois (1976) of the tuning properties of simple cells in monkey found very narrow tuning
in both orientation and spatial frequency. Bandwidths at half-amplitude varied from 0.7 to greater than 2 octaves.
Orientation tuning varied from ± 4 degrees to greater than ± 50 degrees. About 25 percent of the cells were tuned to
only 0.7 to 1.2 octaves in spatial frequency and ± 4 to ± 10 degrees in orientation.

In addition to the very narrow filtering characteristics of cortical cells, an interesting picture of the organization of
spatial frequency and orientation columns in the cortex has been provided by neurophysiologists. Hubel and Wiesel
(19741 found a systematic change of orientation selectivity in neurons from measurements made perpendicularly
through a column in the visual cortex. This systematic orientation tuning was confirmed by Maffei and Fiorentini
(19771. who found that tangential penetrations through a column resulted in systematic changes in the spatial
frequency selectivity of the cells.

These data provide the exciting view of the striate cortex composed of columns of "two-dimensional machines" (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1974) that act as a two-dimensional array of sieves systematically tuned for orientation and spatial
frequency and are repeated throughout the striate cortex like a lattice structure of the finest crystal.

7.4 Differences Between Bandwidths of Channels

The bandwidth estimates determined from psychophysical measurements of Sachs et al. (19711, Lange et al. (19731.
and Quick and Reichert (1975) are quite narrow, about 0.5 octave. Graham (1975, 19771 and Stromeyer and Klein
(1 975) argued that considerations of probability summation-detection occurring from a pooled, weighted response of
independent channels-suggested that the bandwidth of these narrow channels may be underestimated.
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If the bandwidth of channels determined by threshold summation is underestimated, then what about the veracity of
bandwidth estimates as determined by masking and adaptation? Pantle (1974) derived relative bandwidths from
different types of psychophysical data. He showed that the narrowest bandwidth resulted from threshold summation,
a broader bandwidth resulted from selective adaptation, and masking produced the greatest bandwidth.

Dealy and Tolhurst (19741 showed that contrast sensitivity is reduced with gratings of any contrast above threshold.
Their results suggested that adaptation may be due to inhibition from which Braddick, et al. (1977), argued that the
range of spatial frequencies that can adapt a channel is wider than that which can stimulate it for detection. This
suggests that adaptation and masking experiments provide an overestimate of the channel bandwidth.

Although different bandwidths appear to arise from different psychophysical methods, there is at least one other factor
to consider. It is also possible that these different bandwidths are the result of the channels being at different levels of
stimulation or because the channels being stimulated have a wide range of different bandwidths. Since DeValois (19761
showed that there are quite narrowly tuned receptive fields in monkey visual cortex, it seems likely that the human
visual system also contains receptive fields of similar narrow bandwidth.

What is surprising is not that different psychophysical methods yield different bandwidths, but that they generally
agree within 1 octave. Such good agreement suggests an important general bandwidth for filtered images. However,
it should be kept in mind that a complex object that extends over the central retina is most likely being filtered with
narrow-band as well as medium- and broad-band mechanisms due to the different sizes of receptive fields that exist
across the retina.

[n summary. many psychophysical and neurophysiological studies have found mechanisms whose spatial bandwidths
averaged I to 2 octaves. Orientation bandwidths average ± 15 degrees. The next sections will present spatial filters
based on the overall filtering characteristics of the visual system and the bandwidth and shape of channels that have
been discussed.
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CHAPTER 8

CREATING TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL
FILTERS FROM BIOLOGICAL DATA

The previous chapters presented some of the psychophysical and neurophysiological data about the spatial filtering
properties of the mammalian visual system. Here those data are used to create spatial filters with which to filter objects.

8.1 Two-Dimensional Spatial Filters Based on Contrast Sensitivity Data

In Section 5.2 it was argued that the visual system can process spatial information about objects only through a window
that can be described by the contrast sensitivity and contrast matching functions. Furthermore, it was shown that the
visual system is anisotropic; that is, sensitivity to detection of objects varies as a function of orientation. Both spatial
frequency and orientation sensitivities depend upon the contrast of the object, e.g., Georgeson and Sullivan 119751.

A two-dimensional spatial filter can simulate the effects of such filtering properties on complex objects. A two-
dimensional filter allows the determination of how much spatial information about an object is passed through the
early stages of tile visual system and of the consequences for spatial information contained in objects at
different orientations.

There is a continuum of filter functions that changes from threshold to suprathreshold (see Section 5.2 1. The limiting
case for spatial information is the contrast sensitivity function. Therefore, a two-dimensional filter was created based
on contrast sensitivity data lGinsburg. 1973 1. Since objects will be filtered using a static filter as a modulation transfer
function, the two-dimensional contrast sensitivity filter will be called an MTF.

Two general assumptions are made in using the contrast sensitivity function as an MTF. First, as mentioned in Section
5.2. the visual system does not have one MTF but, rather, a family of MTFs that range from threshold to
suprathreshold and change as a function of the variables discussed in Section 5.2.1. Thus, the particular conditions
tinder which the contrast sensitivity function was obtained must be specified in order for it to be used as an MTF.
Second, MTFs based on contrast sensitivity measurements obtained at threshold imply that the response loutput I of
the system is constant and that i. changes as a function of the amplitude and frequency of the input sinusoids: in other
words, the system is linear (see Section 1.21. This is perhaps the most stringent assumption that has to be made. Hay
and Chesters I 19721 argued that signal-transfer functions cannot be deduced solely from threshold measurements
because those measurements depend greatly on system noise. Since they found that noise vat A as a function of retinal
distance. the visual system is nonlinear at threshold. Henning, Hertz. and Broadbent (19751 found that gratings with
three sinusoidal components of high spatial frequency interacted with a sinusoidal grating two octaves lower in
frequency. That finding suggests nonlinear distortion of high. but not low, spatial frequencies. Although it must be
accepted that any real system has some degree of nonlinearity, the important point is the degree of nonlinearity that
can be assumed for the overall operation of the system. If the visual system were not linear to a first approximation.
Campbell and Robson I (8) and Campbell. Carpenter, and Levinson l 9) could not have predicted the visibility of
complex waveforms front the response of the visual system to sine waves. Thus, it is highly unlikely that the
nonlinearity findings by researchers such as Hay and Chesters should refute the use of the contrast sensitivity function
as an MTF. It is in this spirit of first order approximation of linearity that a two-dimensional MTF was constructed
from contrast sensitivity data. Unless this linear systems approach is taken, the relative importance of the
nonlinearities (if the visual system will be difficult to determine.

Since the single most complete set of contrast sensitivity data then available for spatial frequency and orientation was
that of Campbell. Kulikowski. and Levinson 1I1%), their data were used to cal'ulate the parameters for ;,,e MTF
filter. The contrast sensitivity values for spatial frequencies from I to :12 c/d for sine-wave gratings presented at 0, 45.
and 4A) degrees of rotation were obtained from Figures 2 anti 5 of their report. Lines were drawn by eye through the
data points of the three subjects and averaged for the spatial frequencies shown in Appendix B. The contrast
sensitivities were normalized to the maximum value 1213.3 at 0 c/d at 4) degrees orientation 1. The normalized functions
are plotted with solid lines in Figure 14. Values (if percent contrast sensitivity at integer spatial frequencies were
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placed on a rectangular grid. The off-axis values between 0, 45, and 90 degrees were interpolated by eye, especially
noting the spatial frequency values of Figures I and 4 of Campbell, et aL. (1966 1. These values were arranged in
digitized circles that approximated a polar representation for the rectangular grid that was used for the digital filtering
(Figure 15,aI.

Note that only one quadrant of the two-dimensional MTF was created. The grating data collected at 135 degrees were
not used because they differed little from the data at 45 degrees, and two-fold symmetry was desired as a first
approximation for the filter. The single quadrant values were replicated in the other three quadrants to provide the
desired symmetry. This filter will be called MTFIL).

To investigate the effects of increased contrast sensitivity at the lower spatial frequencies, I to 5 c/d, found in other
studies, e.g.. Blakemore and Campbell (1969), a different set of values based upon their data for the low spatial
frequencies was used. These are shown in Figure 15,b. This filter will be called MTF(H 1. The magnitude spectra of
the Fourier transformed objects were multiplied by the values of the MTF filters and then inverse Fourier transformed.
The effects of the MTF spatial filters were determined from numerical printouts, contour plots, and photographs of the
filtered images (see Section 3. 1).

The fundamental frequencies of the patterns were attenuated by the contrast sensitivity corresponding to 2 c/d for the
32 by 32 pel objects and 0.5 c/d for the 128 by 128 pel objects. Therefore, the MTF filtered images should be viewed
at about 0.5 degree (about 120 times the width of the object I for the 32 by 32 pel objects and about 2 degrees (about
30 times the width of the object I for the 128 by 128 pel objects in order to compare them with the original objects and
to determine the fidelity of the digital filtering to the filtering characteristics of the reader's own visual system.

The contrast sensitivity for both spatial frequency and orientation can be seen most easily from the pictures of the MTF
filters shown in Figure l6. Figure 16,a shows the MTF(LI. Figure 16.b shows the MTF(H 1. Figure 16,c and d are due to
shorter exposures of the MTF(HI to show the details of the filter characteristics at higher spatial frequencies. The lighter
and darker regions correspond to higher and lower contrast sensitivities. Note also the differences between different
spatial frequencies and orientations. Figure 16,e shows a three-dimensional view of MTF(H). Note the familiar shape of
the contrast sensitivity function on each side of the x-axis.

It should be clear from this MTF filter that objects of the same size and intensity but at different orientations will be
attenuated differently. Vertical objects will be attenuated less than objects oriented horizontally or at 45 or 135 degrees.
Since the greatest contrast sensitivity occurs at 3 to 0 c/d. medium size objects will be attenuated less than smaller or
larger objects. Very fine details about an object (high spatial frequencies) will be attenuated more by the filter than will
intermediate spatial frequencies.

An alternative to these digital methods is the use of pictures of the MTF filters to create spatial filters for an optical
Fourier transform device. The negative of these filters, suitably reduced by microphotographic techniques. could be
placed in the Fourier transform plane to produce filtered objects similar to those produced using digital techniques.
One caution in using this optical technique is the possibility of nonuniform phase due to variations in the thickness of
the material used for the negative.

8.2 Two-Dinensional Spatial Filters Based on Biological Channels

Several attempts using psychophysical techniques have been made to determine the shape of channels in the human
visual system. e.g., Blakemore and Campbell ( 1%); Stromeyer and Klein (19751; Mostafavi and Sakrison 19761;
Legge 11771. However, each used different methods and each found a line- or point-spread function that was
somewhat different. The present approach is to use spatial filters that have the general filtering characteristics of
channels: ideal low-pass and band-pass filters. By changing the shape and bandwidth of these filters, a range of
different point-spread functions may be obtained, some closely approximating those based on data. The effect of these
changes in the filter shapes can be seen in the filtered images. Previous spatial filtering by Ginsburg 1171 ,a.b: 10731
and Ginsburg, et al. ( 19761. suggested that such changes had little effect on the ability to classify similar complex
objects as being similar. It was found that a general bandwidth of low spatial frequencies was the most important
variable for the classification of objects. Therefore, the majority of the spatial filtering presented here was done using
ideal low-pass and band-pass filters. In Section 14.3. a direct comparison will be made on a large set of data between
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ideal band-pass and psychophysically derived channel band-pass filters to justify this basic approach.

l)o low-pass digital filters correspond to mechanisms in the visual system? Recall that the channels in the visual system
may be thought of as discrete spatial filters with finite bandwidths. The are not ideal low-pass or high-pass optical
filters. They are band-pass filters whose bandwidth is a function of the size of receptive fields.

One point that should be understood is that the discrete finite Fourier transform that is implemented by using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is also band-limited. Only a finite number of spatial harmonics can be obtained from any
object. If the size of the object is the same as the sampling grid. then an integer multiple number of harmonics that
range from I cycle per object to the Nyquist frequency is determined. For example, an object sampled on a 32 bi 32
pel grid yields I to 16t spatial harmonics in each dimension. Therefore, high- and low-pass filters in the discrete Fourier
transform domain are band-pass filters with respect to an optical Fourier transform which would contain higher and
lower spatial frequencies.

A closer look is taken at the line weighting function of the one-dimensional ideal low-pass filter shown in Figure 4.b. I.
This space filter, convolved with an object, will produce the same filtered image as if the spectrum of the object were
multiplied by the ideal band-pass filter and inverse Fourier transformed.

But is the rippling nature of this space filter like that of mechanisms in the visual system? Mathematically, the space
filter is a sine function, given by

sin7Txsinec x =- TlTx

with properties such that sine (0) = 1. sine In) = 0 for n = 1, 2,3.... n (Bracewell. 10.51.

It is interesting to note the different names attached to the same parts of the sinc function, depending upon the
discipline that described them. In optics, the central peak is called the central maximum and the subsidiary peaks and
valleys, the maxima and minima or side lobes. The neurophysiologist and psychophysicist describe spatially tuned
mechanisms having weighting characteristics similar to those given by the sinc function as excitatory Ithe central
maximum I and inhibitory and disinhibitory flanks (minimum and maximum side lobes 1. The ideal low-pass filter is
sometimes called a gate function in electrical engineering because of its selective filtering properties, i.e.. it "gates"
certain signals through some communication channel.

8.2.1 (:omparison Between an Ideal Low-Pass Filter and Filters Obtained from Biological Data

The sine function and normalized line-spread functions based on neurophysiological and psychophysical data are
shown in Figure 17. The solid line is from table values of the sine function found in Bracewell 19051. The filled circles
are data obtained from the on-off response of a flashing light moved through the receptive field of a simple cell in the
visual cortex of a cat. from 'olhurst and Movshon I1197b1. The line-spread function is similar to that obtained by
Bishop. Henry. and Smith 11971 I using different techniques. The dashed lines are from the curve [e-x - e-4x2]
that fits the shape of a psychophysical channel determined from the adaptation studies of Blakemore and Campbell
119091.

.Several of the data points from the on-off response of the cortical cell Ifilled circlesI were shifted slightly along the
horizontal axis to allow the curves to coincide with the zero crossings of the sine function. These shifts are justified
because there is a range of different size channels; in general. they represent a change in size, and the main concern is
with the relative amplitudes of the central maximum and side lobes.

There is good agreement between the general shape of these curves. The sinc function usually has lower side lobes Iless
"inhibition"I, but it extends farther in space than the channel and cell data. The greatest amount of inhibition is seen
in the psychophysical channel. It should be pointed out that prefiltering the spectrum with an MTF filter and then
using the ideal low-pass filter will increase the inhibition of the correspor ding line-spread function. An ideal band-pass
filter will further increase the inhibition, as can be seen by comparing the line-spread function in Figure 4.b. I with 4,b,3.
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Are the two-dimensional ideal band-pass filters neurophysiologically realizable? The corresponding point-spread
functions of ideal circle- and square-shaped spatial filters were shown in Figure 6. The point-spread function of the
circle-shaped filter is called a Bessel function of the first kind, order zero (e.g., see Hecht and Zajac, 19741. It is similar
to the isotropic receptive fields found in the retina and LGN.

The square-shaped spatial filter has vertical and horizontal line-spread functions that are given by the sinc function. It
can be viewed as a generalized channel or as the superposition of several channels having the same or different
bandwidths with different orientation.

By intuition, one might expect that the different two-dimensional shapes of filters having similar bandwidths would
greatly affect the shape of objects. However, Ginsburg (1971 ,a,b) has shown that although there are discriminable
differences between objects that are optically low-pass filtered with square, circular, and rectangular (1:0.61 filters
having similar bandwidths, the objects can still be easily classified as the same. Similar results will be shown later using
digital filters having different shapes and weighting functions.

A diagram of an ideal low-pass digital transform filter that passes the first four harmonics is shown in Figure 18
lGinsburg, 1971,a1. This filter has a ± I octave band-pass centred at 2 c/width of the sampling grid. The orientation
selectivity of this kind of digital filter is given by 45/n degrees where n is the number of the nth harmonic. From Figure
18. it can be seen that the orientation selectivity required to pass the first, second, third, and fourth harmonics is 45.
22.5. 15. and 11.25 degrees, respectively.

The reader is reminded that the bandwidth and orientation selectivity required by such digital filters are easily found
in both neurophysiological and psychophysical data from cat, monkey, and man, as was discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

In summary, very simple band-pass filters in the Fourier transform domain were shown to provide filtering properties
whose counterparts in the space domain exhibit the general filtering properties of single channels in the visual system.
The next chapters show how these filters demonstrate possible visual processing of spatial information of simple and
complex objects.
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PART I

VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING

IN TERMS OF SPATIAL FILTERING

"Percepts without concepts are blind; concepts without percepts are empty.

Immanuel Kant
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CHAPTER 9

SPATIAL FILTERING AND THE GENERALIZATION
OF FORM: SIMPLE CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE OBJECTS

9. t Introduction

The preceding sections presented the theoretical background and experimental data needed to create certain spatial
filters. These spatial filters are constrained by biological data and are used to determine the spatial information about
objects which can be extracted by those filters.

This dissertation deals with only a few of the ranges of objects studied. The examples discussed have been selected to
bring out distinct problems for space domain pattern recognition techniques or because they represent a particular class
of perceptual problem. In general, these objects are similar to those used in previous investigations of spatial filtering
using optical spatial filtering techniques (Ginsburg, 1971 ,a,bl. The results presented here, in addition to replicating the
previous results, also extend them.

Space domain pattern recognition means the recognition of patterns by the explicit extraction and manipulation of
pattern features such as lines, angles, or edges without considering how the visual system filters the various spatial
frequencies that are present in those patterns. In contrast, the transform filtering approach extracts information from
patterns as a whole, that is, extracts pattern information in a way that interrelates all of the pattern features. That
information is then filtered into different ranges of spatial frequency and orientation that are based on the filtering
processes of the visual system. The reader is encouraged to test the parsimony of the filter results against other possible
space domain techniques.

The usage of classification, recognition, and identification is sometimes blurred. For example. the classification of
objects by machines is commonly termed pattern recognition. The following general definitions of detection,
classification, recognition. and identification are used. I)etection is the perception of the minimum amount of spatial
information about an object with which a performance measure can be obtained; e.g., an object is seen 75 percent of the
presentation time. Classification is the perception of that spatial information required to place an object in a group.
e.g.. "'The object is a face." Recognition is the perception of the spatial information required to determine whether an
object has been seen before. e.g., "That is the same face seen yesterday." Identification is the perception of that
information requird to name a particular object, e.g., "That is Mary's face."

Some questions asked in this section are: What are the effects of the MTF filters on the details of objects? What does
the low frequency attenuation of the MTF do to low-pass filtered images? What is the effect of removing very low
spatial frequencies from a filtered image. i.e.. using a band-pass filter? Finally. what is the minimum number of spatial
frequencies needed to classify an object?

In these next sections it is important to keep in mind how the spatial frequencies relate to the dimensions of the objects,
A measure is needed to relate the spatial frequencies of an object independent of its viewing distance. The fundamental
frequency, or first harmonic, will refer to one cycle across some given size dimension of the object. For example. the
fundamental frequency of a letter width means one cycle across the width of the letter. Referring back to Figures I and
2. if the width of the letter is the same as the width of the pictures that contain one cycle. then the sine and cosine
functions provide spatial information about one harmonic of the letter in the vertical orientation. The magnitude of
this vertical harmonic (')uld be placed in the first horizontal square in the two-dimensional slpectrum. Rotating this
fundamental harmonic 45 and (h) degrees provides the magnitude of the fundamental harmonic for the other two
orientations Isee Figure 18).

For the following filtered objects, only the filter size will be given, not the number of harmonics that the filter passes.
Since the particular bandwidth required to show various effects is not critical l;inshurg, 1971 ,a.b and Ginsburg, et al.,
197 1. the filter size will be a simpler measure to use. However, the fundamental frequency will e given for the width
of selected objects and1 the actual spatial frequencies that are passed by the filter can be easilyv compulted. The
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fundamental frequency of the object, fol, is given by the number of pels of the sampling grid divided by the number of
pels of some dimension of the object. For example. the letter T in Figure 19,a is 15 pels long. The sampling grid is 32
pels. Thus, fo I = 32/15 = 2 .13 cycles/sampling grid Ic/gI, fo 2 = 4 .26 c/g, and fo: = 6.39 c/g.

The particular harmonic of the object, fhn, given by the fundamental spatial frequency in the magnitude spectrum, is
the size of object divided by the grid size, or the inverse of fo 1, multiplied by the number of the harmonic. For example.
the first harmonic of the magnitude spectra of the letter T in Figure 19 ,a is fhl = 15/32 = 0.47 cycles across the object
I/el. Thus, fh2 = 0.94 c/o, fh3 = 1.4 c/o, etc. It can be seen from these calculations that a 5 by5 low-pass spatial
filter will capture more than the second but not more than the third harmonic of the object. Thus, a 5 by 5 means a
low-pass filter that captures 5 x 0.47 or 2.35 spatial frequencies of the object in the u, v dimensions of the transform
plane.

The important point is that low spatial frequencies will always refer to the low spatial frequencies of the object relati, e
to the fundamental spatial frequency of some dimension of the object. Generally, they will refer to the bandwidth of
the lowest four harmonics.

9.2 Letter T

The effects of the MTF filter on a very simple two-dimensional pattern, a letter T, are shown in Figure 19. (This pattern
also represents a version of the horizontal-vertical line illusion, as is discussed in Section 12.3.3. 1 The filtered
magnitude spectra are shown on the left side and the filtered images on the right. There are only slight differences
between the brightness distribution of the T from the MTF1 L), Figure 19,b, and MTF(H 1, Figure 19,c, spatial filters.
Both filters result in a substantial reduction in contrast of the vertical and horizontal lines and create maximum
intensities at their intersections. The vertical lines are slightly brighter than the horizontal lines, most noticeably as the
vertical line extends away from the intersection. Note that these results (and other results to follow I suggest that the
differences between the low frequency attenuation characteristics of the two filters have only a small effect on the
overall shape of the object. However, the MTF(H) filter provides slightly more homogeneity in the brightness
distribution of the lines than the MTF(L) filter.

It is important for the reader to note that the brightness distributions shown in the pictures in this dissertation
accurately represent the results of the digital filtering and are not artifacts of the filtering characteristics of his own
visual system Iassuming, of course, that the reader is an emmetropel. The fidelity of these pictures to the numbers used
to create them is shown in the two- and three-dimensional contour plots of Figure 20. Careful study of these contour
plots and the pictures will show excellent agreement between the peaks of the contours and the grey levels in the
pictures. The similarity between the shape and detail of these filtered pictures, whether amplitude or intensity values
are used. is shown by comparing Figure 19 with Figure 20. Thus, such nonlinearities as occur between an amplitude
and an intensity representation of a filtered image will have little effect on the overall two-dimensional shape and the
amplitude relationship between different parts of the filtered image.

The MTF filters act as differentiators at the low spatial frequencies. This results in a reduction in contrast between the
original letter T and the MTF filtered ''s. In order to enable the details of the filtered images to be seen better, the
intensity values of the MTF filtered images were multiplied by a logarithmic dlogi function. This operation does not
alter the general structure of the object; it just increases the contrast to make it easier to visualize details of the object.
The log transform increases the contrast of the low contrast details of the images by multiplying the intensity values of
the images by a logarithmic function scaled between the extremes of the intensity values 0 (whiteI and 63 Iblack I.
Multiplication of the values of the intensity by the log function results in increasing the lowest intensities to a greater
extent than the highest intensities. The overall effect is to compress the larger range of intensities of the images into a
more narrow range' that becomes more visible with the limited range of intensity than was captured on the Polaroid film
that was used. The log transform increases the lower intensities while preserving the overall smoothing effects of the
filter on the object. This can be verified by comparing the log transformed. MTF filtered letter T in Figure I9,d with
the I0-level contour plot of Figure 20.b.

The values of the MTF filtered spectra have also been log transformed in order to increase the visibility of the low
contrast details of the spectra. Compare the spectra in Figure 19 .c and d.
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What is the minimum number of spatial frequencies required to identify this letter T? Also, what are the effects of the
MTFl L I and MTFl H I filters on the low spatial frequencies? Both of these questions are answered by the next
demonstrations in which the letter T is synthesized from I to 0 c/o using both filters. The results are shown in Figures
21 and 22 in which a T-shaped object can be recognized from about 1.5 to almost 3 c/o I Figures 21 and 22.c.d.e I.

There is little difference between the shapes of these filtered images in these bands of spatial frequency. This result
implies that the particular bandwidth required to provide the basic form of an object is not critical over a range of at
least ± I t/o.

A final demonstration shows that an anisotropic spatial filter and the removal of very low spatial frequencies of the
letter T1' still provide sufficient information for the identification of the object. The results of filtering the original T with
a rectangular filter, flu. v I = 6. 4, with and without the low spatial frequencies removed Ifhl = 0.47 c/o) are shown in
Figure i).f.g. The spectra and filtered images have not been log transformed because the MTF filters were not used.
Note that rectangular filtered letter T in Figure I'.f is comparable to the MTF filtered letter T in Figure 19.e even
though quite different spatial filters have been used.

This invariance of form with changes in the filter characteristics using filters that can be related to mechanisms in the
visual system will be shown several times with many different objects.

The major differences between the objects filtered by the two MTF filters are the magnitudes of the ripples distant from
the object that can be seen in several of the contour plots. The MTF L I filter produces ripples of greater magnitude
than does the MnTFH I filter. This is due to increased inhibition, i.e.. the greater low frequency attenuation of the
MTFi LI filter. In general, these ripples are of relatively small value. For example. the ripples seen in the photograph of
the low-pass filtered r r Figure 19),eI are not seen in the contour plot of the same object in Figure 22,f. This means that
those ripples are less than It) percent of the maximum value.

Now that one object has been filtered in detail, only the general results of similar filtering of other objects will be shown.
In general, only the MTFIH) spatial filter will be used to represent the filtering effects of the two-dimensional contrast
sensitivity function on objects. The small differences between the MTF(LI and MTF(H I filters are more important for
contrast illusions than general form information, as is discussed in Chapter 12. Numerical printouts and contour plots
will be used only to make specific points about certain objects that are not immediately apparent from the pictures.

The results of filtering more complex objects are shown in Figure 23. The original objects are shown in Column 1. The
M'i'FI if I filtered spectra are shown in Column 2. Column 3 shows the MTF(H I filtered images. Columns 4. 5. and h
show the low-pass filtered images. Column 4 shows filtered images containing only four cycles prefiltered with the
MTFl fI followed by an ideal low-pass filter. An ideal low-pass filter was used to capture four cycles of the filtered
images shown in Column 3. The filtered images in Column 6 contain only three harmonics after removal of the lowest
harmonic labout the 0.5 cycle of the object) and those harmonics greater than four.

9.3 Lttetr E*

Tlhe MTFill I filter does little to the letter E I Figure 23.a, 1. except to smooth the corners and lines I Figure 23.a,3 I.
Except for contrast. there is little difference between the form of the letter E created from four harmonics with I Figure
23.a.41 anti without I Figure 23,a.51 the MTF(HI filter. Intuition suggests that the lowest harmonic of the letter should
provide just contrast, not form, information. That intuition is confirmed in Figure 23.a.0 where the remnoal of the
lowest harmonic has reduced contrast but has had little effect on the form as compared to the low-pass filtered Es of
Figure 23.a.4,5. Thus. only three harmonics are required for the identification of this letter E.

.4 Discrete Letter G

This next experiment investigates how objects that are made of discrete elements can be perceived as a whole unit of
form if man or machine (-an isolate the low spatial frequencies. The discrete squares of the letter ( in Figure 23,b. I
perceptually close to provide the G form information. Can the filter concept offer any clues as to how a global form
could emerge from such discrete pattern elements? First. the effects of the NTF spatial filter on the discrete pattern
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are noted. Figure 23.b.3 shows that the MTF filter has only smoothed the squares. They can still be resolved even after
the log transform. Thus, a global G has not emerged by filtering the original pattern according to the contrast
sensitivitv data. In other words, the G form has not been generalized from its discrete elements by the single oerall
spatial filtering characteristics of the visual system as processed by the MTF filter that has been used. lHowever, wthen
the higher spatial frequencies of the discrete G pattern are sequentiall% removed, the square dots are not resoked and
the generalized G form is found in three ranges of low frequency from I to 3, I to 4, 1 to 5 c/o Figure 24.c.d.el. The
best subjective G form is present in a frequency band of I to 4 c/o I Figures 23,b.4,5, and 24.d I. Similar results are
obtained with the ideal low-pass filter. Removing the fundamental frequencs demonstrates once again a reduction in
contrast in the filtered pattern. The basic form, however, remains with only 2 to 4 c,'o shown in Figure 23.b.0i.

Can the generalized G form be found in a range of high spatial frequencies? The answer to this question is "no",
noting the results of sequentially filtering out the lower spatial frequencies as shown in Figure 25. Thus. excluding the
lower spatial frequencies results in either the dots or nondescript forms. Only a band-pass region of los spatial
frequencies contains the generalized form.

9.4. I Similar Forms from Four Discriminablv )ifferent Letter Gs

The previous results suggest that the discriminable differences between objects are removed by low-pass filtering and
that the particular elements that make up the object are, in general, irrelevant for the classification of the object. This
suggestion is shown to have considerable merit in the following (emonstration. Four discriminabl% different letter Gs.
Full G. Dot G, Serif G, and Slash G. are shown to have similar forms when created from their low spatial frequencies in
Figure 26.

9.5 [Jot Letter R in Noise

Similar results were obtained with a figure-ground problem of a dot R buried in random dot noise I Figure 23.c. I1.
Clearly. any system that analyzes this object in terms of local features will have difficulty in discriminating the (lots (if
the R from the noise. However. separating the R form from the noise by spatial filtering is simple because their main
spectral energy occurs in different spatial frequency bands I Figure 23,c,4.S,6L.

Of course, using the spatial filter to extract embedded figures would be difficult if the size of the noise were to approach
the size of the elements making up the object. But it should be noted that the human observer would also have increased
difficulty.

).0 Gestalt Principles of Perceptual Organization

The preceding experiments have demonstrated that a low spatial frequency band that contains only three harmonics is
sufficient to provide generalized form information of objects that have names. i.e.. that can be classified. The next
experiment investigates the effects of spatial filtering on more general dot/line patterns. hese patterns illustrate
fundamental laws of perceptual organization enunciated by early Gestalt psychologists: whole IFigure23.d, I.
proximity I Figure 23,e. I, similarity I Figure 23f, IH and proximity/similarity (Figure 2 3 .g, I. Pattern elements
perceptually close and group to form units of information different from the sum of their parts, e.g.. Koffka 119351.

As before, the MTF spatial filter just smooths the pattern elements and the low-pass spatial filter isolates the basic
forms. Thus, the perceived groupings-uniform field for the whole, three uniform groups for the proximity, two similar
groups separated by a central dissimilar group for the similarity, and three uniform groups for the proximit. /similarity -

can be found in a low spatial frequency band. f = 1, 4 c/o I Figure 23.d-g.4-01. Note that the removal of the lowest
harmonic of the dot pattern has the additional benefit of providing generalized grouping information. It has also
reduced the contrast difference between dissimilar pattern features in Figure 23.d-g.0. There are many* other examples
of closure. For example. Figure 27. a shows a letter H made up of line segments. The low-spatial frequencies if this
object provide the completed form as shown in Figure 27.c.

9.7 Summary

The previous sections have shown that. in general, the basic form of many different ohjects can be seen from oil three
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harmonics of the original object. Can such simple but powerful filtering also work on more complex objects such as
portraits? This is investigated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 10

SPATIAL FILTERING AND THE GENERALIZATION
OF FORM: COMPI,EX OBJECTS {VARIATIONS OF A PORTRAITI

10. I Introduction

The previous experiments have shown that spatial filters based on biological data can provide details and general forms
of simple objects that agree well with the way the visual system seems to filter and extract information about objects. In
this section a more complex object is investigated-a portrait.

An original portrait (Figure 28.a. I I is used as a control in the following demonstrations. Four variations of this original
portrait have been made: coarse quantization I Figure 28.b.1 . added random noise (Figures 28.c.1: 31,a. 1 . inclusive
"OR" random noise (Figure 31 .b. 1I. and line configuration (Figure 31 c. 1 1. Each portrait is discriminably different
from the others and yet is able to convey similar general face information. As in the previous demonstrations, the
fidelity of the MTF will be noted in determining the resolution of the portrait features that are seen. The low spatial
frequencies, as predicted from the previous filtering results, will be examined for similar portrait form information.
Answers to several questions will be sought as the effects of the MTF and low-pass filters are observed: Why do the
portrait features look different at different viewing distances? How do these portrait configurations convey similar face
information? What is the minimum amount of information needed to recognize and identify a face'

Harmon 1 19731 provided an interesting investigation concerned with the recognition of faces using both blurring and
coarse quantization. His basic findings were that 00 percent correct face recognition can be obtained even under severe
blur and that a 1 by 16 matrix of quantized squares was close to the minimum resolution required for identification.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to translate the space averaging blur that he used into spatial frequency terms. Clearly, it
is not band-pass filtering. Furthermore, the l0 by 1 matrix that provided the minimum resolution for identification
appears to be related to the sampling grid and not relevant portrait dimensions. A 16 by 16 sampling matrix can provide
a maximum of eight harmonics. However. previous filtering results predict that only about four harmonics should be
necessary for face identification. An examination of the coarsely quantized portraits that were shown in Harmon's
article reveals an average of It) blocks across the face. Thus. the sampling that was used provided about five harmonics
per face width, a value more in agreement with predictions.

In another study, Harmon and Julesz 119731 investigated the masking effect of visual noise on the perception of a
portrait by coarsely quantizing a portrait of Abraham Lincoln into large blocks. Their general conclusion was that
noise due to the high frequencies of the blocks masked the low frequencies that carry the portrait information. They
termed this effect "critical-band masking." In one demonstration, they removed a two-octave band of frequencies just
above the block frequency. The result was a low frequency portrait that also contained the edges of the blocks. The
face was more easily recognized in comparison to a face in which the removal of some high frequencies eliminated the
sharp edges. However. the recognition of that filtered face was not ,- good as would be expected taking into
consideration that the edge frequencies are two octaves higher than the face frequency and that psychophysical studies
1see Chapter 01 have shown spatial frequency interaction within about a two-octave bandwidth. In a further
demonstration, they added random noise that was spectrally adjacent to but two octaves higher than that of the blurred
portraits of Lincoln. Again the perceived differences between the two portrait configurations were not so great as one

ould expect from critical-band masking. These demonstrations, especially from the latter results, imply that
perceptual mechanisms, in addition to frequency specific channels. may cause or contribute to our difficulty in
recognizing coarsely quantized portraits.

10.2 Filtering the (Original Portrait

An original continuous tone portrait was digitized to 105 by I 12 pels containing 64 grey levels per element and
prx'esed on a 128 by 128 pel grid. The width of the face was about 04 pels. Appropriate aperture, tapering functions
to reduce leakage 1%ee Section 2.41 were not used in this study because portraits normally do have bo ders around them
anti it is interesting as an aside to examine leakage effects from such abrupt pattern edges.

8
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The amplitude values of the original, variations of the original, and the filtered portraits were normalized to the same
maximum and minimum values except where noted. The portraits were Fourier transformed by a digital Fast Fourier
Transform technique (see Section 3.1). The resulting spectra were filtered by attenuating according to a
two-dimensional contrast sensitivity function, MTF(H), and/or ideal low-pass filtered. The filtered portraits were then
reconstructed by performing an inverse Fourier transform.

The fundamental frequency is attenuated by the contrast sensitivity data obtained at 0.5 c/d. Thus the MTF filtered
portraits should be viewed at about 2 degrees of visual angle (about 1.2 meters) to determine the fidelity of the MTF
filtered picture to one's own visual filtering characteristics.

The reconstructed portraits were enlarged to 420 by 448 pels by creating a 4 by 4 block of uniform intensity for each of
the 105 by 112 pels. Pictures of both one- and two-dimensional spectra were obtained. A log transorm of these spectra
was performed in order to increase the contrast of the low energy spectral components on the film (see Section 9.21.
The spectra represent t 64 spatial frequencies in two dimensions. The fundamental frequency of the face is
f = 2 c/picture width (c/pw).

The one- and two-dimensional magnitude spectra of the portraits in Figure 28 are shown in Figure 29. The
one-dimensional magnitude spectra represent the spectra along the vertical axis of the adjacent two-dimensional
spectra. The periodic structure in the transforms is due to truncation from a 23 by 16 pel border around the portrait
that occurred when the original portrait was digitized to 105 by 112 pels for a 128 by 128 grid. The effect of this artifact
is to multiply the spectrum of the portrait by the spectrum of a square pulse (e.g., see Figure 31. This resulting periodic
structure hinders the visual analysis of the spectrum but has little effect on the filtered image, as shall be shown. Note
the elliptical spectral form in all the two-dimensional spectra around the low spatial frequencies that is due to the basic
shape of the face. Also note the relatively lower amplitude of the high frequency ray-like spectral forms (Figure 29 .al
due to the details of the original portrait.

The filtered portrait in Figure 28,a,2 shows general smoothing of the portrait detail due to the high frequency
attenuation. Note that there is no sharpening of the edges from the MTF filter. When these portraits are viewed at the
appropriate distance of 2 degrees of visual angle, the resolution of the details of the original and MTF filtered portraits
is in good agreement. Note, for example, the hair patch and the eyebrows. This result suggests that the shape of the
MTF, even though primarily derived from threshold contrast sensitivity data, does provide a reasonable first-order
approximation of our visual filtering characteristics over about 2 degrees of visual angle for suprathreshold vision.

The portrait information that is in the low frequencies is examined next. The previous filtering results suggest that
about four harmonics should be required for the general face information. The face covers about half the width of the
portrait. Therefore, 8 c/pw, 4 c/face(f (. should provide the general form of the face. The results of such low-pass
filtering are shown in Figure 28,a,3 where a very smoothed portrait is seen, as would be expected from low-pass
filtering.

The same question that was asked in the previous chapter on the simple forms is asked: Do the low frequency
attenuation characteristics of the MTF affect this important range of frequencies? This question is answered by
low-pass filtering the portrait without prefiltering with the MTF. The result is shown in Figure 28,a.4 where, except
for an increase in contrast, the forms are almost identical. Therefore, it is concluded that the low frequency attenuation
characteristics from the MTF-moderate differentiation up to 6 c/d in this case-do not impair the basic form of even
complex portraits.

10.3 Fihering (oarsely Quantize-d Portraits

Coarsel, qu antized spatial information greatly reduces the amount of information that can be extracted from an object.
It is a crude form ,f Iov-pass filtering. There are certain visual displays that present coarsel quantized objects. It is
important to determine huo" much usable information can he extracted from such displays lGinsburg. 197,31.

Harmon 0191731 and Ilarmon and Julesz I 1973 have previously demonstrated that a coarsely quantized portrait of
Abraham L,icoln contained sufficient featuare resolution for recognition. The coarse quantization of a portrait is. In
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itself, a low-pass spatial filter operation that replaces the original spectral information with spectral energy at the
fundamental sampling frequency of the coarsely quantized block and its harmonics. Harmon noted that recognition of

the coarsely quantized portrait is improved by squinting, defocusing, or by viewing at a distance. These results suggest

that the noise energy introduced at the higher spatial frequencies by the coarsely quantized blocks masks the perception

of the low spatial frequency form information (Harmon and Julesz, 19731. Reducing that noise by means of high
frequency attenuation allows the low spatial frequency form information to be more readily perceived.

This study will further investigate the similarity of form information contained in the original and coarsely quantized
portraits by means of low-pass spatial filtering. Also, as in the original portrait, the effects of the MTF attenuation
characteristics on the coarsely quantized portrait will be shown.

The original 420 by 448 pel portrait was coarsely quantized into 15 by 16 square blocks of uniform amplitude values;
each block averaged over 28 by 28 pels. The result is shown in Figure 28,b,1 where the inhibited perception of the
portrait is observed.

A certain amount of care has to be used to coarsely quantize a portrait to ensure that the original features, e.g., eyes,
nose, and mouth, are sufficiently sampled. As Harmon (19731 noted, overall recognition increased from about 10
percent to 95 percent with optimally placed sampling blocks. This result can be understood in terms of sampling
theory. There are 15 and 16 blocks in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The sampling theorem states
that a wave function must be sampled by at least twice the highest frequency that is to be unambiguously recovered
I reconstructed) from that function. Undersampling the original portrait by the coarse blocks produces aliasing, i.e., false
frequency energy introduced by the sampling function around the sampling frequency. Thus, at most, 7.5 and 8 c/pw
spatial frequency information in the horizontal and vertical directions from the original portrait can be recovered,
and spurious energy that does not contain portrait information will be introduced above the sampling frequency. This
implies that the placement of the sampling blocks is critical in order to preserve accurately the low spatial frequency
information below 8 c/pw. and one has to consider the particular features that are sampled by each block. Thus, the
sampling blocks should be placed to sample the relevant low spatial frequency information of the original pattern - in
the present case, the eyes. nose, and mouth, etc. - in order to maintain the original low frequency spatial information
previously demonstrated to carry the basic form information.

The one- and two-dimensional log transforms are shown in Figure 29,a,b, 1,2. The coarse quantization process removes
all but the low spatial frequency elliptical structure to about 8 c/pw and replaces the original high frequency oblique
ray structure with periodic rectangular components due to the block harmonics. Similarity exists between the line
spectra of the original and coarsely quantized portraits only up to about 10 c/pw.

The effect of the MTF filter on this portrait is shown in Figure 28,b,2. The MTF spatial filter reduces the contrast,
as expected from the low-spatial frequency attenuation characteristics of the filter, and only local smoothing occurs.
Observation of the original and MTF spatial filtered portraits at about 2 degrees of visual angle reveals similar feature
resolution even though substantial contrast reduction is evident. Again the high frequency attenuation of the MTF
spatial filter appears to provide a good first approximation for resolution of features under suprathreshold viewing
conditions.

ITF spatial filtering followed by low-pass spatial filtering, f = 4 c/f, results in the coarsely quantized portrait shown
in Figure 28.b.3. Figure 28,b,4 shows the results of low-pass filtering on its own, appearing very similar to Figure
28,b,3 except for contrast. Thus. the low spatial frequency attenuation characteristics of the MTF-differentiation up
to 6 c/pw-have little affect upon the low spatial frequency form information of this portrait. However, a comparison
between MTF low-pass spatial filtered original and coarsely quantized portraits demonstrates a marked decrease in
contrast of the eyes. nose. and mouth, as well as left cheek and shoulder, in the coarsely quantized portrait. But, again,
these results should be tempered with the realization of the importance of the block placement in sampling the original
pattern features.

10.3. 1 V, by Does Coarse Quantization Reduce Form Perce;ption?

Although Harmon and Julesz 119731 suggested that portraits were masked by the noise introduced by coarse
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quantization, there would seem to be other factors that reduce the perception of coarsely quantized portraits.

First, the degree of quantization in both this study and that of Harmon and Julesz 1973) occurs at the sampling limit
for the basic features such as the eyes, nose, mouth, and overall shape. In addition to being almost impossible to sample
such general features to the same degree because of the uniform sampling size that was used, such coarse sampling
reduces the amount of spatial information about the portrait to almost zero and introduces aliasing. The lack of details
(the higher spatial frequencies of the eyes, etc.) and the result of aliasing (spurious patterns resulting from spurious
spectral energy) can be seen quite clearly by comparing the original and coarsely quantized filtered portraits in Figure
30. These original and coarsely quantized portraits have been low-pass filtered from f = 24, 16, and 12 c/pw.

A second factor arises if it is accepted that mechanisms in the visual system perform piece-wise Fourier-like filtering
over finite areas of an object. An object is bounded by its edges. The higher the contrast of the edges, the more likely
it is that the object has distinguishable boundaries. In such a scheme each block and/or multiples of blocks with similar
amplitudes that make up the coarsely quantized picture would be considered to share the same boundary and could be
analyzed separately. That would create difficulty in determining the lower harmonics for the overall form of the
portrait. This point is discussed further in Sections 13.3.1 and 19.9.3. 1.

A third factor is the creation of Mach bands by coarse quantization (Ginsburg, 1973). Note that many of the blocks of
low contrast that are adjacent to blocks of similar contrast in Figure 28b, I do not appear to have uniform brightness
distributions. The narrow region of lighter and darker brightness distribution along the edges of those blocks appears
similar to the brightness distributions of Mach bands. Thus, the amplitude of the original blocks will not be completely
uniform and the average values will change, depending upon the magnitude of the Mach bands. This will further
reduce the already minimal fidelity of spatial information from sampling considerations about the object that could be
extracted by other visual processes.

All of these effects need to be investigated further. It seems clear, however, that critical band masking is not the only
factor to be considered in such problems.

10.4 Filtering a Portrait with Random Noise Added

This next demonstration investigates the appearance of the woman's portrait to which a two-dimensional random noise
pattern with a uniform amplitude distribution was added. The amplitudes of the pels were normalized so the maximum
amplitude of the picture did not exceed the limits of the computer range.

The result of adding random noise to the original portrait is shown in Figure 28.c, I where the main effect of the noise
is to greatly reduce the detail, particularly in the eyes. nose, and mouth.

The one- and two-dimensional spectra (Figure 29,c, 1,2) contain very little structure except at the low spatial
frequencies, below 8 c/pw, where the two-dimensional elliptical structure from the basic face form persists. The line
spectrum reveals a profile more similar to the original line spectrum than that of the coarsely quantized portrait. The
spectra again suggest that the basic portrait form is relatively intact below f = 4 c/f.

The effect of the MTF(H Ispatial filter reveals a smoother, more cosmetically appealing portrait I Figure 28.c, 2) with
quite similar feature resolution of the eyes, nose, and mouth, although with increased contrast.

Low-pass spatial filtering the filtered noise portrait with and without MTF prefiltering to f = 4 c/f (Figure 28.c,3,41
once again reveals similar form information virually unaffected by the MF attenuation characteristics.

10.4.1 Artifacts from a Portrait with Random Noise Added

It is immrtant to realize that random noise can be correlated with pictures in specific ways. In other words, the same
size random noise with a constant amplitude distribution that results in a uniform amplitude spectrum, created with
different random values, will affect the original picture differently. This is demonstrated in Figure 31 ,a, I where
another random noise pattern with the same parameters as before is added to the original portrait. Note especially the
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eyes. nose. mouth. and left cheek differences between this portrait and that of Figure 28,c. 1. The different spectrum
resulting from this second added random noise portrait is aparent upon observation. The low-pass spatial filtered
portrait for f = 4 c/f. shown in Figure 31 a,3. demonstrates similar form information; however, note the difference
between the resolution of the hair and the displaced mouth in comparison to Figure 28.c,3. These results suggest
caution in experiments based upon picture correlated random noise, because even those features that contain only low
spatial frequencies can be affected differently by different random noise obtained from a similar noise generating
process.

l0.5 Filtering a Portrait with Inclusive OR Random Noise

The portrait with added random noise has a uniform amplitude distribution that will increase the average intensity of
the portrait if the average noise exceeds that of the original portrait. That result may account for some of the decreased
contrast of the pattern information after spatial filtering. In addition, it has been demonstrated that adding different
patterns of random noise with a uniform amplitude distribution constructed from elements of the same size affects the
basic portrait form. This next study was undertaken to reduce the average pattern intensity as well as to combine the
same random noise pattern in a nonadditive fashion. The desired result was achieved by inclusive OR-ing the original
portrait with the random noise, as shown in Figure 31,b 1. (The inclusive OR is a logical binary bit operation that
places a I if either or both the random noise value and the portrait value have a I in the same picture value bit position).
Note the decreased perception of the nose and mouth in comparison to the added noise portraits.

The two-dimensional log magnitude spectrum I Figure 31 ,b,21 reveals an elliptical low spatial frequency structure
similar to that of the other portrait configurations. In addition, spectral energy is less random, as well as reduced, along
the vertical and horizontal axes. due primarily to the reduced intensity differences along the portrait edges.

The low-pass spatial filter results are shown in Figure 31 .b,3 for f = 4 c/pw in which the filtered portrait is seen to
contain the general form information. However, the general homogeneous contrast of the features of the face found in
the original or random noise portraits is lacking. In particular, note the decreased resolution of the mouth in
comparison to the other portrait configurations. However, even with this portrait. a system that can extract similar
form information appears to provide sufficient information for classification.

10.0 Filtering a Binary Line Portrait

One of the most interesting aspects of perception is that line patterns can represent complex forms such as portraits.
That line patterns can abstract and provide basic pattern information was demonstrated by Attneave 11i7)54. lie
showed that information about forms could be obtained from edges or contour lines of a form at points of change in
gradients and points of greatest change of contour direction. But how do edges and lines contain form information? In
general. edges and. particularly, lines contain high spatial frequency information. This might seem to be at odds with
the notion of basic form information being provided by low spatial frequencies, however, it has been demonstrated Isee
Section ).01 that the low spatial frequencies of the lines of the similarity groupings contain homogeneous group
information. Perhaps the lines of complex patterns can also provide form information in the low spatial frequencies. If
line configurations contain low frequency information which is similar to that in normal grey-scale portraits, then
perhaps one can consider lines not as explicit features to be detected and manipulated (therefore explicitly carrying the
form information I but as pattern elements that can provide low spatial frequencies that have been shown to convey the
basic form information of objects. The subsequent demonstrations will amplify this point.

To test this hypothesis, a binary line portrait was created from an edge portrait ( Figure 32,a, 1 ) by replacing all the
picture values less than a certain value by I (whitel and those greater than that value by 0 (black , as shown in Figure
31 .c. I. Note that the most distinct lines come from regions of greatest contrast in the original portrait.

The two-dimensional log magnitude spectrum. shown in Figure 31.c.2. reveals a loss of elliptical spatial frequency
structure found at the low spatial frequencies of the other portraits. The medium spatial frequencies reveal slight
off-axis ray structure in comparison to the original portrait. Although the low frequency energy of lines is quite low
compared to that found in a normal portrait, the lines still provide more energy at the low spatial frequencies than is
found at the high frequencies.

ILow-pass spatial filtering to f = 4 c/f demonstrates basic portrait form information comparable to the previous portrait
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configurations IFigure 31,c,31. Note the hair, cheek, chin, and shoulder outlines. The eyes, nose, and mouth are the
most prominent features in the reconstruction. Note that the right eye is the most emphasized feature and that the nose
and mouth cannot be resolved.

It appears that the low spatial frequency forms of line objects are similar to the other portrait configurations. It is worth
noting that the prominent features in the original line portrait - the eyes, nose, and mouth - that are most dissimilar
from the original portrait configuration also remain most dissimilar in the low spatial frequency reconstructed line
portrait. This result suggests that even complex linear binary patterns can convey certain form information, from only
low spatial frequency bands, that can be used for classification, recognition, and identification. Of course, in these and
other comparisons, the similarities of the filtered images are based on subjective evaluation. This is adequate for these
studies. More quantitative comparison can be made by correlating the filtered spectra or images (e.g., see Ginsburg,
et al.. 19701.

10.7 Perception of Reversed Contrast Portraits

The preceding filtered line portrait revealed similar form information in low spatial frequencies when compared to
other portrait configurations. This suggests that the low spatial frequency structure of lines may be important
information for perceived similarity of objects. However, an alternative hypothesis is that the edge information of the
original and line portraits is similar and thus explicitly provides similar portrait information (implying that the
similar low spatial frequency information is coincidentall. Is there a method for obtaining the same edge and line
information while varying the spatial frequency information? The answer is yes. based upon a consideration of the
spatial frequencies of the negative of an object. A reversed contrast object. that is, one with black and white
interchanged, contains identical edge information but dissimilar spatial frequency information (e.g., see Lipson and
Lipson, 109, Section 7.4.71. If the edges provide the basic information explicitly (that is, identification results from
the detection and manipulation of the edges I. then it would be expected that changing a black edge into a white edge,
and vice versa, would have no major effect on the perceived portrait information. It is well known that photograph
negatives are harder to recognize and identify than positives, a result that immediately suggests that edges may not
carry the primary information for form. This fact is demonstrated by two positive and negative portraits shown in
Figure 32.a. 1,2.

These portraits obviously contain similar information. Figure 32 ,a,2 has reversed picture values that, although the'
contain identical edge information, notably affect the perception of the eyes. nose, and mouth in such a way that
portrait similarity and, hence, identification are decreased.

A more interesting example of the inadequacy of isolating edge and line information for perception is shown in Figure
32.b. 1.2 where the original grey-scale portrait was converted by a binary programme that made all the picture values
between two levels white and all other values black. Again, similarity between this and the original portrait is easily
seen. However. when these values are reversed, as shown in Figure 32,b,2, portrait similarity is greatly decreased.
Except from critical examination of the head, neck, and shoulder outline, portrait information is very dissimilar.
Note, in particular, that even with much effort, the mouths of the two portrait configurations do not convey the same
information. The two black spots are highlights in the lower lip of the positive portrait but appear as two teeth in the
negative portrait. No matter how conscious an attempt is made to isolate these features from the influence of the
surrounding mouth. segregation resulting in another interpretation does not seem possible. These effects are even more
apparent when the portraits are viewed at about 2 degrees of visual angle.

These results further demonstrate the classic Gestalt view that the sum of the parts is different than the whole. In a
filter concept of perception, highlights cannot be extracted explicitly but must be analyzed as a whole with surrounding
mouth features. These results also suggest that it is the low spatial frequency information that carries the basic portrait
frequency information. By viewing the portraits from a distance, the high spatial frequencies are more attenuated than
the low spatial frequencies. and the relative dissimilarities between the portrait configurations are seen to remain.

10.8 Summary

This chapter extended the application of the concept of filtering from simple to complex objects: portraits. Subjectively
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similar form information was shown to exist within a two-octave band of low spatial frequencies for a wide variety of
different portrait configurations, including noise and line versions. Visual texture in terms of spatial filtering is
investigated next.
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CHAPYI'ER II

VISUAL TEXTURES

11.1 Introduction

(hr oisual world is rich in textures--multiple patterns that share some common spatial properties. Understanding how
the visual system extracts information from texture is imlrtant because of the role that texture plays in separating
objects from their background Ifigure-ground). e.g.. Julesz 4 19714. Furthermore. this understanding is necessary if
machines are to be made to perform similar functions iGinsburg. 1973 4.

Textures can be defined in terms of either spatial features or transformations. The explicit extraction of spatial
features, such as edges, lines, orientation, contrast. etc.. has been suggested by many researchers, e.g., Hawkins
119701. This section shows how much simpler and parsimonious filtering can be in extracting certain textures when
used in conjunction with operations consistent with known visual processes.

Spatial frequency content has been shown to distinctly characterize certain texture, e.g.. Cutrona 419651; Lendaris and
Stanley 4 19701. For example, certain geographical characteristics can be distinguished by their spatial frequency
content, e.g.. Goldstein and Rosenfeld (19041. Although substantial overlap can occur in spectra from certain complex
scenes lJohnston. El-Sum. Rudin. Sikorsky, and Feigenbaum. 1644, there still can be good separation in certain
regions of spatial frequencies, Isee Figure 4 of Hawkins, 19704. The search for different spectral bands to separate
various textures may prove more fruitful than an analysis of the complete spectrum, just as generalized forms were
shown to exist from only the low spatial frequencies of objects when the rest of the spectrum was filtered out.

11.2 To General Figure-Ground Problems

It was shown in Section 9.6 that low-pass filtering can offer an explanation for the perception of figure-ground from
textures made of dots and lines. Here, an initial investigation of figure-ground is made in terns of the anisotropic filter
characteristics and the spatial frequency/orientation-selective nature of channels in the visual system.

11.2. I Isolating a Rectangular Form from Oblique Lines by Spatial Filtering

Consider the figure-groind object in Figure 33.a. The problem here is to extract the rectangular form from the
background. This is a simple task for an anisotropic spatial filter, such as the MTF(H 4, that attenuates the oblique
structure in Figure 33.b. Similar extraction of the rectangle could be achieved if the spectral components in the obliques
were removed. Note that low-pass filtering (Figure 33,c~d. only signals that there is an object in the original pattern.

11.2.2 Isolating Oblique Structure in a Real Scene by Spatial Filtering

Another example of the power of spatial filtering that can enhance specific regions of spatial frequency in a global
manner is shown in Figure 34. Note that all the collinear lines in this real scene can be attended to in one orientation at a
time. Filtering out the two different oblique regions of the spectrum separates the linear objects into two groups, as
shown in Figure 34,b and c.

It should be clear. once any object is analyzed into quasi-independent channels of different spatial frequencies Isizel and
orientation, that such isolation of objects is quite simple. However, does the filter concept have predictive power with
other figure-ground problems such as letter arrays, random dot patterns, and more complex scenes? Furthermore. how
can those objects that are filtered be separated from the field?' These questions are examined next.

11.3 Similarity Grouping of Letter Arrays

The ,ariables of similarity grouping found important by Julesz 11962k, Beck I I1966.a.b; 1967; 19724. and Olson and
Attneave 119701 are shape, slope, and brightness. The results of Pickett 119701) agree with those findings and also with
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the results of Julesz 119711 which suggest that the visual system contains a "slicer" mechanism that operates on texture
clusters of similar brightness. Ginsburg 11971 ,a,b; 1973). and Ginsburg, et al. 11976. have shown that anisotropic
low-pass filtering can segregate certain textures into objects of homogeneous brightness. Here, similar groupings using
the MTF filter are shown.

11.3.1 Similarity Grouping Due to Orientation Differences

Texture fields that contain repeated objects differing only in orientation will not be considered because, as previous
examples of orientation-selective filtering have shown, they can be easily separated from one another by
quasi-independent orientation channels.

One of the major problems with present theories of feature analysis is typified by a basic dichotomy that emerges from
the results of Beck I 1O66,a,bl and Eichelman (1970). Similarity judgements of paired letters had little predictive power
in determining how the letters would group when they were made into arrays. An example is shown in Figure 35.a. in
which the tilted T 1TT) may be seen as more similar to the upright T IU'1'l than is the L. However. when these same
letters are arranged in arrays (Figure 35,b) the opposite grouping occurs.

Ginsburg, et al. (1976), have suggested that the paired letters are judged for similarity with the same metric used for
machine pattern classification tasks-Euclidean distance (cross-correlation I of the low spatial frequencies of the letters.
However, the arrays of letters appear to be processed in a global manner. Comparing the features of the individual
letters would provide the same grouping as paired letters. However, the letter arrays can be segregated by a more global
property, e.g.. brightness distribution due to the anisotropic spatial filtering of the visual system (Ginsburg, et al.,
19761. Note that the cross-correlation is a measure of the similarity of the letters, whereas the effects of brightness
provide measurable differences between the letters.

The segregation of the letters in letter arrays by the MTF filter is shown in Figure 36. The 'rrs are clearly less visible
than the UTs and Ls (Figure 36,cl. (These results are general demonstrations of the effects of the MTF filtering
because the coarse quantization of the Ts in these pictures provides additional information by which the letters can be
segregated. I

The effects of the MTF filter are particularly relevant to the objects used by Beck I 1900,a,b; 1967. 1972 ). The size of
the objects ranged from only 10 to 31 minutes and luminance values were scotopic, 0.025 to 0.29 foot-lamberts. These
values suggest that similarity judgements were being made with high spatial frequency patterns of low contrast. From
the discussion in Section 5.2. 1. these are the conditions that produce the greatest degree of anisotropy in the human
visual system. Experimental predictions based on this analysis are discussed in the next section.

11.3.2 Similarity (rouping )ue to Configuration Differences

Beck OO,bl used simple geometric objects and letters to determine the effect of orientation and shape similarity on
perceptual grouping by having subjects partition arrays of different patterns into two regions. Studies by the author
with anisotropic filtering readily segregated the patterns in terms of orientation. Independent orientation channels
easily handle such tasks. However, some of his arrays contained objects with only shape, not orientation differences.
Can these results also be explained by brightness differences due to the MT filtering? The answer appears to be yes.
based on the results of the ITF filter on a typical array in Figure 37. Here the LUs segregate from 111s andl sideways
"l'sIS'l'I by brightness also because of the low-pass filtering characteristics of the MF.

The niagnituide spectra for both the T and 1, in Figure 37. normalized from 0 to 10. are shown in Figure 38. I'[he
spectnim of the sideways T is not shown because it is the same as the UT rotated by (M) degrees. I Note that I, has less
spectral energy at the low spatial frequencies than does the T Isee the squares in Figure 384. Thus. it is not too
surprising that the I, will be affected more by the low-pass filtering characteristics of the MF than the 'r.

The numerical printouts of the filtered array I Figure 39.a.bI confirm the (observations with the pictures. Also note that
the intensity distribution of the same letters is not mlual. '[his result suggests that grouping of such objects depends on
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some local average brightness, not on precise values. Furthermore, this example suggests that changes in the brightness
distribution occur with different pattern configurations. Thus, the proximity of similar patterns affects judgements
based on local brightness. The magnitude of such effects on similarity judgements must be determined experimentally.

Many of the other results of Beck and Olson and Attneave were analyzed in a similar manner, but these results would
require a lengthy discussion. The effects of low-pass filtering on grouping of these kinds of arrays can be demonstrated
easily by squinting or viewing the arrays (Figure 401 at a distance. Different brightness distributions occur as Figure 40
is rotated to different orientations. In general, it appears that not only the primary results of the experiments of
Beck and Olson and Attneave can be explained in terms of filtering but also the second and third order effects.

11.3.3 Second Order Effects of Grouping: Symmetry

One example of a second order effect will be discussed. Beck 1 1900,a I reported in two experiments that the '1T grouped
further away from the UT than the X. These results cannot be explained by differences in orientation because the IT
and X have the same orientation. However. the X has two-fold symmeti y; the 'IT does not. Thus. the X will have more
energy in the lowest spatial frequencies than will the 'I'. This may be so en by comparing the numerical printouts of the
normalized intensity values of the filtered X and 'I ' shown in Figure 41 ,a,b. The total intensity for values of the
images equal to or greater than 30 for the X is 418 and only 314 for the 1'. Thus the 'Ii contains about 25 percent
of the intensity of the X for values of intensity equal to or greater than 30.

Noting the intensity distributions of the MTF filtered UT and X and UT and TT I Figure 41,a.bI. it is quite evident that
the X would provide a brighter object than the TT. This result helps to explain why subjects reduced the brightness of
the UTs in an array of UTs and Xs less than in an array of UTs and I1'~s. There is a greater difference between the
brightness of the UT and T than the UT and X.

The filter analysis is consistent with the information about the intensity of the letters that were presented to the subjects
in the experiments. The array sizes used by Beck I l(M9 6,al ranged from 5 degrees, 10 minutes to about 10 degrees. 30
minutes. As Beck 11972) pointed out, peripheral acuity blurred peripheral objects. Beck used that fact to suggest that
the poor grouping of the Xs occurred because they would readily lose discriminability with blur. However, the major
difference between the filtered letters (Figure 41 ,bI is the increased intensity at the centre of the X compared to the TT.
Although the overall extent of the X is slightly reduced in comparison to the 'Ii' after filtering fas these filtered letters
show), the central intensity values of these letters suggest that the X will retain more form information than the '!1'.

Beck further supports his argument with his finding that when the Xs were larger, they grouped as well as the tilted 'I's
(Beck. 1972, p. 16). However, the size of the letters was changed by only a factor of 1.2 15 mm t) ram) in the two
experiments that he discusses. The mean luminance of the standard pattern in the two experiments differed only b. a
factor of 2.5 10.114 to 0.2) foot-lambertsi. Finally, his statistical analysis showed no significant difference between the'
grouping strength of the X and T'T in the second experiment; the difference between the mean luminance values
required for grouping in the two different experiments were quite similar. 0.015 and 0.013 foot-lamberts. This analysis
of his results suggests that there was little if any difference between the grouping of the X and 'T in the two
experiments-a result that is consistent with filtering. Other filtering by the author suggests that small changes in size
(a factor of 1.2) would produce too little difference in the intensity distribution of these objects to change the general
results. This analysis further suggests that it is the relative brightness, i.e., contrast. between the objects due to filtering
anti not the relative discriminability that is the major grouping variable in these experiments. Of course., further
investigation is required to assess the relative importance of each of these variables.

lhese filtered letters suggest a counter-intuitive prediction -ihe similarity judgements are based primaril.( on the
brightness differences of the different letters due to the filtering effects on shape and orientation. This suggestion
predicts that increasing the brightness of tilted objects in an array will reduce their discriminability under certain
conditions. Experiments support this prediction (Eichelman and Ginsburg. 19771.

To summarize, arrays of patterns such as those used by Beck ( lN)%.a,b; 11K)7: 19721 and Olson and Attnea%e 19701
appear to group in a manner consistent with those predicted by brightness effects based on anisetrolpic spatial filtering
of the slope nnd shape of the patterns. These arrays are made up of relatively simple patterns. Is the filter concept
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relevant to more complex figure-ground patterns such as random dot patterns? These are investigated in the next
section.

11.4 Isolating Objects from Random Dots

11.4.1 Isolating Form and Symmetry from a Random Dot Pattern

Perhaps some of the most complicated figure-ground problems involve the extraction of objects from random patterns.
An example is given in Figure 42,a-a random dot pattern created by Julesz 1971). The problem here is to understand
how the visual system so rapidly and seemingly effortlessly extracts symmetry information and the face-like objects
from such a noisy pattern. Julesz 11971, 19751 suggested that textures differing in first order statistics (e.g., intensity
values) are easily seen. However, he does not provide any insight into how the visual system performs such tasks. Marr
iI 070 1 also suggested that first order discrimination and grouping processes were used to extract forms from filtered
textures. Unfortuantely, Marr's complex techniques were based upon ad and post hoc assumptions of what makes up
and extracts information from objects. Ginsburg 1 19731 showed that the filter characteristics of the visual system-the
two-dimensional MTF--an create somewhat homogeneous forms whose first order statistics (intensity I were used to
begin isolation and extraction of form from a random dot pattern.

The result of that spatial filtering is shown in Figure 42. The original pattern is filtered by the MTF (Figure 42,bI or a
low-pass 124 by 241 filter I Figure 42,c) to cluster proximate dots of similar intensity. This result demonstrates that
general filtering processes in the visual system can form homogeneous clusters in a simple manner. Furthermore, when
retinal inhomogeneity is considered, such filtered information has to exist in at least the peripheral retina when the
original pattern is viewed. The general symmetry of this complex pattern can be found easily from the low spatial
frequencies of the pattern, as shown in Figure 41,d,e. It is suggested that higher-order visual processes can attend to
symmetry in objects filtered from channels whose bandwidth captures relatively low spatial frequencies. More detail
about this point is provided in Section 19.4.9.

11.4.2 Isolation Objects of Different Size in a Random Dot Pattern

Another example of how a filtered image separates figure from ground by creating different areas of intensity from
similar random distributions of different size objects is shown in Figure 43. Here, the small square can be seen
.mmediately in the lower right corner. The region of small squares is seen to have different average contrast than the
rest of the picture after MTF filtering. The high frequency attenuation characteristics of the MTF filter reduce the
average contrast of the region of small squares. The binary picture in Figure 43,c is created from the upper 30 percent
of the intensity values of Figure 43,b to show the differences between the peak intensities inside and outside the square
region.

11.5 Analysis of a Complex Scene

Results of previous research into texture analysis I Ginsburg. 1973 I-some of which were presented here-were used to
analyze the complex scene shown in Figure 44,a. The problem is the identification of letters in the words by using
filtering methods that may be similar to those used by the visual system. Figure 44,b represents the selected area of
interest and the general amount of information that may be contained within the parafoveal region. A log transform of
the picture in Figure 44.b. shown in Figure 44,c, improves the contrast of the features of the letters. Figure 44.d shows
the result of low-pass filtering. The lack of general form information demonstrates that a global analysis based on
filtered images of this kind would be unsuccessful in providing sufficient information for the identification of these
letters.

How can letters be isolated and recognized on such a noisy background? Previous results on texture analysis suggested
that objects could be extracted from differences in brightness. First, the picture is digitized into 128 by 128 pels for
computer processing. This is a crude method of low-pass filtering. Digitally slicing approximately 30 percent of the
lowest intensities contained in the picture (shown as the brightest objects in Figure 44.e( and using them to create the
picture in Figure 44.f captures the elements that make tip each letter, plus a small amount of noise. (A ± 5 percent
change in the intensity values that were selected works equally well. I The solution to the remaining problem of
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classifying the letters from these discrete features has already been offered for man and machine lGinsburg. 1971 .a.b).
The "Gestalt" of these objects is found from the low spatial frequencies, as seen from Figure 44,g using the MTF filter
or Figure 44,h using ideal low-pass filtering. In practice, each letter would be isolated and processed separately as done
by the fovea when these pictures are held at normal reading distance.

There are, of course, many other possible ways to extract similar information from the original picture. The point here
is that it has been accomplished using simple methods believed to correspond to the filtering properties of the human
visual system. Furthermore, these results have gone beyond simply the extraction of the relevant features. The
information that was extracted is sufficient for classification by man and machine (Ginsburg, 19731.

11.6 Monocular Texture Gradients

Certain lighting conditions can create shadows icontrast gradients) that cause certain patterns to be perceived in depth.
Gibson (19501 has shown that certain textures whose elements have the same contrast and size and converge at some
point can also convey a perception of depth with monocular viewing (Figure 45,a). Can any relationship be shown to
exist between contrast gradients of the filtered image and of similar textures and the perception of depth? The author
noted that pattern elements that were close to one another or were of different size generally had different contrast
after filtering. These results prompted filtering of a digitized textured field taken from Gibson and shown in Figure
45,b. Note that the pattern elements originally having the same contrast but different sizes and proximity give the
impression of perceived depth. The MTF filtered image (Figure 45.c shows that the pattern elements of different sizes
and proximity have different contrast. It is possible that one aspect of perceived monocular depth is the different
relative intensity levels (contrastl of the features in the filtered image of a channel (See Section 13.6 for other examples. I

11.7 Summary

This chapter provided demonstrations of techniques based on suggested processing capabilities of the visual system
which attempt to solve problems of the perception of visual textures. The important grouping variables that other
researchers have found-object shape, orientation, and brightrness-were shown to be provided by filtering
mechanisms in the visual system. The success of a counter-intuitive experiment based on these results suggested the
predictive power of these techniques and analyses. A complex scene was analyzed for the extraction of objects sufficient
for machine classification using filtering methods based on the previous analysis. Finally, an example of a texture
gradient that provides monocular depth cues was examined by spatial filtering. Next, the same spatial filtering is
applied to offer an explanation for the perception of visual illusions.



CHAPTER 12

VISUAL ILLUSIONS

12. 1 Introduction

An understanding of visual illusions is important because they demonstrate instances in which the visual system fails
seemingly simple tasks. Lines and angles in very simple geomz tric patterns are seen distorted into different shapes.
lengths. and orientations. A full understanding of perception would have to include an explanation of visual illusions.

A number of theories of visual illusions have been proposed. Contemporary theories to account for the appearance of
illusions have invoked such factors as distortions due to diffraction and optical aberrations in the eye. (e.g.. Chiang.
19681, physiological mechanisms. e.g.. lateral inhibition le.g., Ganz and Day, 1965; von Bekesy. 1908. Blakemore.
Carpenter. and Georgeson, 19701. and cognitive explanations le.g., Gregory. 1963; Day, 19721. The reader is referred
to an excellent review by Robinson 119721 on illusions and the various theories used to attempt to explain them.

The analysis of visual illusions presented here represents a continuation of research by the author that regards illusions
as a consequence of the manner in which the visual system processes all spatial objects: by spatial filtering (Ginsburg.
1971 .a,b; 1973; 1975; Ginsburg, et al., 19761.

In the introduction of this dissertation, it was stressed that the visual system must be throwing away large amounts of
detailed information. In Chapters .. 6. and 7, the neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence for the limits of
spatial resolution in the fovea as well as the parafovea was discussed. Furthermore, the spatial bandwidth of
mechanisms farther tip the visual pathway becomes increasingly narrow.

There must be some consequence to the throwing away of certain details about objects at the various stages of visual
processing. Two consequences of losing detail are that intensity and spatial information are distorted, as has been shown
previously in many of the filtered images. From this point of view, visual illusions result primarily from the spatial
filtering properties of the visual system. Thus, filtering geometric and contrast illusions with spatial filters based on the
filtering characteristics of the visual system generally resulted in the distortions that are perceived when they are
viewed, as shall now be shown.

12.2 Illusions of Noncollinearity

12.2.1 Variations and a "'Correction" of the Pogge-ndorff lllusion

In the Poggendorff illusion QZillner. 18621, the collinear oblique lines that transverse the parallel lines are not perceived
as collinear I Figure 44.a, I1. Since this illusion ci',pends upon judgement made on the collinearity of lines that form an
angle with other lines, the spatial filtering results n the Miiller-Lver illusion (Ginsburg, 1)71,ab; Ginsburg, et al.,
19701 would predict a shift in the intensity distribu~tion at the intersection of the collinear oblique lines and the parallel
lines into the acute angle.

The result of MTF filtering and low-pass filtering with and without MTF prefiltering is shown in Figure 44,a.3.4.5.
Placing a straight edge over the peaks of the intensity distribution of the collinear lines demonstrates the lack of
collinearity. especially in the low-pass filtered images. However. even though the filtered objects have been shown to
well represent the intensity distribution of the computer plots and printouts, the numerical printouts shown in Figure
47.a.b prolvide objective quantitative measures of the distortions due to spatial filtering. The filtered images and the
numerical printouts confirm the prediction and suggest that the illusion is due to bending of collinear lines at their
junction with the parallel lines.

In this filtered image and those that follow, the magnitude of the distortions is assumed to be determined by the
following rules. The orientation of a line is judged on the basis of the axis connecting the two highest intensity peaks
after filtering. The length of a line is judged on the basis of distance from the peak-to-peak intensity values of the line
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and/or the distance from intensity edge to intensitN edge. depending upon which measure is easier to determine in these
demonstrations. Anr experiment discussed in Section 12.8.1 attempted to determine the relex ant intensit% features of
the filtered images of ant illusion.

If similar spatial filtering in the % isual sx stem accounts for the distortion in ttie Poggendorff illusion, then all imerse
MTF lfilter should pro%ide the intensiti distribution that cancels the distortion. An inx erse filter. MI'F" I. filtered the
original illusion w ith the general result that the collinear lines %xere shifted in the opposite direction at the junctions %,.ith
the parallel lines I Figure 47-c 1.

It is emphasized. howexer. that this inerse filter technique is only al approximation because the minimum NITF
salues become infinitel. large. ani % ice %ersa. wxhen tie original %alies of the MTF are inverted. This is w ho tie
parallel lines are almost absent in the mTF" I numerical printout; they are greatly reduced in the MI'F" I filtered image
in comparismn to the obliques. Furthermor.. the in ere filter technique appears useful only for geometric illusions that
imsoke angles and not absolute line length sitI h as the horizontal-vertical line illusion of Figure 53.a. ()ther studies bs
the author suggest that the in% erse filter canriot distribute intensities to places where none existed in the original object:
it appears to be only able to shift existing intensity distributions.

The original results of the filtering suggest that the "correction'" to this configuration of the Poggendorff illusion is to
bend the collinear lines at the junction opposite the filtered illusion. This correctio,. * shown in Figure 48.b where, in
comparison to the standard Poggendorff illusion (Figure 48.a , the corrected illusion shows a substantial reduction in.
if not a complete loss of. the perceived distortion. The reader is encouraged to place a straight edge across the collinear
lines to see the small degree of curvature at the junction that is present.

It is interesting to note that llelmholtz I QIJ) I suggested that the original Poggendorff illusion was due to the bending
of collinear lines at the junction where the obliques meet the parallel lines, similar to that found in tire numerical
printouts of the MITF filtered illusion.

Kobovashi 19)501 first demonstrated that the Poggendorff illusion disappeared when the obliques were bent at the
intersection with the parallel lines. The filtered data presented here show wh% such a demonstration wiorks.

The corrected illusion does not senem to be greatly dependent upon viewing distance. Ai interesting fact is obser ed at
about (0.5 degrees: The corrected illusion exhibits negligible distortion even though the correction is not seen at that
distance. Alst note that the illusion persists lalthough somewhat decreased in comparimn to the original illusionl when
the intersections of the oblique lines with the parallel lines are removed I Figure 48.0 I. It should be clear from the
earlier examples of filtered images that low-pass filtering this particular illusion will still cause a shift in the intensit%
distribution in the same direction as perceived distortion. These two observations las well as other arguments presented
laterl suggest that perceived distortions are based upon spatial information present in low spatial frequency channek.

'l'uxo %ariations of the Poggendorff illusion IPressev and den Hever. 1)081 are shown in Figure )4.b. I.c, I. The original
iPoggendorff illusion persists with the oblique angles only t Figure 44.b. 1I. However. the illusion is diminished I Presse x
and den le.er, I (i8 or reversed I Restle. 19091 when only the acute angles of the Poggendorff illusion are present
I Figure *14.c. II. In this case. if judgements are made of the vertical position of tie obliques based on the peak intensities
or extremities of the filtered objects. a continuum of judgements can be made which result in a decreased or reversed
illusion.

There are ther attrilbutes of the filtered illusion such as small changes in angle and curvature of the collinear lines
" hose relatike importance to the illusion appears to e second order and will not be discussed further here.

12.2.2 -%n Illusion Duet It Error in Aligning Edges

A \er simple geometric illusion, shown in Figure 4Qa. was reported by IA5li) 1 189.5 . The short line at the right is seen
slightli abo me the longer bottom line at the left with which it is collinear. This illusion is stronger when it is rotated 45
degrees I llotopf. IV)750. The MTF filtered image shows the perceived distortions in the numerical printout of Figure
*$'Ib. Note the relatiite shift of the average intensity on each side of the original line. The parallel lines on the left shift
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away from each other. The line on the right remains in essentially the same position. The overall effect is that the line
on the right appears to be disp laced upwards. These effects are increased when the illusion is rotated 45 degrees Inot
shown 1. due to the anisotropy o! the two-dimensional MTF.

12.3 Illusions of Line Length

12.3.1 Variations of the Miiller-Lyer Illusion

A digitized representation of the Miiller-Lyer illusion 1 18891 is shown in Figure 50,a, 1. Lines of equal length are
perceived to be longer and shorter if out-pointing and in-pointing fins are added to the ends of the lines.

A variation of the Miiller-Lyer illusion has the fins only (Brentano, 18921, as shown in Figure 50,b, 1. Here the illusion
is that the distance between the tips of the out-going fins is less than the distance between the tips of the in-going fins.

The MTF I Figure 50.a.b.31 and low-pass filtered images of both illusions (Figure 50,a,b,4.51 show the perceived
distortions, confirming the optical filtering results of Ginsburg 11971 ,a,b l.

Miller-Lyer 1 18961 created a variant of his original illusion, a digitized version of which is shown in Figure 5O.c, 1. Here
the extension of the fins causes a perceived decrease in line length compared to the same line with shorter fins.

This illusion provides one counter-example against a general optical blur, smoothing, or assimilation theory for
geometric illusions. Any averaging process would keep the lines the same length or increase the length of the line with
the longer fins because there would be more spatial information over which to average from the longer fins than the
shorter ones.

The magnitude of the digitized version of this illusion is small. It is also very slight in the MTF filtered object IFigure
5IY.c.3I but stronger in the low-pass filter results (Figure 50.c,4,51. These distortions can be seen more clearly in the
contour plot. Figure 51. The shorter line length with the longer fins is not seen in the blurred image shown in Appendix
C. Note also that the blurred image still appears to provide the illusion,

12.3.2 The Ponzo Illusion

The original Ponzo illusion I Ponzo. 1912( contains two parallel lines equal in length which are seen as unequal in length
when they are placed between two converging lines (Figure 52 ,a 1.

The results of filtering this illusion using the MTF and low-pass filter are shown in Figure 32.c.d.e. The upper
horizontal line lapical (is extended into the vertical oblique lines, an effect not seen with the lower horizontal line
Idistal 1. Note the decreased intensity at the ends of both lines. Thus, the apical line seems longer from such spatial
extension. the distal line appears shorter. This particular result is consistent with the experimental findings of Quina
and Pollack 1)721. who found, in addition to overestimations of the length of the apical line, that the length of the
distal line was consistently underestimated.

Attneave 119721 pointed out that the distance between the horizontal and oblique lines was an important variable
relating to the magnitude of the illusion. Variations of the Ionzo illusion similarly filtered show such changes.
Howener, the general distortions persist with low-pass filtering. Shultz (19701 noted that, in addition to the standard
distortions. the distance increased between the two horizontal lines. The intensit a distributions of the two horizontal
lines of the filtered Ponzo illusion of Figure 52.c.d.e show that effect. The increased distance between the average
intensity values of the two parallel horizontal lines of Figure 49 is also evident.

12.3.3 Nariations of the Horizomtal-Vertical (H-V'I Line Illusion With and Without a Frame

Perhaps the simplest geometric illusion is a vertical line which appears longer when it intersects a horizontal line of
equal length to form a + . T. or 1, iFick. 18511.
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The results of filtering the T configuration of the H-V illusion were shown in Section 9.2. The vertical line is about 4
perent longer than the horizontal line after MTF filtering, measured from the farthest distance of the peaks of the
contours of Figure 20,b. However, the filtered image reveals about an 11 percent increase in the length of the vertical
line for the farthest distance of the contours of the 4 by 4 low-pass filtered plot I Figure 2 l,d 1. Suto 11959), reported by
Oyama (19601. had subjects compare the length of each line of the inverted T with a standard horizontal line. The
horizontal line length was underestimated by about 4 percent and the vertical line length was overestimated by 14
percent. This close agreement between the filtered image and experimental findings suggests again that the distortions
may be due to low-spatial frequency channels which provide the spatial information used in the estimation of perceived
line length.

The T configuration of the illusion changes with orientation. The vertical line of a T rotated 90 degrees is seen as
shorter I Kunnapas. 1955,b). This effect is shown in Figures 53 and 54 where the intensities and the length of the
vertical lines are greater than those of the horizontal lines.

Several researchers, e.g. Kunnapas 11955,aI and Wenderoth and Beh 11977 1, have investigated the effect of putting
frames around variations of the L or T line figures. The general effect of rotating such figures in frames is to change the
apparent relative length of certain components. These changes in length depend upon the size and shape, etc., of the
frame. Slight variations in the intensity distributions of the lines in the L figure with and without surrounding lines are
shown in Figure 55. Note also the difference in intensity distributions of the same filtered images of the texture patterns
shown in Section 11.3.2 due to their proximity to other objects le.g., Figure 39,bl. These results suggest that some
interactions between figures and frames may be accounted for by the spatial interactions that occur due to the spatial
filtering properties of the visual system.

12.3.4 Simple Line Illusions

Even the simplest line patterns can produce distortions. The two examples shown in Figure 56,ab are from
Miiller-Lyer 1 1889 1 and Wundt 1 18981. In Figure 56.a the .entre segment of the line on the right appears smaller than
the centre segment on the left. The opposite distortion occurs in Figure 56,b. The line on the right appears smaller than
the centre section of the line on the left.

The perceived distortions are seen in the numerical printouts I Figure 56,c,dI and the contour plots IFigure 56.e.f I of the
MTF filtered illusions. ITo compare the size of similar contours, measure from the outside of the image. the lowest
level, to the inside of the image. Measurements made on the smallest diamond-shaped objects in the left of Figure 56.e.f
are at the higheit contour level and are not found in the object at the right. Therefore, the next lowest contour is used
for the appropriate comparison. 1

12.4 Illusions of Misjudged Size and Distance

12.4.1 The Titchener Illusion

W hen two circles of equal size are each surrounded by circles of different sizes, the circle surrounded by the smaller
circles appears larger than the circle surrounded by the larger circles. This illusion is called the Titchener circles
1W1 undt, 18981. Variations of this illusion use squares 1Obonai. 19541. as shown in Figure 57.a, I,b, I. Here the squares
on the left have different perceived size than the squares on the right of the same size. The square surrounded by the
larger squares appears smaller and the square surrounded by the smaller squares appears larger. These effects are
shown in the difference between the intensity values in the numerical printouts and the size of the contour plots after
MTF filtering I Figure 57.a.2.b.2.a,3.b.3 1.

12.4.2 An Illusion of Mlisjudged Distance

An illusion reported by Ebbinghaus II 9021 is shown in Figure 58,a. Here the bottom pair of shorter parallel lines
appears farther apart than the larger tipper pair of parallel lines. The perceived distortion is evident in the numerical
computer printout shown in Figure 58,b. The smoothed lines show average intensity shifts that reduce the distance
between the upper lines, while the reverse is true for the lower pair of lines.
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1 2.5 Illusion of Nonparallel Lines: the Zoflizer Illusionl

One illusion that does not appear to be explatined by the kind of spatial filtering that has been 1resenited here- is the

Z61llier illusion IZ'/Adner 1802)I. As shown in thle digitized version of the Ziillner illusion I Figure 59Ja 1. the three sections

formned hi the( patrallel lines tippear top be bent in opp~osite directions. TIhis illusion is nitchl stronger in nondigit ized

forni. '[lie- NIIF and] low-paiss filtered p~ictulres shown in Figure 5().h,- (14) not show anN such distortion. If anN thing. the

intensity dlistribuition~s go iii thei direction opposite to thle pereiee distortion.

A ht does spiail filtering not appear to work with this illusion? This illusion and its variations have one major

diffe~rence fromt any other illusion which involves lines that intersect withl angles. The short lines thatt intersect the( long

p)arallel lines dot so atl the satme aingle with the samne lines. TUhis is not true of other geometric illusions, suich as the(
Lokiesh 1191221 or tOrhison ( 139), having miany intersecting lines. Tlherefore, the uniform effects of spatial filtering

occur onl all the samie components of the Zijllner illusion buit act differentially oan the other geometric illusions.

I lowe'.er. spatil filtering alffects the strength of the illusion upon rotation.

The \ ariation of the 'Ail1ner illusion may be too coarsely quantized for this analysis, or the filtered image causes and/or

allows inother mechanism to create the perceived distortion. Further research is needIed. Clearly , in comparison to all

the other results onl the filtering of illusions, the Ziflner illusion and its variations seemn to be in) a class by themselves.

12.6 Illusions of(Conitrast

1 2.1y. 1 'FI'( Hlermitan Grid I lluiison

Thew llermnn (Gridl illusion (Hermann. 18701 is shown in Figure 60,a. Note the grey patches Irev'ersed contrast)I that

aippeair in) the white intersections. These grey patches, almost completely absent in the fovea. are strongest with

perilpherzil % iewing. 'l'luis observation suggests that low-pass filtering in the peripheral retina contributes to thle illusion.

A digitized %ersion of thle Hernmn G;rid illusion is shown in Figure 00.b. The resuilts of spatially filtering this illusion

are shuwn in Figure 00t,c where real intensities at the intersections are clearly seen. Figure 23Ad, I shows another

% iriition of this illusion. Note the grey' patches at each intersection of the white squares in the WIT filtered picture

Figure 23 ,d, 3 1. Tlhev grey patches correspond to the perceived illusory patches. IThe reader should note that this

illusion is also piresenIt at thle intersections of the figures of F'igure 23.)1 A space-v'ariant filter would be needed to prouiice

the gradaitions of b)rightness that atre seen by the( spaitially inhornogeneous retina.

Rotating F giire 00Iv.15 degrees causes llrorninant lines of reversed contrast rathler than platches. TFhis observation

suiggests thatt paistretinal inistralpil spaitial filtering may also be a component of this illusion.

12.0.2 The Ehrenstein Illusioi

'l'll( iEhrensteira illusion I Ehrenstein. 19~25). shown in Figure 61 .a. produces increasedl contrast at intersections (If the

lines. Recent stuiieis by Slullnmnn. Fuld, aind (;'rrits I 1970 I suggested that this illusion is also present withouit eye

movemnents. It persists with (lichoptic presentation, scotolpi( vision, and with low contrast. It differs fromt the Hlernmann

G;rid illusioni because it is seen in bo(th the fovea and periphery. These findings led Spillnun. Pt al.. to conclude that the
venhanced contraist mayv result fromt piistretinal factors.

Spatially filtering this illusion IFigure 0I bl resuilts in increased contrast at the intersections (of the lines shown in Figuare

61 .c. TIhe maignitude oif the( illusion decreases if it is rotated by' 45 degrees, which suggests thatt anisotropic spatial

filtering is one filtering colmponent that is also present.

1 2.6. IThe IHenusmi R ing I Iluasion

Thel~ Ienuissi Iting illusion I Beniussi, 1 902) shown in Figure 0 2 .a, 1. is an example iofsimultaneous c'ontrast. The part (of

the grey ring on the white siraiini is seen ais somnewhat dlarker- than the part (of the ring onl the black surround. 'l'llw

contrast of this illusion is enhanced if the edge that bisects the black andi white area is fixated. Tlhis forces the illusion to
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be observed in the periphery which emphasizes low spatial frequencies. Also, placing a black or white line over the
same edge increases the contrast of the illusion.

'The ability of the MTF and low-pass filter to produce images corresponding to the perceived contrast differences is
shown in Figure 62,a,2,a.3. As with the geometric illusions, the slight contrast reversal that is seen from filtering by the
MTF is much greater with the low-pass filter. Numerical printouts of the low-pass filtered image i Figure 62.ef I
confirm the perceived contrast differences of the grey ring.

A second study on the effect of adding a line across the edge that bisects the black and white area was made (IFigure
02,b. I .c, 1 .d. 1). The contrast between the ring and white surround was changed so that there should be a difference
between the contrast of the white line and the white surround.

A comparison between filtered images of the Benussi ring ( Figure 62.b. 1 I and an added white (Figure 62.c. I I and black
line ( Figure 02.d, 1) reveals only slight increased contrast of the two sides of the ring (Figure 62,b.c.d.21. There must be
at least one other mechanism responsible for the perceived increased contrast with the added lines. For example. the
added lines could physically separate the illusion into two parts, each of which is filtered separately. In Section 13.3.1
segregation of parts of an object due to a line are discussed and a possible reason is suggested for how the addition of a
simple line increases this illusion.

f2.7 Subjectiie Contours: the Kanizsa Triangle

The Kanizsa triangle (the Kanizsa, 1955, version of the Schumann. 1904. illusion I represents a class of illusions which
provide contours that are perceived but are not physically present in the original object. iSee Coren. 1972. for review. I
In Figure 63. La, a black triangle formed by the white features may be seen. Ginsburg (19751 showed that there is a
physical intensity distribution that generally corresponds to the shape of the perceived black triangle after ideal
low-pass filtering (Figure 63, lf1. The intensity distribution of the black triangle is enhanced if the low-pass filter is
prefiltered by the MTF (Figure 03, L.e). If the visual system has similar filtering characteristics, then a physical
triangular form will exist in the filtered image of some range of spatial frequencies.

This illusion perists, although greatly diminished, if the sectored disks are replaced with dots (Gregory. 1972, Figure
03.2.a I. Similar reductions in the shape of the intensity distribution that form the illusory triangle are seen in the
low-pass filtered object (Figure 63.2,e.fI.

12.7.1 Comparison Between Solid and Outline Kanizsa Triangle

The results of this filtering predict that it is the low spatial frequencies rather than the high spatial frequencies that
provide the illusory triangle. This prediction was tested using a solid and outline version of the Kanizsa triangle. The
original triangles (Figure 64.a, I .b, I I are Fourier transformed to create the magnitude spectra shown in the contour
plots of Figure 64,a,2.b.2. Although the magnitude of the low spatial frequencies is greatly reduced in the outline
triangle, the highest magnitude is at the third vertical harmonic. It is about 28 percent of the same value in the solid
triangle (see arrows in Figure 64,a.2,b.2). The 16-level contour plots after low-pass filtering are shown in Figure
h4,a.3,b.3. Note that the contour plot of the solid triangle creates a more homogeneous and better defined triangular
region than that of the outline triangle. Figure 64,a,4,b,4 shows filled-in contour values outside the original features
that range from 18 to 250. Figure 64.a.5,b,5 shows a 32 by 32 pel, 10- level numerical printout of the window section of
Figure 04.a.4,b.4.

Both the reduced magnitude spectra and the less well defined illusory triangle predict a decreased illusion from the
outline triangle. This prediction is confirmed by noting that the solid triangle produces a stronger illusory triangle than
dhoes the outline triangle at any viewing distance.

The dependence of the strength of the illusion on the low spatial frequencies has also been shown by l)umais and
Bradley I 19761. Using only the sectored disks of the Kanizsa triangle, they found that the strength of the subjective
triangle increased as the size of the object decreased from 18.9 to 1.2 degrees of visual angle. The strongest subjective
triangles were reported for a pattern of small size (1.2 to 4.8 degrees) under very dim illumination (0. 10 log lux I
conditions that make the filtering characteristics of the visual system low-pass rather than band-pass Isee Section 5.2.11.
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It is not clear whether only one band of low spatial frequencies provides the illusion in this and other subjective
contours. There may be other mechanisms, i.e., other bands of spatial frequencies that also contribute to the sharpness
of the perceived illusion, as discussed in Section 12.8.3. Further research using spatial filters made from experimental
data about the channel filters is required.

12.8 Discussion

The demonstrations with the MTF and band-pass spatial filters have suggested that, with the exception of the
Zollner-type illusion, the geometric distortions that are perceived may be due to two-dimensional spatial filtering by
mechanisms in the visual system.

In general, all the MTF filtered images of geometric illusions so far show some spatial distortions that are consistent
with perceived distortions. The distortions of the filtered images increase with further spatial filtering. As with the
previous filtering of form and texture, the particular shape and bandwidth of the filter were not critical. However, there
are small changes in the intensity distributions of the filtered images whose importance have to be determined from
further research. These small differences were found between the MTF(L1 and MTF(HI spatial filters, e.g., Figure 53.
Therefore, since the only difference between these filters is the low frequency attentuation characteristic, the amount of
lateral inhibition and the amount of contrast that contributes to the degree of distortion in these objects are clearly
important.

In addition to the general filter shape, the size of the illusion also has some effect on the magnitude of the distortion.
For example, the MTF spatial filters used were scaled to show distortions at and just above threshold with objects
about 0.5 degrees in size. Increasing the size of the objects to 2 degrees, and using the same shape MTF(H I filter, shows
predominant effects of lateral inhibition. An example is shown in Figure 65, a with a large size Ponzo illusion. Here the
MTF causes only slight smoothing I Figure 65,b , with low intensity light and dark regions surrounding the lines that
can be seen after log transformation (Figure 65,cI. Examination of the MTF(HIL picture reveals that the upper
horizontal line is slightly shorter by I pel when compared with the lower. This is opposite to the perceived distortion.
But, this object was filtered using a spatially homogeneous filter. The retina is not perfectly spatially homogeneous over
2 degrees, and this filtered object does not represent the spatial information available to other bandpass mechanisms of
the visual system. It merely demonstrates the difference that one can expect to find in different size objects filtered with
similar spatial filters. However. when this object is low-pass filtered (Figure 6S.d,eI. the perceived distortion is evident
as before.

The distorting effects of patterns similar to the illusions have also been demonstrated. Furthermore, it should be clear
from the filtered dot patterns shown in Figures 23,b-g and 26 why dots or other fragmented objects arranged in the
shape of these geometric illusions provide the perceived distortions (if the illusion distortions are judged from the low
spatial frequencies of the objects).

In general, these demonstrations have shown the relative importance of filter shape, bandwidth, size and configuration
of the illusion, and contrast. These are all interacting variables, some more important than others. It is clear that
researchers will have to be very careful to control these variables before general statements can be made about visual
distortions. The techniques presented here may offer firm quantitative predictions if these variables are controlled. All
of these techniques can be refined and research is needed to determine which information in the filtered image the
observer uses for length of line. for example. that can be related to the numerical computer printouts and contour plots.
An initial attempt to determine that information is discussed in Section 12.8. 1.

Does the concept of spatial filtering represent a unitary theory for perceived distortions? The answer is both yes and no.
Since the visual system has to process spatial information with band-limited spatial mechanisms, some distortions like
those demonstrated here must be present. In that sense, filtering is a unitary theory which differs from the other spatial
theories that have been presented.

Certain distortions have been shown that cannot be accounted for by blurring or smoothing theories. The optics of the
visual system, as discussed in Section 5.2. 1. are good enough to pass the detail of objects that are processed at higher
levels. Theories of lateral inhibition are inadequate to account for all of the perceived distortions. Since the known
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mechanisms in the visual system are of finite size, there also has to be some spatial summation. As Ginsburg I 197601
pointed out, the spatial filters that have been used incorporate both lateral inhibition and high-frequency attenuation
(spatial summation). In sum, the proponents of various spatial theories of geometric distortions have been only
partially correct.

The death-knell of a cognitive theory, i.e., inappropriate scaling (Gregory, 19631 as a unitary theory, has been sounded
for many years and the numerous counter-examples will not be presented here. The interested reader is referred to
Robinson 119721.

It is interesting to note that Gregory and Harris 119751 presented the results of an experiment that was supposed to
show that the spatial filter theory failed when the inappropriate scaling theory predicted a negligible illusion from a
Miiller-Lyer figure under certain scaling conditions. However, Ginsburg (19761 pointed out that Gregory and Harris
created the conditions under appropriate scaling whereby the fins of the Miiller-Lyer figures appear at "right angles" in
depth planes away from the shafts. Under reversed stereo projection, depth was "labile." Julesz (19711 demonstrated
the destruction of the Miiller-Lyer illusion by separation of the shafts into separate depth planes by means of random
dot stereograms. Therefore, Gregory and Harris's results could have been predicted from the two-dimensional filter
theory. If the illusion features could not interact spatially in the same depth plane, then the filtering would act on the
pattern elements in each depth plane. However, they would not be able to distort each other's spatial distribution and
would not produce illusion distortions.

Since spatial filtering of the kind presented here cannot offer an explanation of the Ziillner-type illusions, it cannot be
considered a unitary theory. Nor would the author expect it to be. Clearly, factors such as pattern of eye scan, individual
strategies to determine the spatial position and extent of lines, and even inappropriate scaling effects Iif based upon the
filtered image, e.g., different intensities and sizes corresponding to different depth planes, as was discussed in Section
11. 1 would seem to have some input to the final response of the observer (Ginsburg. 1971,a,bl. However, the filtering
results presented here suggest that these may be, at best, second and third order variables.

The techniques presented in this dissertation can be used to determine the extent of distortions due to spatial filteringand other variables. For example, the distortions due not only to lateral inhibition can be determined by using a

Gaussian low-pass filter-a filter that only produces spatial summation.

What is the site of the spatial filtering that can produce such distortions? Clearly any spatial filtering will cause the vast
majority of geometric illusions to have distortions. Forcing judgements of line length, contrast, etc., in the peripheral
retina increases errors due to the reduced spatial frequency resolution found in the periphery. In general. all the
distortions change to some degree upon orientation. When the distortions were measured against general experimental
findings, the degrees of distortion corresponded best to those illusions filtered with spatial filters with bandwidth
similar to those required to create generalized forms in previous chapters-two octaves.The only orientation-selective
mechanisms in the visual system that have bandwidths of two octaves have been found in the cortex Isee Section 7.3!.
Thus. the cortex may be the major site of the filtered image from which distortions are perceived.

12.8.1 Predicting the' Percei,ed Length of the Miilher-Lyer Illusion from Filtered Images

IPressey and Bross I1173! reported the perceived change in the length of the shaft of a configuration of the NIiiller-Lver
illusion having long and short fins. There were nine gaps ranging from 0 to 20 percent of the length of the shaft between
the fins and the shaft. The subjects selected a line that appeared to be equal to the length of the shaft for each gap size.
The perceived change in shaft le'ngth plotted as a function of gap size is shown in Figure 00 by the inverted U-shaped
functions. Cornell I 1478), using that paradigm, rel)rted an initial attempt to predict the perceived length of a
configuration of the Miiller-Lyer illusion from filtered images, tie used the same set of illusions; however, the subjects
used the method of adjustment to match the length of a line to the perceived length (f the shaft.

The results of Cornell's experiment are shown in Figure 66. Those experimental curves were comlared to theoretical
(ires determined from filtered images . The nine illusions were digitally filtered using one-. two-, and three-octave
ideal and channel band-pass filters having centre frequencies of I. 2. 4. 8. 16, 32. and 04 cyehes per size of the illusion.
The theoretical le'ngth of the shafts was determined from the distance between the 0.25. 0.50. 0.75. andi 1.01 percent
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va!ues of the peak amplitudes of the shafts of the filtered images. The best fit to the experimental data, shown in Figure
06. is from the filtered images from the two-octave channel filters having centre frequencies of 2 and 4 cycles per size of
the illusion-the range of low spatial frequencies that are predicted from the previous filtering isee Section 12.3.11.

Six of nine illusion configurations were predicted well. However. the three configurations having the greatest gap size
were not predicted well; the length of the lines of the filtered images were, in general, too short compared to the
perceived length. There are several hypotheses as to why those data could not be predicted. First, the theoretical length
of the shaft was determined from the filtered images using filters whose bandwidth was based on the overall size of the
illusion, i.e., from fin tip to fin tip. Although this assumption appears reasonable for six of the illusions, the magnitude
of the perceived illusion may not be based on the overall size for the remaining three illusions because of the large gaps
between the fins and the shaft. It is possible that the overall size of the illusion with large gaps is taken as the shaft and
one fin. This hypothesis could be tested by comparing the magnitude of the perceived illusion with and without one fin.
If the perceived magnitude of the illusion remains the same under those conditions, then the theoretical shaft length
should be determined from a filtered image containing only one fin and the shaft. This would reduce the shrinkage of
the shaft so it may better correspond to the perceived shaft length. Second, the amplitude values used to determine the
theoretical shaft length may not correspond to those used by subjects for those illusion configurations. Third, the
theoretical values were determined from filtered images based on a single channel of a certain shape and bandwidth.
Two or more channels may be interacting in unknown ways. producing the effect of requiring different filter shapes and
bandwidth for those more complex configurations of the illusion. Of course, these three factors may be interacting
simultaneously. Future research will be required to test these hypotheses.

These results that show certain agreement between some of the theoretical and experimental data are good, even without
agreement with all the data. The general shapes of the curves are similar. The underestimation, peaking to
overestimation, and then the decreasing of the perceived shaft length is predicted by the filtered images. The
overestimation and underestimation, shown to be between ± 15 percent of the length of the shaft, is predicted. Finally,
the location of zero and peak values of the perceived shaft length are closely predicted. In sum, these initial results,
attempting to quantitatively relate the perceived length of a complex object from filtered images based upon biological
data. are promising.

12.8.2 Filtered Images, Eye Scans, and Illusions

Another important clue about the possible site where the distortion is already present comes from eye scans that have
been measured on illusions. It seems clear that the low spatial resolution of the peripheral retina forces the observer to
make eye scans to place the fovea over various parts of an object to provide greater detail.

It may be that the mechanism that guides the foveal fixation is already dealing with low spatial frequency images.
Yarbus I 1X71 showed eye scan paths for the Miiller-Lyer illusion IFigure 67 1. He also found that the illusion persisted
without eye movements. Thus, theories attributing geometric distortions to inappropriate eye movement appear
untenable. I

The author calculated the average distance between the different fixation spots in the traces of the eye scans shown in
Figure 07. The ratio of the average distance between the large fixation spots of the inward to outward going fins is
about 0.80. Presey 119721 graphed data from Heymans 118961 that showed a 0.84 ratio between the distance of a line
with fins at 45 degrees outward and fins at 90 degrees. The ratios from the computer printouts are 0.85 [MTF I-1],
0.78 [MTF( LI],and 0.75 [MTF( H C5 by 51]. These values were determined by counting the number of pels of
approximately the same intensity at the ends of the shafts of the filtered images. The illusion was coarsely quantized
and the end points that an observer uses in making line length judgements have yet to be fully determined. However.
the values presented here are close enough to other experimental results. e.g.. Cornell 119781. to suggest that it is the
low-pass filtered image that may guide certain eye scans.

Further evidence for certain eye scans being directed by spatial information in filtered images is given. Eye scan paths
of a portrait of a young girl I Figure 08.a.bi anti a bust of Nefertiti IFigure 69.a,bl are from Yarbus 119071. These
pictures were digitized I Figures 08.c,).,c I and filtered as before to create the filtered images shown in Figures 08,
,09.d.e. Note that the density of eye scans corresponds well to the regions of large contrast differences of the major
features. e.g.. nos. eyes. ant mouth, seen in filtered images.
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The suggestion that certain eye scans may be directed by spatial information contained in a filtered image is also
supported by the fact that the fovea is directed to objects in the periphery that have relatively low resolution.

12.8.3 Why Are the Details of Illusions Seen as Distorted?

The perceived distortion of many illusions shown in this dissertation corresponded well to the distortions found in their
low-pass filtered images. Using this approach, Cornell (19781 found that the theoretical data from the low-pass channel
filtered illusions predicted well the perceived length of the shaft for six of nine configurations of the Miiller-Lyer
illusion. However. it is reasonable to ask why, if these data suggest that the perceptual space for distortions of illusions
is the low-pass filtered image, the details of the illusions are seen as distorted, i.e.. the high spatial frequencies of the
objects. This question is answered by assuming that there are channels in the visual system, with a bandwidth of about
two octaves. that provide a hierarchy of filtered images similar to those shown for the portraits in Figure 83, as
discussed in Chapter 14. The filtered images may combine to create the global picture that is seen. Based upon that
assumption, there are, in general, two possible combinational rules that would distort the high spatial frequencies.
Details of the filtered images from the higher spatial frequency channels might follow the contours of the filtered images
from the lower spatial frequency channels, or they may be spatially shifted by inhibition from the contours of the
filtered images from the lower spatial frequency channels. The author has tried to determine experimentally the
combinational rules of filtered images from channel filtering by attempting to relate the intensity distribution of
combinations of filtered images to the perception of the tile illusion ISchachar, 19761. Good agreement between the
intensity distribution of the resulting filtered image and the brightness distribution of the perceived illusion was
obtained when the resulting filtered image was created from an envelope of several filtered images of which the intensit"
at each point in space was the maximum value of each filtered image. This approach may be used to determine if the
low-pass filtered image can distort the high-pass filtered image when they are combined. Much further research will he
needed in this area before the actual combinational rules for filtered images from channels in the visual system are
known to fully explain why the details of illusions are seen as distorted.

12.9 Summary

This chapter has provided numerous demonstrations showing filtered images of illusions that contained distortions that,
in general. corresponded well to perceived distortions. The only exception was the Ziillner illusion. 'l'hese results
suggested that the primary reason for seeing most illusions is that spatially band-limited mechanisms in the visual
system cause filtering that distorts the geometric and brightness distributions of the original objects. This explanation
was tested experimentally with very good initial results. Finally. a relationship between filtered images and eye scans
was postulated..

The next chapter further pursues the filtering concept for perception on more coml)lex visual phenomena: multistable
objects.



CHAPTER 13

MULTISTABLE OBJECTS

13.1 Introduction

An example of a simple multistable object is monocular rivalry, discussed in Section 0.2.4, which occurs when two
crossed gratings perceptually alternate. There are more complex objects that change shape or can be interpreted in two
or more ways that are also classed as multistable objects. Attneave I 197 1 provides a good review article for the
intero-.ted reader. Can the concept of spatial filtering offer any insight into the perception of multistable objects? This
is examined next.

13.2 Multistability Due to the Different Sizes of Objects in One Scene

Certain scenes are multistable because the)' contain objects of dilferent sizes in one picture. An example of such
multistability is shown in Figure 70,a. This picture is a portion of "Slave Market with Apparition of the Invisible Bust
of Voltaire" by Salvador Dali. As Attneave ( 19711 pointed out, either the bust or the people predominate at different

iewing distances. With reference to the overall size of the picture, the bust is larger. thus having predominantly lower
spatial frequencies than that of the people. A prediction of this picture in terms of filtering suggests that the bust and
people will segregate into two predominantly different spatial frequency channels. This notion is demonstrated next.

The original picture was sampled into 128 by 128 discrete picture elements IpelsI that resulted in Figure 70.b. The
details of the people are considerably reduced by this form of low-pass filtering. Additional low-pass 124 by 24, Figure
70.c spatial filtering eliminates the people, but the bust remains well resolved. Further spatial filtering removes even
the bust and leaves only general low frequency forms from the original picture ( Figure 70.d I. IThis intensity
distribution is interesting in itself in that it seems to show the areas of the original picture to which one first attends
upon initially viewing the picture. This observation has been made by the author on many other patterns that have been
filtered similarly, and further suggests that filtered images mnay provide information for eye scan mechanisms isee
Section 12.8.2 1.'l'hus. the people lie in a spatial frequency region greater than 24 c/pw, whereas the bust can be found
from about 8 to 24 c/pw. These results are further demonstrated.

The bust was enlarged to twice the size of the original picture in order to capture more of the detail of the faces found in
the e.e sockets of the bust I Figure 70,e). As found in the previous study, the faces are lost with moderate filtering and
the bust remains with further low-pass filtering.

Which form will predominate at different viewing distances can perhaps be best explained in terms of the filtering
characteristics of the visual system: contrast sensitivity function and retinal inhomogeneitv. Contrast sensitivit is
generally greatest at about I to 5 c/d of visual angle. Therefore, as the viewing distance changes, the predominant
spatial frequency band for each of the forms will be seen at different levels of visual sensitivity. View Figure 70. ,so that
the faces are within the fovea,about I degree. The ratio between the sizes of the faces and the bust is about 1:8.
Therefore, the third harmonic of each face (determined as approximately the minimum spatial frequency necessary for
the recognition of faces from previous studies. see Section 10.21 is at about 3 c/d. whereas the third harmonic of the
bust is at about 0.38 c/d. Since the major portion of the bust falls outside the fovea where retinal inhomogeneit. reduces
contrast sensitivity to high spatial frequencies even further, it seems reasonable that the faces dominate our
perception at such close viewing distances Iwhen viewed without eye scans I.

If the picture is viewed at a distance so that the bust subtends about 2 degrees. the third harmonic of the bust is 3 c/d,
whereas the third harmonic of the faces is 24 c/d. Since contrast sensitivity is reduced greatly at 24 (/1 compared to
:3 c/d. the bust seems to predominate, although the faces are still recognizable. At a third viewing distance so that the
bust subtends I degree of visual angle, the third harmonic of the bust is 6 c/d. However, the third harmonic for the
faces is 48 c/d. near the limit of our normal visual acuity. At this distance, the bust is clearly dominant over the faces.

There are. of course, other factors suo.h as set. selective attention, and other picture clues that can c~ontrilute to whetlher
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the poeople or the bust is more noticeable. Note that the figure of the man on the left side of the p~icture resting his head
on his hand is about the same size as that of the bust and would cause a similar spatial frtquency band to be attended to)
if noticed first land va ce versa 1. A similar situation exists for the people figures in the background. It seems that I ali
knew qunite well how to induce the %isual system to pierceive different size objects to create a multistable pill ore
I Fisher. I %-i7 1.

The adepuacy (if the low spatial frequencies for the classification of forms can also be demonstrated] using these
patterns. If the large buists are viewedI at a distance. they all look alike lat about 45 yardsI. Moving slowly towards tile
pictures cauises the busts on the right to be seen as different f im thet ones (on the left as their higher spatial frequencies
rise above their threshold. TFhe busts are recognized at about 1:3 yards. when the third harmonic is about 11) c/d and the
fourth harmonics are at about 42 c/d and 56 c/d. respectively. These results are consistent with other findings that hale
shown that abouit four harmonics are sufficient foir form recognition IGinsburg. l197 I ,a.b. Wiiidhiuse and Campbiell.
19)771I.

Note that the recoignitioin (If the busts requires a higher spatial frequtency than that (of the faces. The studies uif filtered(
poirtraits l( haiiter 1011 suiggest that the critical features of the face for recoignitioin are the fsisitioin (if the e%es. noIse. aril
mnlth. Sincet thet holst is a three-quiarter proifile and there is (inly a small separation between thet nose and the mouith.
thesew features vouold be at a higher sliatial frequency than those (if a frontal v'iew of the other faces in the pictuire.

13 .3IThe Bisectedl Ci1rcle

)net (if thet no st fuandanmental patte'rns which exhibits figuire-ground properties is a circle biisected by~ a serls'fltine line
as shois% it in Figure T1 I a. Either side can become figure with equal ease. Note that the side that becomes the figure
appei(ars to be birighter than the tither side and that the serpentine line appears to belolng to the figure. not to the ground.
Informal ohiser% ation oIf this pattern suggests that eye scans may noit play a very large role in determining which sidle is
se-en ats figuare andl ishich is seen as ground. It may be that some unbalanced information fromt the( object is needed in
ordler for some mechanism to segregate oine sidle from the other.

Figtre 7I .li.c.d showss simpaler %ersiiins (if this object made to further in,.estigate this kind (if figure-ground separation
when the serpentine line is replaced bya straight line. The asymmetric object shown in Figure 71 .b.c results in

figutre-grou nd( more readi I ll tha the symnietric (object shown in Fiagure 72.d. This dernonstraton suggests that the basic
information being used] for the separation (of figure and ground in these obhjects is size oir area differences between
sectilins of the objects created by the Iosistilon (i thet lie. IThe falter concepit suiggests that there is sonie band of spiatial
frequoencies that form an image- which reflects the differences between size (or area in these piatterns. To examine this
noitioin. these digitized %ersions IFiguire 72.a. I -(d.1 w ere sequtentially low -pass filtered andl the images exanmined foir
global information that ('(iild be uised to segregate sections (of tilt- piatterns. Soch information was found in the lowest
spiatial frequencies oif thet patterns, in liarticolar. thet fundamental freqoenc as seen-i in the lots oif the filtered images uif
Fiuare 72.a.2-d.2. Note how this %er% low spatial fretluenc% information reflects the asN mmetry of these Patte'rn%.
TIhese results suiggest that the distribiutioln oif spectral l'nerg-, in a filtered image formed byv thet %erN low spiatial
frequencies can pro% ide spatial regions for the segregation (If figure, fromi grouind.

These results are- interesting becauise they piro% ille- a function for a region oif spatial freqluencies that we're nolt nleede'd for
the demonstrations4 in Chapters 4) anti I10. In those stuidies, the remuin al (if tilt- ier- low spatial frequiencies from (he

obhject still resulted in recognizable forms. although thet contrast was r('(liaed. TIhese images fouind from the %e'ry t
spatial fre(iencies (less than I cycle per oibject I voidd1( also prov ide the' po sitio 1111Ihase I in forma tioin with .i hi chI thei
lines. i.e.. high spatial frequencies. uif each section oif the piatterns coil becomeil asmi-ited I 444' Sec4tioin 12.8.3 1.
F aan hermore. so I l ressing till' intensity dIistribuatio n in sline a rea b-, in i hiit ioIn o r selectI i% e' at iteti in vit ion Id htigh light
the other are'a cauising it (i) become the figure. Thus, it may lie tat theSnluspta rquniss(tih h
dlifferent are-as oif obje'cts with which the images fromt thet higher spatial frequoencies can lie as% 14iate'(; onte patternl

becomes the figure anil th(e other the ground. This poist hov expilanatioin siggests %-. hIt thel figiire %eenis brighter than th(e
groulndi andl also on which side a common line or contour should appear.

13.3. 1 Anf I'.iimriflui't: Segregation (if Irunt Areas by a Lint('

The segregation property (if lines in objects. e.g.. the creation of local areas or regi4ons% ftor Hnal% %i%. (ljiotcooeil in



Section 13.3. has a testable prediction: Certain information contained in an area of an object should be harder to
extract if the object is physically partitioned by a sharp dividing line into two different areas. For example. the light and
dark bars of a square-wave grating are easily seen having only one db difference in contrast. l)oes such a small
difference produce similar results if a line is put between the bars putatively segregating them? This was determined in
the following experiment.

A 2-degree bipartite field with and without a b-minute line placed over the common edge of the bipartite field was
presented on an oscilloscope to two subjects. The task of the subject was to adjust the contrast of one side of the field.
starting at zero contrast, until the difference in contrast between the two sides was just detectable. The procedure was
then reversed. swarting with a high contrast bipartite field. The contrast was decreased until no contrast difference w as
seen between the two sides. The measurements were alternated for 30 trials. Voltage readings that corresponded to the
contrast were recorded for each measurement. The average voltage measurement without the line was 84.9 my SI) =
I .Md for the first subject, and 80.7 mv SI) = 14.4) for the second subject. The average voltage with the line %sas 309
m, iSI) = 99.41 for the first subject and 783.1 my (SD = 144.41 for the second subject. Thus, the first subject required
abount 4 times 11 .2dB1 more contrast to discriminate the contrast of the bipartite field with than without a line. The
second subject needed about 10 times (19.7 dBI more contrast to perform the same task with the line. 'hese results
show that the contrast information that was available from the bipartite field without the line was greatly reduced when
the line was present. These results also suggest that the line segregated the bipartite field into two separate regions. at
least in terms of contrast information. Further experiments are planned to determine the spatial frequency and contrast
properties of lines that provide that segregation.

13.4 The Rubin Faee-Vase Object

T"he Rubin Vase-Face object (or Candlestick illusion I IRubin. 1921 1 is another example of multistability because of
figure-ground reversal. As shown in Figure 73.a, either a vase or the profiles of faces in silhouette can be seen. As one is
seen to predominate as the figure, the other is seen as the background, or vice versa. The multistability of this object
has been explained previously in terms of filtered images (Ginsburg. 197 l.a.b: Ginsburg, et al., 197(1. It was suggested
that if the observer attended to the lower spatial frequencies. then the smoothed image would provide sufficient
information for the perception of the vase for candlestick I but not sufficient information for the perception of the faces
I Figure 73.d I. However, if the observer was attending to the higher spatial frequencies, for example, by focusing his
attention on the details of the pattern, the faces were reported.

The ambiguity of the Rubin face-vase object can be reduced if the overall size of the vase is made larger than the
distance between the forehead and chin of the faces, as shown in Figure 73,e. This configuration of the figure appears
to provide a stronger segregation of figure-ground because the information about the vase and faces is further separated
in size. i.e.. spatial frequency. The greater the difference in size between two patterns, the more easily they can be
separated by filtering.

The segregation (if figure-ground in these subjects is aided by a difference in contrast between the vase ani faces. The
vase isformed b)y a white on black contour, whereas the faces are formed by black on white contours. However.
figure-grouind reversal can still occur with this object if only the outline is present. as shown in Figure 73.f. Note that

the outline still provides low spatial frequencies that allow the segregation of the vase and faces by filtering (although
the low frequencies will be of lower energy in the outline form than in the solid form. as was shown in Section 12.7. 11.

Note also that the filter explanation for this multistable object is consistent with the pre% ions filtering results which
showed that the low spatial frequencies provide the basic information about object form. Many different configuratilns
of this 'ject van also result in the perception of vases or goblets or candlesticks and silhouetted faves. The lower
spatial frequencies of those different objects can provide generalized form information that would allow different
interpretations mif the filtered image.

The reversibility of these figures can easily be overcome if they are viewed at a distance such that the hand of spatial
frequencies that provide the face information is attenuated to the degree that only the lower spatial frequencies of the
%ase remain.
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13.5 Multistable Dot Patterns

Atkinson. et al. I 1973 1 reported the perceptual effect of another type of multistable object which exhibited monocular
rivalry. The uniform field of dots shown in Figure 74,a can be seen to shift perceptually from horizontal to vertical
columns, and sometimes even into rectangular shapes. What are the possible bases for such perceptual shifts? One
possibility is that different populations of mechanisms tuned to similar ranges of spatial frequency and orientation shift
their relative activity.

The analogue in transform space is the attenuation of certain parts of the transform. By shifting the spatial filter either
%ertically or horizontally I Figure 74.c, I-f, 1), some vertical and horizontal substructures can be seen in the filtered
images I Figure 74,c.2-f.21. Note that the structure of the pattern changes as a whole. Just as viewing of two or three
of the (lots cannot form a separate group from the rest of the dots, neither can the filtering. The "common fate" of the
perception of the dots also applies to the filtered image that is created by spatial filtering.

One simple prediction based on these results of filtering is that adapting one set of orientation channels should bias
perception and cause the dots to group in the other orientation. The reader can demonstrate this effect by gazing over
an- one of the three gratings shown in Figure 75 for about 2 to 3 minutes and then inspecting the original dot pattern,
Figure 74,a. The dots should appear to be grouped in a different orientation than that of the adapting grating.

This is just one simple example of orientation-selective multistability. The next example is more complex.

13.0 Multistable Triangles r

An example of three-dimensional multistability is shown in Figure 76,a.2. Initially reported by Attneave 1 1R8. 19711.
such fields of equilateral triangles are perceived as a unit, all appearing to point randomly in one of three directions.
Furthermore. these perceptual fluctuations of orientation are accompanied by uniform changes in the shape of the
triangles itypically. the equilateral triangles are perceived as isosceles trianglesi and the triangles can appear in depth
like a set of pyramids lit on one side by the sun).

It is quite surprising that the triangles, separated by considerable distances, should all appear to look alike. Such visual
processing must clearly go beyond just describing pattern features and must involve some holistic processing over the
entire % isual space in order for the triangles to share a "common fate." Attneave's analysis of such phenomena
l Attneave. 1971. p 70 1 " . supposelsl the perceptual system employs something quite like a Cartesian coordinate
s% stem to locate and describe things in space.

Atkinson. et al. I 1073), have suggested that the alternation of the triangles may be linked to the same mechanism of
such visual phenomena as monocular rivalry. Perhaps an investigation that incorporates the filtering concepts
mentioned above can offer additional insight, especially as to a possible reason why distributed objects behave in such a
unitary manner.

The magnitude spectrum of the triangles is shown in Figure 76.a, i. Note that the spatial information of the triangles is
no%% a% ailable in three spatial frequency/orientation regions (channelsi, containing approximately equal energy.
The vertical sides of the triangles are transformed into the horizontal channel. The 60-degree and 120-degree sides
transform into the 12(0-degree and 64-degree channels, respectively. Previous filtering results suggest that the lo"
spatial frequencies pro% ide sufficient information to classify forms. The results of such filtering, in which over half of
the higher spatial frequencies are remnived ( Figure 76.b. I, and an inverse transform reconstructs the pattern, are sho wn
in Figure 70h.2. Note smoothed triangles with no intensity biases towards any orientation. However. filtering has
remomed equal spatial frequtenc' information from each orientation. The orientation channels are next treated
indee.ndentli of one another.

Further spatial filtering passed tvi of the three orientation channels shown in Figure 7f.c.2. Note that the triangles
no-A soint in one direction, appear isoseles in shape. and hav#- intensit. gradients smh that the% apear in depth. If a
second combination oif ti- orientation channels is filtered, the triangles no" apps'ar pointed in another direi'tien
i F igure 6 ,el.2 I. "l'he final ccombination of tvi, (orientatioin c hannels re teals the third orientatin in hirih the triangles
van appear. the efferts onve again being accompanied h .changes in shae' and depth I Figire 76,e.2 I. Thus.
tio-dimensional filtering b qpzasi-independent spatial frequene't / orientation channels in the % ismal s% stem cod
prel ide a basis foer the me'ehanisms behind uch e'omplex three'-dime'nsio ial ulistabilit%.
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Some of the finer points of the filtering are now considered. Can the triangles be made to appear to point in any other
directions by such filtering? The answer is no. For example, passing only one orientation channel would result in only
one side of each triangle being reconstructed. The effect would be to reverse the contrast of the edges of the triangles in
these pictures. Do the channels have to be completely independent of one another to observe such penomena? In other
words, can these kinds of effects require that the two channels that are filtered not contain energy from the third? The
answer is no. Figure 76.f,2 shows the information that is contained in the three orientation channels, where one is less
filtered out than the other two. Note the isosceles shape of the triangles. Can such filtering extract similar orientation-
specific information for one or several triangles without affecting the other? The answer again is no. Although such
filtering could create slight variations in the intensity distribution from one triangle to another, as seen from these
results, their spatial information can be acted upon only as a whole (this point will be expanded later [. These several
results appear to be a very important correlate to perception. The visual system appears unable to manipulate these
objects any more or less than the filtering.

As Attneave 1 1981 noted, similar triangles and diamonds require special pattern configurations in order for them not to
appear as a group that shifts orientation in unison. If the triangles are arranged in collinear units, such as shown in
Figure 77,a, 1. then subgroups of the triangles appear to group independently of one another. Furthermore, the
triangles within a particular subgroup tend to orient themselves along a common axis.

What could be the basis for the common axis in each group? One possibility is the axis formed by the low spatial
frequencies of the objects. This is shown in Figure 77.a.2. These results suggest that the filtered image formed b. the
low spatial frequencies could provide a common axis at different orientations on which the subgroups arrange
themselves. A similar analysis was used for Figure 77,.b, I.b.2.

Another correlate between the filtered triangles and perception is that of depth. The intensity distributions of the
filtered triangles convey a sense of depth by appearing to point out of the page. Since the filtering is a linear process, it
may be possible, with further experiments, to directly relate the depth conveyed from the intensity distribution to the
spatial frequencies and orientation passed by the filter. The relationship between intensity distribution and depth found
with filtered images of mitltistable objects is the same relationship that was found for the monocular texture gradient
discussed in Section I 1.0.

This analysis is not without predictions. Similar filtering of scalene triangles required more critical orientation
s.,eti ity of the filter. The results of filtering, shown in Figure 78. are consistent with the psyvchoph sial data
discussed in Section 6.2 that the orientation selectivity in the human visual system has an effe'tiie half-width o)f about
± 15 (egrees. The psychophysical data suggest that scalene triangles having an acute angle of al)4out 17. degrees or less

fluctuate much less readily than equilateral triangles. Those results further suggest that triangles vill fluctuate much
less readily as the shape of the triangles is (-hanged from equilateral to scalene in a series of decreasing ranges of the

acult- angles.

Finally. these filtering results predict that adaptation to gratings that are collinear %sith anN side of the triangles should
adapt the orientation channels in the visual system tuned to that orientation, thus increasing the tendenlc of the
triangles to point in the direction orthogonal to the adapted side. This pre(iction was tested and confirmud on se erail
subjects using both binocular and interular adapting and testing conditions. Binocular adaptation produced stronger
effects than did monocular adaptation. Furthermore. since the effect was found with the techniqlue of interotular
transfer Ithat is. adaptating one ere anti testing the otherl, the fluctuation is not simply a result (i1 after-imazes. This
result suggests that orientation-selective cortical mec-hanisms underlie the multistalilit. of such patterns. The reader is
inv ited to confirm these results by adapting to the patterns in Figure 75. Georgeson I I17,0 also found that adapting to
gratings can affect the perception of mulistable triangles.

Future experiments are planned to perform more (if-tailed investigation of the effect of the spatial freqhaenc and
orientation of the gratings on such multistable patterns.

13.7 Summar t

'Ihe results reported in this (hapter extend the application of the spatial filter concept from static to certain dvnamic
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changes in perception. Seemingly unrelated perceptual phenomena were related in common terms - spatial frequency
and orientation. These results, in particular those concerning the multistable triangles, will be used to argue for an
analogy between the transform and filtering that have been used and the way the visual system appears to process
spatial objects Isee Section 19.9.3.1).

Before a general discussion of these results, one more investigation is discussed. All of the spatial filtering presented
thus far has considered the spatial information in either the overall MTF or one bandwidth for each object. If the visual
system has a range of different channels, then what is the full range of information that is contained in the channels?
The investigation of that information is presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 14

SPATIAL INFORMATION FROM A BANK OF CHANNELS

14.1 Introduction

Most of the filtering discussed in the previous sections concentrated on the effects of the overall MTF and the
information contained in limited bands of spatial frequencies of objects. Certain differences in the shape and
bandwidth of various spatial filters were found to produce little spatial differences in the filtered images. However. the
visual system contains mechanisms tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency. This section examines more closely
the effects of different shapes and bandwidths and the information contained in different bands of spatial frequencies.
In particular, a complex object is filtered using a bank of spatial filters having ideal band-pass and "channel"
weighting functions tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency.

14.2 Methods

Both ideal band-pass filters and filtering based on the tuning characteristics of channels-the double exponential
function that was found from experimental data (see Section 8.2.1 l-were used for weighting functions. The bandwidth
of these spatial filters was obtained from experimental data-one and two octaves at half amplitude (see Section 6.1 I.
The filters are isotropic; creating spatial filtering for all the orientation channels would result in too large a set of data to
be practical at this time.

The complex object that was filtered is the portrait of Figure 28.a. The main reason for using the same portrait was to
determine if the different image processing systems. IAF and SEMPER, using different input and output devices
would produce similar results.

The one- and two-octave bandwidth filters were centred at octave intervals of 1, 2, 4.8, 10. 32, (4 and 128 c/f. Thus.
the one- and two-octave filters represent a discrete band of overlapping channels whose centre frequency. ft. is
separated by one octave. A one-octave band-pass filter, centred a half-octave higher than those centre frequencies. was
used to determine how critical the centre frequency was in providing certain spatial information contained in a complex
object.

h'll original portrait I Figures 79-83,a I was made up of 256 by 256 pels and contained lt) grey levels. The picture
%alues at the border of the portrait were tapered using five-line average taper to reduce spectral energy due to edge
effects. A thin. ,erticall. tapered line along the left side of the portrait was inserted as a control for the effects of
filtering in the high frequency regions. It will be shown that the high spatial frequencies contain so little energy that the
line %as needed to convince the reader that the original portrait was filtered.

The spatial filtering was done as described in Section 3.2. The amplitude values of the reconstructed portraits were not
normalized and thus reflected the actual amount of energx in the spectral bandwidth that was passed by each filter.
I er%. attempt was made to process the film and prints in the same manner. However. with such a large set of pictures.
some %ariation was unavoidable. The slight variations do not affect the interpretations of the results.

11.3 :omparing Band-Pass and Channel Filtering of a Portrait

''lh one-octa~e ideal band-pass filter I Figure 791 greatly reduced the amount of general form or detailed information
about the face. This lack of information is especially apparent when a comparison is made between these results anl
information contained in the two-octave band-pass filtered portraits shown in Figure 80. The hint of a face in the
one-octave filtered portrait shown in Figure 79d is clearly captured by the two-octave filter shown in Figure 80.d. Note
that the two-octave filter centred at 10 c/f provides almost all the information about the portrait except for the fine
details. The details are found in the ps)rtraits filtered from higher spatial frequencies.

''llh two-octave band-pass filtered portraits contain considerably more information than do the one-octave band-pass
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filtered objects. Could the centre frequency be too low for the one-octave band-pass filter to be able to pass that
increased information? This is unlikely because the one-octave band-pass filtered portrait centred a half-octave above
the centre frequency used previously has little gain in information, as shown in Figure 81. The basic form of the face is
reduced in Figure 81 .d. There is a slight increase in the amount of information contained in Figure 8l.f. but even this
increase does not provide as much information as Figure 80.f. There are, of course, many other possible centre
frequencies that might provide a little more information about the original portrait than the two used here. Ho sever. it
is highly unlikely that a shift in centre frequency for the one-octave filter could, in general, provide the amnzilt of
information for the portrait that was passed by the two-octave filter.

There is little information about the portrait in the high spatial frequencies, as shown in Figures 79-80,h. The highest
spatial frequencies in the last quarter of the spectrum, 906 to 128 c/f, contain virtually no information. Only the thin
control line is visible I Figure 81 .i. Similar results using the one- and two-octave channel filters are shown in Figures
82 and 83.

14.3.1 General Discussion

Note that the periodic ripples that were present in the ideal band-pass filtered portraits are gone in the channel filtered
portraits. However. note that the ripples on both sides of any edges in the ideal band-pass filtered portraits can still be
seen in the channel filtered portraits. The absence of the periodic ripples in the channel filtered portrait is due to the
positive and negative exponential taper of the channel filter. Any taper of the abrupt cutoff of an ideal band-pass filter
will reduce the periodic ripples (e.g., see Brigham, 19741. The particular distribution of the light and dark ripples is due
to the finite bandwidth and shape of the filters. The line-spread function of this type of filter was shown in Figure 4.b to
have positive and negative weighting, i.e.. "lateral inhibition." The square-wave response was shown in Figure 4.c.
Thus. the light and dark ripples at the edges of these filtered portraits are the kind of contrast changes that can be
expected in spatial objects from the effects of spatial filters producing lateral inhibition.

Note that the filtering that produced the effects of lateral inhibition has not produced edge sharpening. There are no
edges in any filtered portrait that are seen as sharper than the same edges in the original portrait. The effect of filtering
due to lateral inhibition is to increase the contrast of edges, i.e., to enhance the edges by reducing the contrast awa.
from the edges.

The increased contrast of the edges is similar to the contrast distribution seen from Mach bands (see Ratliff. 10.5:
Patel. 190: Cornsweet. 10701. Since the spatial frequencies of any figure that produces Mach bands will be filtered
differently by the MTF as viewing distance changes, and Mach bands remain over relatively large ranges of viewing
distance, it is unlikely that Mach bands can result from any one filter. However, assume that each channel filter has the
same filter shape. As the object that produces a Mach band is viewed from different distances. it would be filtered b*
different channels with similar filter shapes and its appearance would not change until the viewing distance became
ver. close or very far.

The reader is encouraged to compare the general information about the face of the two-octave hand-pass filtered
portraits of Figures 80. 83.d with the MTF low-pass filtered portraits of Figure 28.a.b.c.3,4. The previous filtered
portraits were done with the square-shaped spatial filter over the same bandwidth as the present filtering. The general
information about the face in all these filtered portraits is very similar. These results further suggest that spatial filters
ha% ing different weighting functi ins can provide similar spatial information about objects. Th is particular result is
importanit because it means that many facets of perception can be investigated with a generalized set of spatial filters
without great concern about the precise shape or bandwidth of the actual channels in the visual system.

The major difference between the filtered portraits resulting from the different spatial filters is the contrast. 'l'hus. the

particular shape anl bandwidth of the channels will most likely be important. primarily for those perceptual correlates
that require more precise contrast information. e.g.. the contrast of Mach bands. The shape and bandwidth of the
channel filters is also probably important for refining measurements of lines and angles of geometric illusions and
defining the resolution of objects under threshold conditions to relate the filtered images to experimental data.

The fidelit) of the filtered portraits in providing the spatial information actually present in the original lortrait is easily
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tested. The reader should view the two-octave channel filtered portraits from a distance sufficient to make the oritinl
portrait just a grey patch. At that distance, the original portrait will look similar to the first filtered porti ,i containing
only the very low spatial frequencies (fc = 1) because the visual system is acting lik a 1,,, -pass filter. Slowly moving
closer results in the original portrait looking like the filtered portret fi oi the second channel (fc = 2 1. Moving closer
still will provide a good agreement between the oriinp,-! purtrait and the filtered portrait from the third channel 1fc =
41. As one moves even closer, a difference in contrast will be noticed because the original portrait will be seen with the
combined channels whose individual contributions are shown separately in the channel filtered portraits. However.
each higher channel provides different amounts of resolution. The good agreement of the degree of resolution seen
between the original and the filtered portraits will be seen as one moves closer still.

14.3.1.1 Information Contained in a Hierarchy of Filtered Images

Note the different information about the portrait that can be found in each of the seven two-octave bandwidth channels
of Figure 83. The existence of an object is evident from the large regions of different contrast in the first channel Ifc
11. The gross elliptical shape of an object that appears right side up is seen in the seond channel (fc = 2 1. The third
channel I c = 41 definitely provides enough information to classify the object as a face. The identification of the face
needs a little more information. The fourth channel (fc = 8) suggests that the face is that of a woman from the hair
style. etc. Identification would seem possible given a limited set of similarly filtered portraits to choose from. Clearly.
the face in the fifth channel ffc = 161 is the same as that of the original channels; and identification could present no
problem, given any large set of other portraits. If information about the details of the portrait is needed-e.g., the hair
across her forehead, the texture of her hair, size of the pupils, outline of her lips-then that information is found in the
two remaining channels (fc = 32, 641. (These last two channels are also needed to see the control line. I Thus, these
seven channels provide the full spectrum of information that is needed for any perceptual task.

It is interesting to note that central vision contains an array of about 200 by 200 cones. Requiring two cones to sample
the high spatial frequency results in 100 spatial harmonics. This portrait contains 128 two-dimensional harmonics. This
resolution would allow only up to about 7 channels whose centre frequencies were separated by one octave.

These results also suggest a possible reason for having inhibition between spatial frequency channels ITolhurst, 1972 1.
In addition to sharpening up the bandwidth of channel filters, inhibition between channels further reduces the spatial
information that is extracted from an object. Inhibition between channels could reduce the number of channels needed
to provide relevant information about an object. If there were complete inhibition between channels over a two-octave
bandwidth, then. for a two-octave bandwidth channel, only information contained in the channels with centre
frequencies I. 4, 16 and 64 would be processed. The filtered portraits from these four channels can be seen to contain
sufficient information for the existence lfc = I. general form of a face (fc 4), identification of a face (fc -= 101 :.,,i
details of the face Ifc = 641. If the inhibition is less strong between channels, then seven overlapping two-octave-wide
channels would be possible. Thus, by having inhibition between channels, the spatial information required for relevant
perceptual tasks can be separated into 4 to 7 semi-discrete channels.

In summary, this portrait. filtered using the same shape and bandwidth filter as that found in a wide variety of
neurophysiological and psychophysical studies, demonstrates the amount and kind of spatial information that can be
contained in banks of quasi-discrete channels in the visual system (assuming linearity, of course 1. These demonstrations
further suggest that the particular shape and bandwidth are not critical in conveying similar spatial information about
objects in similar region of spatial frequency. Seven octaves of overlapping channels centred one octave apart provide a
lexicon of spatial information in a hierarchy of filtered images about the existence, the basic form and identification.
and resolution of the finest detail of a complex object.
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CHAPTER 15

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARV
OF THE RESULTS OF SPATIAL FILTERING

15.1 The Classification of Simple and Complex Objects

A wide variety. of objects have been spatially filtered. A narrow band of one to two octaves I about three harmonics) of
low spatial frequencies provided similar generalized form information from discriminably different objects of the same
class. These results demonstrated the Gestalt concept that the whole is different from the sum of the parts. Similar
results were obtained with a complex object-a portrait. Again the low spatial frequencies provided general forms from
a wide variety of discriminably different portraint configurations.

Experimental evidence supported the notion that low spatial frequencies provide sufficient information for the
classification of an object. Ginsburg (1971 ,ab? showed that subjects could learn random letter arrays which contained
only low spatial frequencies at the same rate and with the same success as the original high spatial frequency letters.
Woodhouse and Campbell (1977) have shown that four harmonics are sufficient to provide face recognition with a small
number of faces. Part IV of this dissertation will provide evidence that an experiment done hundreds of times each day
throughout the world-visual testing with the Snellen letter acuity chart-supports the suggestion that a small number
of spatial frequencies are sufficient for the classification of objects.

15.2 Visual Textures

The initial studies showed that filtering by the anisotropic MTF only reduced the detail of objects. The next study with
visual textures showed that the anisotropy of the MTF segregated objects that differed only in orientation. Certain first
and second order problems with texture arrays and random dot patterns appeared explicable in terms of the filter
concept. The perception of a monocular texture gradient also had a correlate to the filtered image. The knowledge
gained from the initial studies of texture was used to extract complex forms from a real scene.

15.3 Visual Illusions

Visual illusions were investigated next. The MTF and low-pass filters provided distortions of filtered images that
corresponded well to the distortions that were perceived. It seems no coincidence that the most robust distortions andi
the best results of an experiment that tested the filter theory were found with spatial filters whose bandwidth was the
same as that which provided general form information in the demonstrations of the previous chapters. Only one visual
illusion, the Z611ner illusion, did not yield to a simple explanation by spatial filtering.

A relationship was suggested between eye scans and certain regions of contrast of the filtered image of visual illusions.
The anisotropy of the MTF offered an explanation of why certain geometric distortions change on rotation.

15.4 Multistable Objects

Certain multistable objects were examined next in which many different alternating perceptions were unified by the
concept of filtering by spatial frequency/orientation channels. An explanation of some multistable objects was given
from the difference in size of the objects in one scene. Other multistable objects considered the segregation problem and
how filtered images could favour different areas for analysis. Explanations of still other multistable objects suggested
selective filtering of specific orientation channels.

15.5 A IHierarchy of Filtered Images

Finally. a detailed study on a portrait compared ideal band-pass filters with biologically derived channel filters. The
results of the study showed little difference between the forms from the two different kinds of filters. However, a bank
of two-octave-wide filters provided more information in almost all the images than did the one-octave-wide filters.



Seven filtered images created from two-octave-wide channels provided information about the psortrait that ranged from
the basic form and recognition to the finest detail.

This hierarchy of filtered images is suggested as the kind of spatial information that is available to an observer. It helps
answer the following question.

I 5.0 Why Don't We See the Basic Forms of Objects!

An important point to be considered is: Why are discrete pattern elements observed in detail, such as the dots of a dot
G. and not just the low spatial frequencies that have been shown to contain the relevant form information? One
explanation is that there is a hierarchy of filtered images, each of limited bandwidth. Although there is an ever
increasing amount of evidence that mechanisms in the visual system filter the intensity distribution of the retinal image
using quasi-independent spatial frequency/orientation channels, limited and unstable manipulation of such
information can be seen only under somewhat special and isolated conditions Imonocular rivalry, for examplel. If the
iisnal ss stem could isolate the information from any different spatial frequency channel independently of all the others
at the early stages of processing, then the G form could be seen. But "seeing" the inhitiation in all the different spatial
frequenc. bands would result in chaos for perception. Objects would be seen at will varying in resolution from diffuse
forms to mere outlines. What appears to be seen, in general. is the detail in objects from the activity of all the channels
limited onk b the resolution lost by the filtering of the early stages of the visual system, as was demonstrated by the
N'TF spatial filters.

If a parallel set of filtered images is assumed to exist, then it follows that another stage of visual processing may attend
stecificall. to ttfe iniagetsI that contain the low spatial frequencies of the form. One channel would provide an image
that contained generalized form information which was somewhat independent of the channels that contained the
higher spatial frequency images. Since that low spatial frequency channel has been demonstrated to provide sufficient
information for identification. it might provide the input to memory. This processing scheme could provide the basis for
classification of objects, despite small discriminable differences. It may also offer a coherent explanation of why objects
are correctly classified at distances at which only the low spatial frequencies are passed by the visual system as well as at
closer distances where the details of the pattern are seen.

15.7 Predicting the Identification of Complex Objects by the Filtering Characteristics of the Human
N isual System

This part of the dissertation presented a filter concept that offers possible explanations of a wide variety of visual
phenomena. The preceding filtering demonstrated that a single channel with a bandwidth of one to two octaves passed
sufficient spatial information for the classification and identification of many objects. Can this information be used to
predic.t the identification of complex objects by the filtering characteristics of the human visual system? One obvious
experiment to help answer this question is the removal of a one- to two-octave spatial frequency bandwidth which was
shown to be important for the classification and identification of the object and to determine if performance was
degraded in some specified way. The main problem with this approach is that it assumes that mechanisms in the visual
system behave as perfect filters-that high spatial frequencies which are rem-ved are not replaced by some mechanism
in the visual system. '[his assumption cannot be justified for several reasons. First. as mentioned in Section 5.2. 1, the
fact that the sizes of retinal receptive fields change with retinal location means that the initial sampling of the retinal
image is nonuniform. U nless the filtered image is first prefiltered with space variant filtering characteristics of the
retina, the retinal image will be filtered in an unspecified manner. Second, the retinal image is not static. ''he eye is in
constant motion (e to voluntary and involuntary saccades. The motion will smear the retinal image in a complex
fashion. For example, the sharp edges of a high-pass filtered image will stiffer some dlegree of smoothing at the retina.
The effect of eye movements may he reduced by short presentation times in a tachistoscope. lowever. that would
introduce additional filtering by the tenporal properties of the visual system. Stabilizing the image would cause it to
disappear altogether. Third. Campbell. Howell. and Robsoni 19711 showed that, at low spatial frequencies. the higher
harmonics can generate the appearance of a luare-wave grating even when the fundamental component has been
removed. The missing fundamental has been "filled in." This filling-in phenomenon also tends to occur between sharp
edges of other patterns )'Brien. I)58: Craik. 190: Cornsweet, I 9701. Until this filling-in mechanisn is understooi
and quantified. it will be assumed that edges of ohjects provide sufficient information for the creation of certain low
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spatial frequencies. For example, Figure 31 ,c showed that the edges of a portrait also contained low spatial frequencies.
The outline subjective contour of Figure 64,a, I also had low frequency components. In sum, although it is
operationally easy to remove low spatial frequencies from objects, this provides no guarantee that those spatial
frequencies will not be replaced to some degree by mechanisms in the visual system and that they will not generate other
spatial frequencies. Although these caveats suggest caution in interpreting experiments in which bands of spatial
frequencies are removed, the author has attempted such an analysis with some success with an analysis of the Kanizsa
triangle Isee Section 12.7.11.

On the other hand. rather than filtering objects to test the hypothesis, the filtering characteristics of the visual system
could be modified to reduce sensitivity over selected ranges of spatial frequency using adaptation techniques (Section
6. 1.11. Further, masking techniques (Section 0. 1.2) could be used to reduce visibility of certain ranges of spatial
frequencies of objects.

Another possibility is to use abnormal filter characteristics. For example. if a subject had an abnormal visual condition
in which only one channel functioned, then one hypothesis is that the subject would be able to identify only those
objects at the limited range of distances over which the relevant low spatial frequencies of the object fell within the
bandwidth of that channel. Such a subject who had what appeared to be only a 3 c/d channel due to keratoconus (a
disease affecting the shape of the cornea ) was reported by Ohzu and Kawara (1975). Unfortunately, they reported no
further investigation of this patient due to the rapid decline of his vision.

There are. however, other abnormal visual conditions which result in -elective losses in contrast sensitivity. For
example, B(ois-Wollner 119 721 investigated the contrast sensitivity of l0 patients with cortical lesions, lie found that
the greatest loss in contrast sensitivity occurred at the high spatial frequencies. One subject suffering from a
meningioma pressing on the left occipital lobe had a mid-frequency loss from about 4 to 12 c/d. Selective losses in
contrast sensitivity at some spatial frequencies of amblyopes have also been found in studies reported by Itoi. Kato.
Sugimachi, Kawamura. Ohzu, and Kawara (19751.

'l'hese selective losses in sensitivity to some spatial frequencies could be used to test the hypothesis that a one- to
two-octave band of spatial frequencies of objects is required for their identification. Assume that mechanisms in the
visual system cannot perfectly replace any high spatial frequency information that is removed by filtering. This
dissertation has presented many examples of low-pass filtered images whose brightness distribution appeared very
similar to that of the original object when viewed at the appropriate distance such that the visual system low-pass
filtered the original object to the same degree as the filtered image. Thus, unlike the high-pass filtered images. there is
no evidence that the visual system creates high spatial frequencies front low-pass filtered inages to any high degree. If
high-pass spatial filtering removes bands of spatial frequencies that remain relevant for identification, and those spatial
frequencies that remain fall within a range of decreased visual sensitivity, then reduced identification would be
predicted.

Another experiment could also be used to test the same hypothesis; namely, the reduced identification of objects could
be related to a variety of contrast sensitivity functions having reduced sensitivity over different ranges of spatial
frequencies. Adaptation and masking techniques could be used to reduce sensitivity. However. since the abnormal
filter.ng characteristics of subjects previously reported appear to be robust, they do not require the additional
pro edures and assumptions of adaptation and masking; and, since investigating those characteristics may provide
additional cies about vision, abnormal vision was selected as the means to test the hypothesis.

Based on preceding considerations, it was decided to study abnormal vision to find similar patients with reduced
contrast sensiti4 ity over different ranges of spatial frequencies. Since research into abnormal vision was somewhat
outside the main thrusts of this dissertation, this research is appended in Chapters A- I through A-4. (Contrast
sensitivity functions showing losses in sensitivity at low, middle, and high spatial frequencies were obtained from
subjects having amblyopia and multiple sclerosis. Only one subject had contrast sensitivity over a narrow range of
spatial frequencies. t nfortunately. illness prevented her from being used in further exlerimeints. ( )ne subject had a
narrow-band loss--a "'notch.'" in her contrast sensitivity function that was to he used to test reduced visual performance
over predicted ranges of sizes (f objects. Sensitivity increased over that narro%4 range of spatial frequencies before the
experiment was comhcted. Ilowever, the gain in sensitivity resulted in an increase in Snellen letter acuit that was
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related to the lower spatial frequencies of Snellen letters, as predicted (Section 18.3). (This interesting result suggested
that visual performance can be increased for certain cases of amblyopia using grating stimuli (Section A-3.5). Although
no single narrow-band channels or notches were obtained from the other subjects, the number of subjects tested did
provide a wide range of abnormal contrast sensitivity functions used to test the hypothesis that a one- to two-octave
bandwidth of the low spatial frequencies of Snellen letters can be used to predict Snellen letter acuity from the contrast
sensitivity function. That research, requiring knowledge about the relationship between the contrast sensitivity
function and the identification of objects, is presented in the next three chapters.
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PART IV i

RELATING CONTRAST SENSITIVITY TO THE

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPLEX OBJECTS

"Consider your verdict," the King said to the Jury.
"Not yet. not yet! " the Rabbit hastily interrupted,
"There's a good deal to come before that."

'I.ij

from Alice in Wonderland

1
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CHAPTER 16

SNELLEN LETTER ACUITI AND SPATIAL FREQUENCI

16.1 Introduction

The next three chapters attempt to determine if the threshold measurements with sine-wave gratings can predirt the
suprathreshold measurements of Snellen letter acuity. This requires knowledge about the relevant spatial frequencies
that make up each Snellen letter and the minimum (threshold I contrast required for their identification. Since it has
been shown that the visual system is linear at threshold for one-dimensional waveforms ICampbell and Robson. 19681
and two-dimensional sinusoids W(arlson. et al., 19, 7. it could be expected that Snellen letter acuity can be predicted
from contrast sensitivity to sine-wave gratings.

There have been previous attempts to predict Snellen letter acuity from the cutoff spatial frequency obtained from
contrast sensitivity measurements with little success IGstalder and Green, 1971; Bodis-Wollner, 1972; and
Bodis-Wollner and l)iamond, I)7 0. However, the band-pass filtering presented in this dissertation has shown that
many objects can be identified correctly from a range of one to two octaves 42 to 4 c/o) of low spatial frequencies. Thus.
the relationship between Snellen letter acuity and contrast sensitivity is determined by considering the ninimum spatial
frequencies of the letters required for their identification.

16.2 The Theoretical Minimum Number of Spatial Frequencies Necessary for Identification of Snellen Letters

The spatial frequency components that make up each Snellen letter were determined as follows. Each Snellen letter was
formed on a 5 by 5 element square grid. The lines that formed each part of the letter were one element wide. The size of
each letter on line 6 of a standard Snellen chart, viewed at a distance of 6 meters (0/6). subtends 5 minutes of arc. and
the width of the lines that form each letter subtends 1 minute of arc. In order to be consistent with definitions in the
previous sections, the fundamental spatial frequency of the letters was taken as the reciprocal of the letter size. Thus.
the fundamental spatial frequency of each letter on Snellen line 6/6 is 12 c/d.

The Nyquist frequency Isee Section 2.4 can be used to determine the minimum theoretical sampling limit for the
spatial information of the Snellen letters. Since the Snellen letters are based on a 5 by 5 sampling element grid, the
theoretical minimum number of spatial frequencies is half the number of the sampling elements, or 2.5 cycles per letter
width lc/ 11. This means that each line pair. i.e., adjacent black and white lines, of a Snellen letter will be sampled by
one cycle of sine wave. Hence, the theoretical minimum number of spatial frequencies required to form each Snellen
letter is 2.5 c/I in the x and y dimensions and 3.5 c/I along the diagonals 4i.e.. 2.5 X V14. The spatial frequencies in c/d
necessary to pass the first 2.5 cycles of Snellen letters on each line are shown in Figure 84. (In keeping with the previous
analysis, one cycle across the letter corresponds to one harmonic. However. since this analysis deals with half-cycles.
half-harmonics is a meaningless term and cycles rather than harmonics will be used in the subsequent analysis. ) Note
that letters on line 0/0 have their 2.5 c/I at 3) c/d. The spatial frequency for 2.. c/I for Snellen line 6/3-the limit of
visual acuity-is CO c/d.
It must he emphasi- ed that this analysis is not based explicitly on the line width of the letters. Rather. this analysis

assumes that it is the minimum filtering or sampling of the features of the letters that is important for visual processing-
an assumption ba ed on the filtering results from previous sections that showed that. generally, only a two-octave
bandwidth was necessary for the identification of many objects.

10.3 Spatial Filtering of Snellen Letters

Typical Snellen letters were filtered to see how many cycles were actually required for identif-ication. The minimuim
number of cycles required for the identification of any object can be determined from the minimum viewing disance.
However, the pictures of the filtered images provide the advantages of magnification, which allows an easier and more
stable determination of the features of the filtered image than those seen at (listances that proluce the same degree of
filtering. The two Snellen letters that were cho%en to be filtered are the most easily identified letter 1. and the relati~ek
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more difficult letter E. Those letters, shown in Figure 85, were synthesized by low-pass filtering from 0.5 to 3 c/l in
half-cycle steps using the techniques previously discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The contrast of all the letters is 76
percent. Note that the L required only up to and including 1.5 c/I for identification whereas the E requires 2.5 c/I.
These results suggest why the L has been found to be more visible than the E in Snellen acuity (Sheard. 1922;
Lebensohn, 1965).

Sufficient information for the identification of the L and E can also be shown to exist in band-pass regions of 2.5 cycles
from 1.5 to 3 c/I Figure 85,a,b,7) and 2 cycles from 2 to 3 c/ I Figure 85.a,b.81. However, the contrast of each letter
is reduced relative to the surround, and each is clearly less visible in comparison to the low-pass filter letters when
viewed at a distance. Thus, for the present, it will be assumed that the relevant spatial frequencies for the identification
of Snellen letters are from 1.5 to 2.5 c/I.

Another point to be emphasized is the lack of need of precise phase information by filtering mechanisms to capture the
basic form of an object. There is little difference between the filtered Ls from 1.5 to 3 c/I and the Es with 2.5 and 3 c/l, i

even though the individual lines that form the letters are being filtered by spatial frequencies that differ in position
Iphasel relative to the lines of each letter. These points are important to an understanding of how objects can be
identified without critically matched templates, features, or receptive fields.

It is clear from these filtering results that 1.5 to 2.5 c/I can provide sufficient information for the identification of
Snellen letters. The next piece of information that is needed in order to relate Snellen letter acuity to contrast sensitivity
is the contrast of the Snellen letters required for their identification. This is obtained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 17

THE MINIMUM CONTRAST REQUIRED FOR THE
DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF SNELLEN LETTERS

17.1 Introduction

Knowledge of both the minimum contrast and minimum number of spatial frequencies can provide a pair of numbers
that can be used to determine the minimum information required for the identification of Snellen letters. The previous
chapter presented evidence that about 1.5 to 2.5 cycles per letter is sufficient for the identification of Snellen letters.
This experiment determines the minimum contrast necessary for the identification of Snellen letters.

I7.2 Methods

A 35 mm slide of the standard Snellen letter chart shown in Figure 86 was projected full size onto a white matte surface
and viewed from the standard six meters by five subjects with normal or corrected vision of 6/0 or better. The contrast
of the chart was controlled by the crossed polaroid system discussed in Section A-2.4. The mean luminance was 20
fiot-lamberts. In order to insure that each Snellen line was viewed under identical conditions, the slide that projected
the Snellen chart was positioned to place each line of letters between two fixed blue markers before each trial. The 

subjects were told that they would see a standard Snellen letter chart-lines of capital block letters.

The threshold contrast for the detection of letters of each Snellen line was used as a reference t,. el for the contrast
required for letter identification. The subject was told to report an% inhomogeneity between the blue markers as tit,
contrast of the letters was slowly increased front zero contrast by the experimenter. That response determined tilt
contrast noted for detection. The contrast was slowly increased further until the subject. making a forced gues i. could
correctly identify at least 50 percent of the letters on each line. This response indicated the minimum contrast necessar.
for the identification of the letters of the Snellen line. This method was repeated for each subject for each line front
ti/0 to 6/).

These methods provide only general values of the minimum contrast for the ldetection and identification of Snellen
letters. F, ach different letter has its own detection threshold which may be slightl. different from other letters of the
same size due to physical differences between each letter. Further. the contrast required for at hea.,t -Wl , cent correct

identification of letters of each Snellen line does not represent the same le%el of subject performance bectause of the
different number of letters in each line. A higher level of performance is requnired to correctly report 4 of 8 letters for
small letters than to correctly report I of 2 letters for the large letters. Ilowever. since these factors are prese'nt in ti

normal measure of Snellen acttit%, they are merely noted ani not corrected for in these measurements. These factors
cotlld be corrected by using binominal probabilities.

A criterion of at least 50 lnercent correct identification of the letters on eah Snellen line was used in an attempt to get an
aerage contrast value of the different letters on each line. Pilot studies showed that most subjects required significantlh

more contrast to identify the remaining I or 2 letters on the smaller Snllen lines. It vwas felt that increasing the contrast

to allow the correct identification of all the letters woould not reflect tilt average contrast necessary for tit- ident ificat io In
of most letters. Since identification of over 5Al lercent of tile letters was used as a criterion to detirmine tht minitthmu
co ntrast of the identification of each line. 2.5 i c/I (if each letter cannit be assuimed to be used for identificatiin. The

amerage number of 2 c/l found from filtering of the 1. 11.5 r/I anil F 12.5 c/ I is usetl in the subsequent analh sis for the
minimunm mnlmber of spatial frequencies requiired for tilt identification .f Snellen letters.

I 7.:I R',alts and liscaision

The meian c.ntrast reiqun ired for the lete'tin and idientificatio n .f at least 50 I uercin t .f tlt, letters fir eachI Snliltn Iini,
for the fi~e %iibijects is shi.sn in Figures 87 and 8. The reciprocal (if those loltrast %alli.s.c ntrat ,Ani1ixit . i.. shown

in Figur.' 81.a. The %alias of size and spatial frequency noted along the absrissa vrres~lnd t) the - idth and
fund amental ciIh (if the Snellen letters for each cirrespondling Sn,len line.



The results, shown in Figures 88 and 89,a are as expected. higher contrast (lower contrast sensitivity I is required for
both detection and identification as the letters get smaller. Note that the detection threshold is constant for Snellen lines
6/4) to 6/18. This result appears reasonable if detection is based upon the half and first cycles per letter reaching
threshold, which, on a line 0/60 to 6/18, range from 0.) to 4 c/d. Since those spatial frequencies occur around the peak
of the contrast sensitivity function. I to 2 c/d, they reach threshold with similar amounts of contrast.

A similar argument can be made for the nearly simultaneous detection and identification seen on lines 0/4) and 0/30.
Since the relevant range of spatial frequencies for the detection and identification of those letters can be seen. from
Figure 84, to occur from 0.6 to 4 c/d and those spatial frequencies occur around the peak of the contrast sensitivity.
letters of those sizes will reach detection and identification threshold at similar levels of contrast.

It should be noted that letters larger than those on line 6/60) would be expected to have thresholds similar to letters on
lines /) to 6/18. Since the letters are made of bars and the contrast sensitivity to square waves is approximately
constant below about I c/d, the detection of spatial frequencies below I c/d would remain relatively constant.
However. further research will be needed to determine how well this approach will predict the identification of objects
having fundamental frequencies less than I c/d.

The curves in Figure 8O,a show that as the letters get smaller, increased contrast is required to identify the letters after
thes are detected. This result is understandable if detection and identification of the Snellen letters on the average
require the first and second cycle per letter to reach detection and identification threshold. respectively. Figure 8
shows that I to 2 c/I occurs at 1.2 and 2.8 c/d for letters on line 6/60. and 12 and 24 c/d for letters on line 6/0. Since.
after peak sensitivity, the contrast sensitivity function decreases exponentially with increasing spatial frequency
WCampbell and Green. 1065). more contrast should be required to identify letters on line 6/ . where the relevant spatial
frequencies are 12 and 24 c/d. than when the letters are on line 6/60.

The minimum number of Cycles of the Snellen letters that were used by the subjects for detection and identification can
be obtained from Figure 8(),b in which contrast sensitivity of the detection and identification of Snellen letter is plotted
against linear spatial frequency. Regression lines were determined using the least squares method. 'he correlation
coefficient I rl for the regression line of the identification data is 0.94. Two different regression lines have been plotted
for the detection data. Note that the first four data points are horizontal because detection occurred at the peak of the
contrast sensitivity for those Snellen letters. Since the contrast sensitivity peak can shift to somewhat different spatial
frequencies due to experimental conditions (see Section 5.2.1 ). an argument can be made that the first four data points
for detection threshold could change under different viewing conditions. Thus, regression lines were computed with
isolid lines. r = 0.976) and without Idashed line, r = 0.962) the first three data points. The bandwidth of the
identification-to-detection threshold ratio determined from the intercept of the regression lines to the spatial frequency
axis is.50/23, or 2.55 cycles, using all the detection data points and 52.6/23, or 2.37 cycles, excluding the first three
detection data points. These values are in quite good agreement with both the theor, tical analysis (Section 16.2) and the
filtering analysis ISection 16.3) that suggested that the detection and identification of Snellen letters require about 1.5
to2.5 c/I.

Note that this result does not mean that a 1) to 2.5 v/I bandwidth is being used for detection and identification. Hathcr.
it means that some range of spatial frequencies determined b multipli ing the lo st spatial frequenc% b. 2.5 is being
lse.d. [t*or example. if detection is di ue to a half-cycle of a letter reaching threshld, then identificatit inUin d ,ccuiar
"hen the 2. - x 0.5 .-tle, or 1.75 c/I, reaches threshold.

The ratio ',f the contrast required for identificatio n versus detectiin of Snellen letters is also shwn in FIigni 1tU. A
regrsim line determined using the least sqiares method is sho w n to fit well with a correlation cr,,-fficientt if 0.440.4.
No ite that the regressi I on line crosses the spatial frequenc. axis at ab ut 30 c/d. The icond harmiin it required fir
itentificatio n %stl be at 604 itId. -hi'h is the theoiretic-al cutl spatial freql.nc., i... .he limit of % isual atiuitN . lhis
re-ilt siplports the data %ery well.

A ht h, ild the ratio of detecititn toi identifitatiin (if Stelhtn letters be a straight line? As pre% iusl, nottd. the contrast
,en,,itki it. finitiin decreasts ex.nentialli frim ot-ak to minimum ensiti %%it. ith increasing sp atial freqn. finil

ulotted tn a ilg ni irtrast snsiti% it% %ersas low, -palia] freqtatni. svale. If the ratii (f spatial fri-qu.nti,.s used Iftr tII-
detectiiin and idtnti liatiiin tf S.t-len letters remain% tlIe sane ftr all d ifferent siz,' lettrs arid the dtet ioi and
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identification thresholds are a function of the shape of the contrast sensitivity function, then the ratio should be a
straight line when plotted on a linear ratio versus log spatial frequency scale.

To determine the generality of the finding that detection and identification of Snellen letters requires about 2 c/1. ratios
are plotted of contrast sensitivity of 1.5, 2, and 3 spatial frequencies from values obtained from contrast sensitivity
measurements of the author (see Figures 90 and 91 1. Also plotted is the ratio of the threshold contrast of two spatial
frequencies from Figure 3 of Campbell and Robson (1968). Slopes of the ratios of contrast sensitivity curves are slightly

steeper than the slope of the data. However, considering the different experimental conditions used to collect these data.
the general agreement between the theoretical slopes in the data are quite good, especially for the ratio of two spatial
frequencies.

It is concluded that there is good agreement between the theoretical and experimentally determined number of cycles
sufficient for the identification of Snellen letters. Now that the contrast sensitivity and the general range of spatial
frequency required for identification of Snellen letters have been determined, the Snellen acuity of abnormal visual
systems will be determined from values of the contrast sensitivity functions obtained from certain abnormal visual
systems to test the predictive power of this analysis.
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CHAPTER 18

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTRAST SENSITIVITY
AND SNELLEN LETTER ACUITY IN NORMAL AND ABNORMAL VISION

18.1 Introduction

The contrast sensitivity of ten subjects with abnormal vision was measured-one subject with abnormal retinal
correspondence, three amblyopes. and six patients having multiple sclerosis Isee Chapters A- I-A-5). The previous
spatial filtering showed that 1.5 to 2.5 c/I are required for the identification of Snellen letters. The experiments in
Chapter 17 determined the minimum contrast required for the identification of at least 50 percent of the letters on each
line of a standard Snellen chart. These data, combined in Figure 92, were used in an attempt to predict Snellen acuity
of these subjects based upon their contrast sensitivity measurements.

18.2 Predicting Snellen Acuity of Subjects Having Amnblyopia, Abnormal Retinal Correspondence,
and Multiple Sclerosis

The measured and predicted Snellen letter acuity of ten subjects is shown in Figures 93 and 94. With the exception of
the initial measurements of Snellen acuity in subject A. If., the Snellen acuity was also measured by other clinicians.
The values under the measured contrast sensitivity column in Figure 93 were obtained from contrast sensitivity
functions of the subjects whose data are shown in Chapters A-3 - A-4. These values represent the contrast sensitivity
at the spatial frequency of 2 c/I for the Snellen line that determined the Snellen acuity. Extrapolation by eye was used
where necessary to obtain the value of contrast sensitivity below those measures. Since the Snellen letters are made from
bars. each value of contrast sensitivity was multiplied by 1.27 to correct for the difference in detection between the
fundamental frequency of square- and sine-wave gratings. The predicted Snellen acuity was determined from the
contrast sensitivity values listed in Figure 92.

The contrast required to identify at least 50 percent of the Snellen letters on each Snellen line and the average second
spatial frequency of the letters required for identification provided a pair of numbers that represent one point on the
contrast sensitivity function. Values of contrast sensitivity close to or exceeding the predicted contrast sensitivity
determined the predicted Snellen letter acuity. For example, the predicted contrast sensitivity for a measured Snellen
letter acuity of 6/6 is 7.1 at 24 c/d. If the measured contrast sensitivity at 24 c/d was 7.1 or more, then the predicted
Snellen acuity was also 0/6. If the measured contrast sensitivity was less than 7. 1. the pair of spatial frequencies and
contrast sensitivities for the next largest Snellen lines were compared until the measured values were in agreement with
the predicted values. The values in the two colunis of the predicted Snellei letter acuity were determined from both
the average and the ± 2 standard error range of contrast -ensitivity required for the detection of the Snellen letters.

A comparison between the predicted anti measured Snellen letter acuity shows perfect agreement for 8 of 22 eves. ani
16 of 22 eyes can be predicted within one Snellen line using the average contrast sensitivity criteria. (The two different
sets of Snellen acuity of subject A.l. are considered separately. I Using the ± 2 standard error criteria, the Snellen
letter acuity predicted using contrast sensitivity shows I I of 22 eyes in agreement, and 17 of 22 eyes can be predicted
within one Snellen line. The Snellen letter acuity of the other 5 of 22 eyes can be predicted within two Snellen lines.

There is better agreement between the measured and the predi('ted Snellen letter acuity using the-2 standard error than
the a erage standard error of the contrast ensitiv itN required for the identification of the Snellen letters. These results
suggest that contrast sensitivity used to predict Snelhen a'uit% is somewhat higher than that used by the subjects for
their measured Snellen acuity. ( )ne olvious reason for this result is that the predicted Snellen acuit. was based oi less
than I N) percent letter identification. The measured Snellen acuity t ypically required the identificatio)n of all the
Snellen letters on the line that determined acuit. . This, requiring all the letters on a line to) be identified would require
more contrast than was used in these experiments. More contrast would reluve contrast sensitivity and increase the
agreement between the measured and the predicted Snellen letter acuit% based upon the aerage contrast sensitivity
required for the identification of the Snellen letters. )f course. other factors, such as the use of different criteria and
task for the detection uif gratings and the identification of Snellen letters and (different exlerimental conditions. would
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have an effect and should be investigated.

It is concluded that there is good agreement between predicted and measured Snellen letter acuity based upon contrast
sensitivity measurements. These results are especially encouraging because of the different patterns being compared.
i.e.. one-dimensional sine-wave gratings and two-dimensional letters. Furthermore, there was a difference in
equipment, methods, and criteria used to obtain the data. Such good agreement between predicted and measured
Snellen letter acuity suggests the power of contrast sensitivity measurements for accurate descriptions of the overall
filtering characteristics of the visual system used for the detections and identification of objects.

18.3 Relating Snellen Letter Acuity to the Contrast Sensitivity of an Amblyope with a Notch in Her Contrast
Sensitivity Function

From Figure 92. the initial Snellen acuity of 6/36 obtained from amblyope A. H. requires up to 4 c/d of resolution for
the first 2 c/1. According to her initial contrast sensitivity, as shown in Figure 99, this range of spatial frequencies
corresponds to the region of decreasing sensitivity after the peak sensitivity at I c/d. Although the 4 c/d component of
the letter falls within the least sensitive region of the notch, the contrast sensitivity at 4 c/d is similar to that at 10 c/d
and greater than that of 5 c/d. The data in Figure 99 show that the Snellen acuity of 6/36 of the amblyopic eye of A. H.
is a factor of 7 less than the acuity of her normal eye. 6/5. The spatial frequency for 2 c/I of Snellen line 6/5 is 28.8 c/d
(Figure 841. If the acuity in her amblyopic eye is a factor of 7 less than that of the normal eye. then the highest spatial
frequency that was used by her amblyopic eye for Snellen acuity is about 4 c/d. Since that spatial frequency
corresponds to 2 c/I for letters on line 6/36, those values of spatial frequency greater than about 4 c/d - after the least
sensitive point in her notch -were not used for the identification of Snellen letters. Indeed, from Figures 92 and 99 it can
be seen that the sensitivity at those spatial frequencies is too low to provide spatial information for Snellen acuity
greater than about 6/36. Thus, the factor of 7 decrease in Snellen acuity from her normal to her abnormal eye
corresponds well to the factor of 7 decrease of the usable range of spatial frequencies as determined from the contrast
sensitivity in Figure 92.

A similar analysis can be made for the increased contrast sensitivity from 2 to 8 c/d and the concomitant increase of
Snellen acuity from 6/36 to 6/18 in her amblyopic eye. From Figure 84, the first 2 c/l on line 6/18 occurs at 8 c/d. The
region of greatest increase in contrast sensitivity in her amblyopic eye is from 2 to 9 c/d (Figure 110). The sensitivity at
4 c/d increased by about a factor of 10 from her initial measurements. The increased contrast sensitivity from 2 to ( c/d
is in good agreement with the predicted sensitivity required to identify the Snellen letters on line 6/18.

These results provide additional evidence that suggests the existence of narrowly tuned mechanisms in the visual
system - channels -which are used in the identification of complex objects.

The initial Snellen acuity of amblyope A. H. was 6/5 (RI and 6/36 1L . Her initial contrast sensitivity predicted 0/9 l I
and 6/60 LI. Although this analysis is close to predicting her initial Snellen acuity, further analyses of these results are
interesting. The two letters A and V from the Snellen chart of Figure 86, required for identification for 6/36 acuity.,
were not filtered to determine the minimum number of spatial frequencies necessary for identification. The general
criterion of 2 c/l for letter identification may be too high. A criterion of 1.5 c/I does predict 6/5 IR) and 0/30 I L. One
final note is that her initial contrast sensitivities are among the lowest obtained. Slightly higher values would have
resulted in agreement between measured and predicted Snellen acuity.

18.4 Predicting Snellen Acuity from Data of Other Amblyopes

The number of cN ies required for the identification of Snellen letters versus contrast sensitivity, shown in Figure (J2,
appears to enable prediction of Snellen letter acuity from contrast sensitivitN measurements obtained by other
researchers. Levi andl Harwerth 1 19771 showed the contrast sensitivity measurements of three subjects. Subjects M. n.,
I. N.. and n. I. had Snellen acuities of 20/20 IR-6/61, 20/2MI 1, -0/001: 20/2(M (11-6/601, 20/2001, -6/(01; and 20/30
I R-6/91. 20/201 [-6/61. The Snellen letter acuities of 20/20 were just outside the-2 standard error of the predicted
contrast sensitivity but were closer to 201/20 than 201/30. the next Snellen line. The 2(/200 and 201/50 acuities coul be
predicted from Figure 92. Considering the different Snellen test charts, equipment. methods. anl criterion differences
in the measurements, the agreement between their data and the results reported here supports the predictiye po)er of
the previous analysis.
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18.5 Summary

The abnormal filtering characteristics of individuals with amblyopia and multiple sclerosis were determined. One
amblyope had a unique, highly spatial frequency selective region (4 to 8 c/d I of decreased contrast sensitivity (notch I to
both stationary and moving sine-wave gratings. Increased sensitivity of the spatial frequencies of that highly selective
notch occurred with a concomitant increase in two lines of Snellen acuity.

An attempt was made to link the results of filtering objects reported in Part III of this dissertation with the Snellen
letter acuity of these subjects. Full predictive power required knowledge of the minimum contrast required for the
identification of Snellen letters. An experiment provided these data. The minimum contrast and range of spatial
frequencies required for Snellen letter acuity were related to the two cycles per letter generally found necessary to
provide the minimum amount of information required to identify Snellen letters. That data enabled Snellen letter
acuity to be predicted within one Snellen line for 17 of 22 eyes.

In sum, the following approach has been shown to successfully predict, at least to a first approximation, the
identifications of complex objects - Snellen letters - from the spatial filtering characteristics of the visual system using
contrast sensitivity measurements. First, the minimum number of spatial frequencies sufficient for identification was
determined by spatial filtering. Second, those spatial frequencies sufficient for identification were required to exceed
contrast threshold determined from contrast sensitivity measurements of the observer. This approach, similar to that
used by Campbell and Robson 11968) to determine the detection and identification of square waves, assumes first-order
approximation of linearity of the visual system. The extent to which this approach will predict the identification of the
other objects will require further research (discussed further in Section 19.101. However, these results clearly support
the findings in the first part of the dissertation which suggest that a one- to two-octave channel can provide sufficient
information for the identification of objects.
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CHAPTER 19

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ABOUT HOW THE FILTER
CONCEPT RELATES TO THE OVERALL PROBLEMS OF PERCEPTION

19.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have shown how the concept of spatial filtering, based upon known filtering properties of
mechanisms found in mammalian visual systems, can offer a parsimonious explanation of many aspects of visual
perception. There are many alternatives to one or more of the explanations of the filtered images. It is an impossible
task to counter all the potential criticisms of the somewhat cavalier manner in which certain long-standing problems in
perception have been treated, e.g., the Gestalt principles. However, the aim of this dissertation is the presentation of a
sufficient number of examples to demonstrate the parsimony of the filter concept with many different aspects of
perception.

Several questions immediately arise about how the results may fit into the overall scheme of visual processing. What is
the relationship, for example, between spatial filtering and memory or selective attention? What are the implications
for machine pattern recognition? What problems in visual perception does the filter concept appear to solve? And,
what problems remain? These and other questions will be considered in this final chapter.

19.2 The Relationship between Spatial Filtering and Higher Visual Processing

Although the concept of spatial filtering by channels in the visual system appears to offer reasonable and testable
explanations of many perceptual problems, there is still an overall cognitive structure that has to deal with the filtered
information. For example, as one moves from the simple multistable objects to more complex objects such as the
man-girl figure of Fisher 119681, decision boundaries that are a natural concomitant to any pattern classification system
must also be taken into account (Ginsburg, et al., 1976).

Although the concept of a hierarchy of filtered images appears to predict the possible patterns that are available to an
observer, it cannot predict which pattern will be seen and reported by an observer at a particular moment under free
viewing conditions (excluding biasing by adaptation, masking, etc. 1. This aspect of visual processing is suggested to be
one of the major cognitive elements of perception in which "nonsensory" concepts of Hebb (19491, such as attention,
context, motivation, and set, are relevant. Indeed, based on data from several perceptual tasks, it has been argued that
the filtering concept must be used in conjunction with such concepts as "set" and "selective attention," even for
machine pattern recognition (Ginsburg, 1971,a,b; Ginsburg, 1973; Ginsburg, et al., 1976).

Perception involves both physiological and cognitive mechanisms. A major problem is the isolation of the different
aspects of perception that are predominantly due to physiological and/or cognitive mechanisms. The filtering approach
appears to offer a powerful tool in the solution of such problems. Clearly, cognitive mechanisms must be constrained by
the nature, i.e., the bandwidth, of the physiological mechanisms.

19.3 Implications for Machine Pattern Recognition

It was the initial success of machine pattern recognition using filtered transforms that prompted the author to apply the
concept of spatial filtering to problems of visual perception (Ginsburg, 1971,a,b).

Kabrisky, Tallman, Day, and Radoy (19701 reported the results of successful machine pattern recognition using
hand-printed alphanumeric patterns based on a model of the human visual system. The central concept of the machine
algorithm is spatial filtering in a two-dimensional transform domain. The input pattern is transformed and spatially
filtered. The low frequency components of the input pattern are then compared to the low frequency components of
certain patterns stored in memory using a Euclidean distance metric (cross-correlation 1. Minimum Euclidean distance
between the input pattern and a pattern stored in memory classifies them as the same.
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It is a general tenet of pattern recognition that if the correct features of patterns are chosen, then the measure needed to
classify patterns as the same will be simple. Incorrect feature selection usually leads to complex classification schemes.
Cross-correlation of patterns (minimum Euclidean distance) is a simple classification measure.

A review of the early results of application of the filtered transforms to the general classification problem can be found
in Carl and Hall (1972). It is interesting to note that, in general, the three or four harmonics that were required for a
high percentage of correct classifications of a large number of different objects are the same as those found to be so
important for most of the filter demonstrations presented in this dissertation.

Machine pattern recognition based upon filtered transforms is not perfect. It fails in some cases, but generally it fails
with the same patterns that a human observer also fails to classify. The machine, so far, is generally limited to isolated
objects. It is hoped that some of the rules for the segregation of objects presented in this dissertation will help solve the 1'
segregation problem.

The point made in this section is that the filter concept that has been presented in this dissertation does work for
machine pattern recognition for the class of objects tested on the machine, e.g., hand-printed alphanumerics.
Extension of some of the results of the filtering presented in this dissertation may help in the construction of a "seeing"
machine. Minimally, the filter concept based on visual information processing should help reduce the choice between
numerous algorithms which exist for feature detector concepts.

The author has attempted to combine the previous machine pattern recognition techniques with the same results of the
spatial filtering reported here into schemes for machine pattern recognition (Ginsburg, 1973).

19.4 Some Problems in Object Recognition That the Spatial Filter Concept Can Help to Solve

Sutherland (1968) listed twelve sets of facts which he claimed should be explained by any theory of object recognition.
Since that list covers the major problems in object recognition, it is used here as a general guide in discussing what the
filtering concept can and cannot offer in the solution of such problems.

19.4.1 Size Invariance

Biological visual systems are able to identify similar objects even when their size varies over a considerable range. If an
object is decomposed into components of size or spatial frequency (as by Fourier analysis), then changing the size of an
object will change the range of size or spatial frequency that the object is decomposed into by a scaling factor (as shown
in Figure 3). The ratio of the sizes or spatial frequencies will remain the same. Thus, if a system is able to extract the
ratio of sizes or spatial frequencies of an object, then classification of different sizes of objects could be easily achieved.
Blakemore and Campbell (1969) recognized the importance of such a scheme to account for size invariance.

The simplicity and power of such a scheme is even more attractive when the size or spatial frequency components are
based upon the overall size of the object. It was shown previously that three to four spatial frequencies easily provide
the basic information about the form of an object. Thus, the ratio of those few spatial frequencies could be used to
provide the information required to classify an object over large ranges of different sizes, assuming that the relative
amplitudes remain constant.

19.4.2 Invariance to Retinal Position

Objects can be correctly classified as the same over different regions of the retina. This ability is limited by the loss of
visual acuity in the peripheral retina. The power of the low spatial frequencies to provide uniform form information
across the inhomogeneous retina was discussed in Section 5.2. 1. Another attractive property of the Fourier transform is
that the magnitude of the spatial frequencies is translationally invariant, e.g., see Bracewell (1965). If phase is
eliminated, there are very many different patterns that could be reconstructed from spatial frequencies that have the
same magnitude. However, consider two different kinds of phase - explicit and implicit. Explicit phase will be used to
define the relative position of the object with respect to retinal space. Implicit phase will be used to define the relative
position of the spatial frequencies of the object with respect to the object. In other words, certain mechanisms in the
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visual system that respond to stimulation at specific regions of visual space provide explicit phase information about
that object. Certain mechanisms that respond to certain spatial information and are independent of where the object is
in visual space provide implicit phase along with spatial information of the object. Pollen, Lee, and Taylor 11971 1
recognized that complex cells have the property of translational invariance. The role of the complex cells may be to
extract position invariant spatial information about objects. If the magnitude ratio of spatial frequencies of an object is
extracted along with an implicit phase, then size and position invariant object recognition may be accomplished.

19.4.3 Recognition of Objects When Their Contrast Is Reversed

The decrease in the recognition of objects when their contrast is reversed was discussed in Section 10.7. The harmonic
analysis of an object, typified by Fourier analysis, will be somewhat different for objects whose contrast is reversed,
suggesting one reason why photographic negatives are difficult to recognize.

19.4.4 Equivalence of Objects That Are Solid or Outline

Data in Section 10.6 showed that information from the low spatial frequencies of an edge type portrait compared well to
similar information of other portraits. In Section 12.7 the subjective contours were shown to be physically present from
the low spatial frequencies of a solid and outline Kanizsa triangle.

It is not clear whether only one global band of low spatial frequencies could be used for the recognition of all line objects.
It may be that segmentation of parts of such objects must come first to isolate regions over which the low spatial
frequencies are then used for recognition. as was discussed in Section 13.3. Much more work is needed in this area
before a clear picture will form.

19.4.5 Nonequivalence of Recognizing Rotated Shapes

As Sutherland (19681 pointed out, a major mistake that many researchers in the field of pattern recognition make is to
assume that a rotated object will be treated as the original nonrotated object.

Several examples in the preceding sections, e.g., Figures 19 and 53, showed how the shape of objects will change as a
function of the anisotropic spatial filtering properties of the visual system.

Machine pattern recognition studies based upon filtered two-dimensional transforms Isee Section 19.3) failed to classify
objects correctly when they were rotated more than about ± 15 degrees. Of course, this angle depended on the shape of
the object as well as the bandwidth of the filter that was used.

The inability of the machine to classify rotated objects correctly corresponds to human inability, in general. to classify
rotated objects. Good agreement between the machine and human observers was obtained by correlating the errors
made by the machine with the errors made by subjects in the identification of rotated capital letters IGinsburg,
1971 ,abI. However, this work is only a beginning. Clearly, there are certain objects, such as letters and faces, that are
quite difficult to recognize when they are rotated. There are many other objects that present no problem, e.g.,
furniture and cutlery. Whether several different orientations of such objects are stored in memory because they are seen
often having different orientations is not clear. It is noted that typesetters, because they are exposed to various
orientations of printed material, can recognize such material with ease at any orientation. This observation suggests
that the facility to recognize rotated objects is at least partly a learned ability.

Thus. if the visual system encodes spatial information about objects by using orientation channels, then the price that is
paid is the loss of rapid object recognition of rotated objects (Blakemore and Campbell, 19691. The two-dimensional
transform analysis presented in this dissertation offers a quantitative means with which to investigate the recognition of
rotated objects.

19.4.6 Similarity and Confusion Between Shapes

The successes as well as the failures of the machine in recognizing objects prompted many experiments of similarity
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judgement with a wide variety of objects (see Ginsburg, et al., 1976 for a review). In those studies, subjects as well as the
machine were required to rank order the similarity of objects. The machine rank ordered the objects by
cross-correlating (minimum Euclidean distance) only their low spatial frequencies. The correlation coefficient between
the machine and the subjects from such experiments was generally above 0.9. The low spatial frequencies of objects
used to create the filtered images such as shown in this dissertation seem to capture at least some of the important form
information that can be used in classifying the basic form of objects as the same or different. r

19.4.7 Recognition with Local Variations of Shape h
Pattern recognition with local distortion of shape is accomplished quite easily as other people's handwriting is read
(assuming basic legibility, of course). Machine pattern recognition has also been quite successful with such tasks (see ."
Section 19.3). Examples have been shown of discriminably different objects having similar forms when low-pass
filtered, e.g., Figure 26. Low-pass filtering may offer a quite reasonable solution to the local distortion problem.

19.4.8 Segmentation

The segmentation problem (physically isolating objects or parts of objects in complex scenes for further analysis I is
perhaps one of the major remaining problems to be understood and solved. The isolation of edges is clearly an
important prerequisite for segmentation, as many previous researchers have realized. The plethora of edge extracting
techniques exists mainly because of the almost infinite number of features and algorithms that can be specified.

Constraining segmentation techniques to those that the visual system may use greatly delimits that number. The author
has used a simple first order metric, based on contrast differences that appear to exist to some extent at different levels
of the visual system, as an aid to segmentation; but this work has far to go. The visual system may be using information
from a hierarchy of filtered images to aid segmentation. It also may be the case that spatial frequency (size 1,
orientation, and contrast can be used only as general information to aid segmentation. Clearly, there is no evidence that
the visual system has the capability to extract values of those properties to the degree of accuracy that has been
suggested by other researchers, e.g., Marr (1976).

The inhomogeneous filtering properties of the retina may play an important part in segmentation in many ways. For
example, it reduces the amount of detail available across the retina for any segmentation process. By providing the
visual system with an inhomogeneous filtered image, it almost has to force global processes onto the lower spatial
frequencies of objects that cross through the central retina. The use of the low spatial frequencies of scenes should
reduce the amount of information required to isolate large objects, as shown by the filtered images in Section 11.4.

19.4.9 Recognition of Complex Scenes

Sutherland (1968) noted that the human can recognize a complex scene in presentation times as brief as 100
milliseconds. Although small inconsistencies may not be detected, large systematic ones are easily noticed. If, for
example, a patch of some object is presented in some quadrant of a picture or a blank is left in some scene, it is easily
reported. However, provided that there are no gross differences, small inconsistencies may go undetected. The paradox
is: If all the information about the scene is being processed, why can't the details of each part of the picture be reported
(Sutherland, 19681?

One way that the preceding observations are a paradox is if the assumption is made that the visual system always
processes all the information in a complex scene all the time. Many researchers assume that because all the detailed
information can be described in a complex scene, the visual system must be processing all that detail as the scene is
viewed. However. as the introduction to this dissertation and subsequent reviews of the filtering characteristics of
mammalian visual systems stressed, much information has to be thrown away at various levels in the visual system.
Since the low spatial frequencies of objects and textures have been shown to convey much information about shape.
symmetry, etc., then the details-i.e., the high spatial frequencies-need not be processed at all for form recognition.
In other words, there is no paradox if the visual system uses spatial filters to segregate relevant from irrelevant
information about objects at very early stages of processing.

The price that the visual system pays for such a scheme is susceptibility to certain visual illusions and other "failures"
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such as the previous paradox suggested by Sutherland. However, this is a small price to pay for rapid, global
processing. It seems that the evolutionary pressures that shaped the design of visual systems were survival needs. The
early visual systems had to do processing with minimum information in a rapid manner to determine whether the
organism was to eat or be eaten. The organism could not care if there was any detailed information above that which
was required to do that task. Thus, spatial detail exceeding that which is necessary to perform specific tasks becomes
redundant.

As pointed out in the previous sections on segmentation, more research will have to be done before the analysis of
complex scenes can be explained. The complex scenes that were processed in this dissertation, e.g., Figure 44, are just a
beginning. However, it seems clear that such an analysis should be approached by considering the minimum amount of
information, from low-pass filtered images, required to perform certain tasks rather than high spatial frequency details.

19.4.10 Perceptual Learning

Sutherland (19681 suggested that it is important for an adequate theory of pattern recognition to be able to account for
perceptual learning, i.e., the ability to recognize that a new object belongs to a certain class of objects that have been
learned.

Tallman (1970) used the basic concept of a filtered transform to build an adaptive pattern recognition scheme. Once the
machine was trained on an initial set of objects (the low spatial frequencies of similar objects were averaged 1, any
subsequent errors in classification of new objects resulted in a shift in the average spatial frequencies to include the new
object. In other words, the decision boundary based upon the feature space of the low spatial frequencies was shifted to
accept this new pattern. The machine, albeit in a crude manner, learned. It has a long way to go to compete with
human performance, but it is a powerful beginning that is consistent with the concepts reported in this dissertation.

The results of filtering suggest that classification of objects can be based on information from their low spatial frequencies.
If the visual system is indeed storing just a few low spatial frequencies about objects in memory, the classification of objects
into certain classes can be made quite easily. There are clearly other higher perceptual processes involved with learning
than just the extraction of certain ranges of spatial frequencies. However, the filtering reported here offers at least a
quantitative beginning with which to look at those other processes.

19.4.11 Redundancy

Sutherland 11968) used Julesz-type random dot pictures as an example of the failure of the visual system to see
differences between certain pictures even though acuity limitations were not involved. He also asked how "We..
take advantage of the redundancy of our visual environment in forming the classes of picture that we do form." As
discussed in Section 11.4, the filtering of random dot patterns can offer a simple explanation for the first observation.

The discussion of machine classification in Section 19.3 and the low-pass filtered images shown in this dissertation
suggest an answer to the second question. Redundancy of information plays an important role in communication
systems. The results of the filtering of many objects have shown that the high spatial frequencies are redundant for the
classification of those objects.

If one point is to be made from the filter concept, it is that spatial information required for the classification of objects
and the spatial information about an object that is redundant are interrelated. It is perhaps no accident that the
low-pass filtering provides the basic form of objects with the minimum of spatial information. Consider the tremendous
amount of redundancy in pattern information that has been shown. A 7 by 7 matrix of spectral coefficients provided
sufficient information for the classification of many objects. Furthermore, such information was necessary for the
generalization of forms that were made up of discrete pattern elements. A 7 by 7 matrix provides 96 spectral coefficients
if the zero spatial frequency term is excluded. However, half of these coefficients are redundant due to the symmetry
properties of the sine and cosine parts of the Fourier transform. Thus, 24 real 1cosine I and 24 imaginary Isine I
components have been used. fBoth sine and cosine terms are necessary in order to preserve the phase information. I

It should be emphasized that this 7 by 7 matrix is a general value. Some objects will require less information and some
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objects more. Furthermore, not all the spatial frequency/orientation pairs of spectral information in a 7 by 7 matrix will
be needed for all objects. This fact should be evident from looking at the various magnitude spectra. The 7 by 7 matrix
should be viewed as a general box size into whose slots the relevant spectral components from objects are put.

Rate-distortion theory (Shannon, 1960) is a field that attempts to deal with information that has to be transmitted over
a noisy channel with finite error. It is suggested that the spatial filtering typified in this dissertation may lead to the
value of D, the measure needed to specify the average distortion of an object. Such a measure is required to specify the
cost of errors in a communication system.

19.4.12 Physiological Evidence

The physiological and psychophysical evidence which was used to support and to specify the spatial filters of this
dissertation has been discussed in Chapters 5-7.

19.4.13 Summary

The previous discussions have shown briefly how the filter concept can begin to offer certain explanations to the major
problems of pattern recognition. The filter concept has attempted to go beyond explanations of certain individual
problems to provide a quantitative structure and concept that appears to unify the different classes of certain perceptual
problems-Gestalt laws, texture analysis, visual illusions, and multistability. Furthermore, monocular depth
perception and memory have been discussed, as well as memory within the concept of filtering. Although machine
pattern recognition of three-dimensional solid objects and overlapping objects has not been attempted so far using
these kinds of techniques, it does appear that they may be equally solvable within the context of the filtering presented
in this dissertation.

19.5 Why Are the Low Spatial Frequencies More Important than the High Spatial Frequencies?

Objects can still be correctly identified from just the high spatial frequencies. If so, then why emphasize the importance
of the low spatial frequencies? Four reasons for the importance of low spatial frequencies over the high spatial
frequencies in the processing of spatial information are given in the following paragraphs.

First, it has been shown that only a small number of spatial frequencies are needed to provide a quantitative description
of the basic form of an object. The minimum number of spatial frequencies required to correctly classify an object
provides a firm criterion for their selection, whereas higher spatial frequencies do not (e.g., see Section 9.41. There is a
large set of possible high spatial frequencies that could be selected that can satisfy the criteria of representing the object.
Also, any set of high spatial frequencies would have to contain a larger number of spatial frequencies than the minimum
set of low spatial frequencies. For example, a bandwidth of two octaves with a centre frequency of 2 would have spatial
frequencies for 2 to 8. or 7 integer spatial frequencies. This would increase the memory store in either a machine or a
biological system.

Second. most of the spectral energy is found in the low spatial frequencies of objects. This was shown even for outline
,ihjats. It is not too surprising that the spectral region containing most of the energy of an object also contains most of
the important form information about the object.

Third. it has been shown repeatedly that the low spatial frequencies provide the basic form of an object independent of
the particular features that make up the form. The high spatial frequencies, although able to convey the basic form
implicitly, do not solve the problem of generalization; another stage of processing would have to be used to extract the
basic form from such high spatial frequencies.

Fourth. any serious attempt to understand how the human visual system processes the objects it sees must contend with
the spatial information that is lost under everday viewing conditions. The low spatial frequencies contain the only
spatial information that can survive reduced illumination. low contrast, minimum retinal sampling from distance
viewing, inhomogeneous retinal sampling from close viewing, movement, etc.
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Of course, the high spatial frequencies play an important role in providing information about the details of objects
without which some discriminations would be impossible. However, from these practical and realistic considerations. it
is the low rather than the high spatial frequencies that appear to contain the important general information of spatial
objects for machines and biological visual systems.

19.6 What Is the Bandwidth and Shape of the Channels?

The reader may expect one specific bandwidth and filter shape to come out of this study. But that is not the result.
Several detailed examples of filtered images have shown that similar forms can exist from a general band of several
harmonics filtered with different functions. This is not a weakness of the filter concept in an attempt to understand
visual perception but, rather, a strength. What the filtering results suggest is that a large amount of spatial information
can be extracted from objects without the need to invoke complex mechanisms to extract and manipulate precise
features from objects.

The previous discussions (Chapters 6 and 71 of the bandwidths of channels from neurophysiological and psychophysical L
data suggest a certain continuum of both bandwidth and shape. This kind of a continuum is what one would expect
from a biological system. It is suggested that any serious theory about visual information processing must contend with
spatial information in such a continuum of bandwidths and shapes of channels.

19.7 What Could Be the Basis for the One- to Two-Octave-Wide Channels!

There is a common factor to the biological data Isee Chapters 6 and 7), machine pattern recognition techniques (see
Section 19.3), and the filtering that has been presented in this dissertation. All three systems extract spatial frequency
IsizeI and orientation information in a two-dimensional space. Furthermore, using neurophysiological and
psychophysical techniques, one- to two-octave bandwidths have been found repeatedly for channels in biological
systems. Similar bandwidths have been found to provide successful machine pattern recognition when the algorithms
were based upon filtered transforms. Finally, it has been shown often by the author, using both optical and digital
filtering techniques, that a channel bandwidth of one to two octaves can provide information about the basic forms of
many objects.

Is the similar channel bandwidth that has been found to be important for processing objects in three different systems
a happy coincidence, or does it reflect some basic unit of spatial information? Further research is needed to answer that
question fully. It is suggested, however, that the one- to two-octave bandwidth does represent a fundamental unit of
spatial information processing in the visual system.

It seems that the. roughly, two to four harmonics that make up the one- to two-octave channel bandwidth found in
mammalian visual systems reflect some basic physiological substructure. It also seems reasonable that this unit is found
at the earliest processing of spatial information in the visual system. Once the optical image is filtered by the retinal
ganglia. no more information about the local (explicit. see Section 19.4.21 spatial information of an object is available to
higher visual processes. Thus, implicit Isee Section 19.4.21 phase information about an object would remain and be
limited by the extent of overlap of receptive fields in the retina. Robson (1975) determined that the number of
overlapping receptive fields in any one area of the retina of cat is about three.

Further supportive evidence for the one- to two-octave channel bandwidth comes from the data of Wilson and Bergen
10.T,1. They compared two sets of data collected to determine the spatial inhomogeneity, local variation, and
probability summation over the retina. Analysis of the line-spread function and thresholds taken at different parts of
the retina suggested that there might be just four different receptive field sizes at each retinal eccentricity.

It should be stressed that these data do not mean that there are narrow one- to two-octave-wide channel bandwidths at
the retina. They mean that the local spatial information is collected by relatively wideband channels in clumps of three
or four receptive fields. What is suggested, then. is that as the spatial information is filtered into narrower channels at
the higher stages of visual processing, the integrity of the initial implicit phase is maintained to provide a fundamental
unit of up to about four harmonics of spatial information.

Are there any other clues, in addition to the results of spatial filtering, that also suggest that spatial processes are limited
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to about four harmonics? Atkinson, Campbell, and Francis (1976) found that the limit for counting linear arrays of
dots or lines with only one glance (150 msec presentation time) with total accuracy is from 2 to 4 dots, depending upon
the dot spacing. In a further study, Atkinson, Francis and Campbell (1976) reported that if the stimuli have large
differences in orientation (90 degrees) and a large intergroup space, three times the interdot interval, then accurate
counting within each subgroup can take place.

These results suggest that spatial information used in counting is limited to the initial bandwidth of mechanisms in the
visual system. Large numbers of dots would require a larger bandwidth to provide sufficient sampling for a counting
mechanism.

After learning of these results, the author went back to some early filtering on 4 by 4 dot arrays (Figure 95,a 1. The
fundamental frequency, f1 , of the dots is 32/14, or 2.29 cycles per array (c/a); f 2 = 4.57 c/a; f 3 = 6.86 c/a; and f4
9.15 c/a. Therefore, there should be discriminably different dots from a spatial filter whose bandwidth is from one to
two octaves - in this case, from 4.5 c/a to 9.15 c/a. The results of the spatial filtering are shown in Figure 95,b,c,d; the
dots are clearly discriminable when the third harmonic of the array is captured by a 7 by 7 spatial filter, 6.86 c/a
(Figure 95,c 1. The mathematics required to relate the bandwidth required to discriminate the number of elements in an
array is given by the array theorem, e.g., see Hecht and Zajac (19741. (Briefly, the Fourier transform of an array of
similar objects is given by the product of the Fourier transform of an array of point sources by the Fourier transform
of the elements. I

19.8 What Is the Minimum Number of Spatial Frequencies Necessary for the Identification of Objects?

There is no one number. Each task and each object requires slightly different numbers of spatial frequencies or
harmonics. For example, to detect the presence of an object requires only very low spatial frequency, less than the
fundamental spatial frequency of the object. The classification of Snellen letters requires from about 1.5 to 2.5 cycles
per letter. The identification of a face from a small class of faces requires about 4 cycles per face width. The number of
spatial frequencies Ireferenced to the overall size of the object) which are required will be based on the part of the object
required to do the particular task. For example, if one needs to discriminate a square wave from a sine wave, then the
detection of the third harmonic is sufficient (Campbell and Robson, 1968).

In optics, the number of spatial frequencies required to allow objects to be classified and discriminated was suggested to
be the half-power point of the central maximum of the particular feature relevant for the particular task (Ginsburg,
1971 .a.b 1. The half-power point in terms of discrete harmonics of an object is about the first harmonic. That is, the
detection of the fundamental harmonic of the particular feature necessary to perform the specific task appears to be
sufficient. Additional spatial information will be redundant for that task for a certain percentage of the time. This
assertion is supported by an experiment performed by Quine (1971) showing that a notch contained in a filtered image
of a large square was correctly identified at the 75 percent correct level when the half-power point of the notch was
passed by the filter.

19.9 The Roles That Fourier Analysis Can Play in Spatial Vision

19.9.1 Fourier Analysis as a Metric

Both the theoretical and practical reasons for using Fourier analysis as a means to describe spatial information in simple
and complex objects have been discussed.

Furthermore, Fourier transformation has provided the features of objects that have been used to yield a measure of
similarity of objects for human and machine experiments (Section 19.3). Although there are other transforms that could
be used, the vast literature on the Fourier transform, the simplicity of obtaining the Fourier transform by means of
optical diffraction, and the general availability of digital computer programmes for the Fourier transform have
motivated its use in this dissertation.

19.9.2 Fourier Analysis as a Tool for Spatial Filtering

The two-dimensional Fourier transform has been used to analyze objects with respect to spatial frequency and
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orientation to allow selective filtering along those stimulus dimensions. Very simple spatial filters were used to extract
certain regions of spatial frequency and orientation information.

It is emphasized that all the filtering that has been done using band-pass spatial filters in the Fourier domain could be
done by convolving the object with the Fourier transform of the band-pass spatial filters. Once the problem is solved in
a linear transform domain, then it is very simple to apply that solution to the space domain. However, besides being
more complicated, convolution techniques do not offer insight into thinking about the filtering process by mechanisms
that range in size and orientation that a two-dimensional transform would, i.e.. the magnitude and phase spectra of the
Fourier transform.

19.9.3 The Fourier Transform as a Model of Visual Information Processing

The author has gained much insight into two-dimensional spatial filtering from the two-dimensional Fourier analysis.
making an analogy between Fourier analysis and the mechanisms in the visual system. Thus, the author has used
Fourier analysis as a model of encoding visual spatial information by mechanisms tuned to different spatial frequencies
(sizes) and orientation. The model aspect of the Fourier analysis will now be discussed.

There appears to be a good relationship between the filtering properties of the sinusoids of the two-dimensional Fourier
transform and visual mechanisms. Note the weighting functions of the sinusoidal filters of the transform (Figure 2). As
can be seen in the upper right corner of each sinusoid, the schematic weighting functions have similar properties to
certain receptive fields described in terms of feature detectors, e.g.. Barlow, et al. 41972). The cosine harmonics have
filtering properties of line detectors. The sine harmonics have the filtering properties of edge detectors. Such sinusoids
could even be called fuzzy bar or edge detectors.

In general, these finite sinusoids have similar periodicity to the line weighting functions of complex cells in the visual
cortex of cat found by Glezer, et al. 41973), and Pollen and Ronner (19751. Although the shape is similar la closer fit
would be obtained by tapering the sinusoids with a cosine function 4, there is no evidence for such narrowly tuned
neurons. However, the two-dimensional sinusoids have provided an intuitive jump between a Fourier-like transform
and cortical mechanisms tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency and orientation.

Thus, two-dimensional analysis, typified by the Fourier transform, can provide not only a tool but also an analogue
from which to view the decomposition of any object into the same stimulus domain or feature space that has been found
relevant from biological data-spatial frequency Isize) and orientation.

19.9.3.1 From a Local to a Global Harmonic Analysis

There is a more subtle aspect of the magnitude spectrum that appears to be particularly relevant to the analysis of such
objects as the multistable triangles. That is, the magnitude spectrum represents the spectral decomposition of all the
patterns within the pattern space of analysis or aperture. In the case of the triangles, all the triangles in the picture
constitute the pattern space. Therefore, any one spectral region that is filtered in the magnitude spectrum will affect
each pattern similarly, as was shown with the triangles (Figures 76 and 77 . Although the end result of such a process
appears to be an analogue to our own perception, it does represent additional mechanisms, or at least interconnections
between known mechanisms, that go beyond our present knowledge of visual processes.

Consider. as an example, the analysis of each triangle by known visual mechanisms. Each triangle excites mechanisms
of similar spatial frequency (sizel and orientation, in different regions of visual space. Thus, each triangle can be
considered undergoing a local Fourier-like transformation. This represents the first stage of an actual Fourier
transform. However, in order to obtain the pattern information analogous to the magnitude spectrum. there have to be
other channels that pool or act upon each local spectrum over similar ranges of spatial frequency and orientation and
cover large regions of visual space. Without such processes. it seems highly unlikely that all the mechanisms could act
in unison to produce the global multistable perceptions of the triangles that were observed. Thus. spatial information
may be pooled from a local harmonic analysis into a more global harmonic analysis along the stimulus dimensions of
spatial frequency I size I and orientation.
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Although such mechanisms offer a reasonable explanation of the perception of a field of similar but randomly
positioned equilateral triangles, the mechanisms appear to be limited to regions of visual space that contain similar
pattern orientation and patterns that are close to one another. As previously discussed in Section 13.6, triangles (in
particular spatial configurations) do not generally appear as a group that changes orientation in unison. However. all
the triangles within a subgroup do appear to point in similar orientations, as shown in Figure 77. The local grouping
seems to depend upon the similarity and proximity of each pattern within a region and, further, certain regions can be
analyzed somewhat independently of other regions. Thus, the concept of a local harmonic analysis for each pattern
could lead to a more global harmonic analysis at the next processing level, determined by the spatial arrangements and
the similarity of the patterns at an earlier processing level. A completely random arrangement of similar patterns will
allow a global transform to extend over all of visual space. Structured arrangements of similar patterns restrict the
transform grouping over regions of visual space within which the substructure is uniform, e.g., the collinearity and
proximity of the triangles of Figure 77.

One of the rules that determine the extent to which similar spatial frequency and orientation information will pool to
form a more global region might be the classical grouping concepts such as similarity and proximity. These concepts
were shown to be physically realizable from the low spatial frequencies of classical Gestalt grouping patterns ISection
9.5). Perhaps it is the low spatial frequency images of visual space that aid in the formation of localized harmonic
analyses.

It is from this point of view that the Fourier transform is an analytical tool as well as a model with which to analyze and
view the way that visual mechanisms seem to be processing the objects that are observed.

This analysis, in agreement with other studies, suggests that a two-dimensional Fourier-like transform domain can
provide a good first approximation to the stimulus domain in which visual mechanisms are processing the pattern
information (Kabrisky. 1967; Campbell and Robson, 1968; Ginsburg, 1971; Pollen, et al., 1971; Glezer, et al., 1973;
Maffei and Fiorentini, 1973; DeValois, 19761.

Of course, this does not mean that one should expect to see a Fourier spectrum at some level of the visual system.
Rather. a sufficient condition for such a view is that mechanisms tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency Isize)
and orientation within local regions of visual space are used as units of information somewhat independently of
mechanisms tuned to different spatial frequencies (sizes) and orientations.

The term Fourier-like is used because there are many other two-dimensional transforms that would satisfy the
requirement of decomposing patterns into different sizes and orientations. The decomposition of patterns with perfect.
infinitely long sinusoids is not a prerequisite for the preceding analysis. Although a linear mathematical process has
been used to create the pictures in this dissertation, the visual system does not seem to be strictly linear. Indeed.
previous results with machine pattern recognition and filtering have been quite successful using other linear as well as
nonlinear two-dimensional functions to transform and classify patterns (Kabrisky and Carl, 19711. It appears that
almost any quasi-periodic set of size and orientation functions would suffice at this level of analysis.

The important concept of this dissertation is filtering - not what the particular filtering elements are. However, since a
particular transform must be chosen in order for any analysis to be done. one is chosen for the best compromise between
being a good tool and a good model. For example, both the Fourier and Walsh transforms have been used for pattern
analysis, e.g.. see Ginsburg et al. (1976). However, the Fourier transform has been shown to provide more consistent
correlates to everyday perception, e.g., Gestalt grouping and visual illusions, than does a Walsh transform (Ragsdale.
19721. This is not too surprising when one considers that sinusoids are more like the spatial properties of receptive fields
than the rectangular-shaped Walsh functions (which are, incidentally, literal bar and edge deteetorsl.

Again. the important concept is not so much the particular two-dimensional transform components in a
two-dimensional space. It is unlikely that the use of an analytical set of functions that approximate the spatial
properties of the receptive fields will, at this level of analysis, substantially change the filtering results to date. However.
there are sure to be some phenomena that will be better observed with a closer approximation to the properties of the
receptive fields.
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19.10 Future Investigations

The next stage to this research is to try to determine the rules by which the channels combine. A hierarchy of filtered
images appears needed to provide both the general and detailed spatial information about objects. The results of some
of the contrast illusions, e.g., the subjective contours, suggest that certain parts of low band-pass filtered images
..peek" through in places where there is no pattern. Further, it is possible that the classic problem of Mach bands
results from the overall filtered image when the channels combine. This research will continue based on the
combinational rules outlined in Section 12.8.3.

The author hopes to learn some of the combinational rules from continued studies of abnormal vision. Clearly, the
contrast matching studies of the amblyope, discussed in Chapter A-4, present a more complex interrelationship
between spatial frequency and contrast than had been previously considered.

Another major area that will be investigated further is the relationship between single and/or multiple spatial
frequencies of complex patterns and the contrast sensitivity function to predict the identification of any arbitrary
pattern, especially for those objects having a fundamental frequency greater than I c/d. This will require more detailed
examination of the relevant spatial frequencies of patterns in terms of their two-dimensional spectra and the
mechanisms in the visual system that detect spatial stimuli.

The hierarchy of filtered images provides a reasonable construct that allows different spatial information about an
object to be attended to at will. Just as either the entire orchestra or only the woodwind section of the orchestra can be
attended to. similarly either the entire portrait or only the form of the portrait can be attended to. The certain pai allels
between the visual and auditory systems suggest that the concept of a hierarchy of filtered images may be relevant to
the auditory and other sensory systems.
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SUMMARY

This dissertation investigated visual information processing using spatial filters that are constrained by biological data.
The four parts of this dissertation were I I a theoretical background to Fourier analysis, 12l a review of the literature
relatiag to the spatial filtering characteristics of mammalian visual systems. (3) visual information processing in terms
of spatial filtering, and (41 the relating of contrast sensitivity to the identification of complex objects. The common
denominator in all the investigations that have been reported is spatial filtering. The major goal of the dissertation was

to attempt to explain certain aspects of visual information processing in the visual system with a filter concept. The
results of this attempt are summarized below:

I I Biological data from cat, monkey, and man, gathered using neurophysiological and psychophysical methods,
provide much evidence for the existence of mechanisms tuned to different regions of spatial frequency and orientation.
In general. the spatial frequency bandwidth is one to two octaves and the orientation bandwidth is ±15 degrees. The
overall filtering characteristic of the visual system is the envelope of the activity of those mechanisms and can be
determined by contrast sensitivity and contrast matching functions.

(21 Two-dimensional spatial filters were made based upon the general and specific filtering properties of the overall
IMTF I and individual mechanisms (channelsl. These spatial filters were used to filter a wide variety of objects.

13 The perceptual problems of the classification of simple and complex objects-Gestalt principles, visual textures,
visual illusions, and multistability- with few exceptions. have yielded gracefully to the concept of spatial filtering.
Parsimony reigned as explanations for these seemingly disparate visual phenomena were given in terms of the known
two-dimensional filtering properties of the visual system.

141 A detailed study using generalized and biologically derived band-pass spatial filters further demonstrated the power
of a general filter concept for visual information processing. The full spectrum of perceptual information about a
complex object from basic form to the finest detail was available with only seven two-octave-wide band-pass filters
(channels 1. These results led to the concept of a hierarchy of filtered images.

151 In general, the MTF filter provided the details of objects that correspond to what is seen. One- to two-octave
band-pass filters appeared to provide the generalized information that is perceived about objects. The specific
bandwidth and shape of the spatial filters were not important for the class of objects and perceptual problems distassed
in this dissertation.

101 Combining the filtering concepts of the minimum information required for the identification of objects with data
from an experiment that determined the minimum amoumt of contrast required for the identification of Snellen letters
demonstrated the predictive power of the filter concept. The Snellen acuity of 17 of 22 eyes of amblyopes and patients
suffering from multiple sclerosis could be predicted within one Snellen line. The increase of spatial sensitivity over a
narrow range of spatial frequency of one amblvope resulted in a concomitant increase in Snellen letter acuity.
Especially interesting was that the increased Snellen acuity could be explained from the minimum number of spatial
frequencies requiired for letter identification. These results appear to provide the first direct evidence for the existence of
narrow-hand mechanisms in the visual system which are used in the identification of complex objects. Thus. the ability
to establish a relationship between Snellen letter acuity and contrast sensitivity suggests that the filter concept is neither
blind nor empty.

In general, these results support the view that the MTF is the window which reduces the range of size of objects that
can e seen. The much narrower and orientation-selective filters that make up the MTF appear to filter relevant form
information. The outputs of all the individual filters appear to be presented simultaneously to create the global picture
that is seen.

The picture that emerges from these studies is that visual perception may be structured from a hierarchy of filtered
images, each image representing one level of visual information. This hierarchy of filtered images may be the keyvboard
from which the harmony of visual perception is obtained.
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-If sight were to deceive us as to the position and distance of external objects, we
should at once become aware of the delusion on attempting to grasp or to approach
them. This daily verification by our other senses of the impressions we receive by
sight produces so firm a conviction of its absolute and complete truth that the
exceptions taken by philosophy or physiology, however well grounded they may
seem, have no power to shake it."

Hermann von Helmholtz, 1869
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Log Magnitude Spectra of Portraits in Figure 28

30 Variable Low-Pass Filtering of Original and Coarsely Quantized Portraits

31 Low-Pass Filtering of Other Portrait Variations

32 Portraits Having Reversed Contrast

33 Isolating a Rectangular Form From Oblique Lines by Spatial Filtering

34 Isolating Oblique Structure in a Real Scene

35 Similarity Grouping of Pairs and Arrays of Letters

:36 Similarity Grouping of Arrays of Letters that Differ in Orientation

37 Similarity Grouping of an Array of Letters that Differ in Configuration

38 Numerical Printouts of the Magnitude Spectra of an L and T

39 Numerical Printouts of the Filtered Arrays of Figure 37

40 Examples of Letter Arrays Used in Beck's (1966b) Similarity Grouping Experiment

41 Numerical Printouts of MTF(H Filtered Pairs of Letters

42 Isolating Form and Symmetry from a Random Dot Pattern

43 Isolating an Area of Different Size Objects in a Random Dot Pattern

44 Analyzing a Complex Scene

45 Filtering a Monocular Texture Gradient (from Gibson. 19501

40 The Poggendorff Illusion

47 Numerical Printouts of the Filtered Poggendorff Illusion

48 Correcting the Poggendorff Illusion

49 Numerical Printouts of an Illusion Due to Error in Aligning Edges

54 Miffler-Lyer Illusions

51 Contour Plot of MTF Filtered Miiller-Lyer Illusion of Figure 50.c,3
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52 The Ponzo Illusion

53 The 0) Degree Configuration of the Horizontal-Vertical Line Illusion

54 Numerical Printouts of Two Configurations of the Horizontal-Vertical Line Illusion

55 Numerical Printouts of the L Configuration of the Horizontal-Vertical Line Illusion with Variations of a
Frame

50 Simple Line Illusions

57I Numerical Printouts and Contour Plots of the MTF Filtered Titchner Illusion

58 Numerical Printouts of an Illusion of Misjudged Distance

59 The Zillner Illusion

60 The Hermann Grid Illusion

61 The Ehrenstein Illusion

62 The Benussi Ring Illusion

63 Variations of the Kanizsa Triangle

04 Contour Plots and Numerical Printouts of Low-Pass Filtered Solid and Outline Versions of the Kanizsa
Triangle

65 The Ponzo Illusion (Large Sized I

66 Theoretical and Experimental Data for the Magnitude of the Miiller-Lyer Illusion

067 Eye Scan Paths from the Miiller-Lyer Illusion (from Yarbus. 19071

68 Eye Scan Paths from a Portrait of a Young Girl (from Yarbus. 19671

69 Eye Scan Paths from a Bust of Nefertite (from Yarbus, 1967)

70 Portion of "Slave Market with Apparition of the Invisible Bust of Voltaire" by Salvador Dali

71 Variations of the Bisected Circle

72 Numerical Printouts of Variations of the Bisected Circle

73 The Rubin Face-Vase Object

74 Multistable Dot Pattern

75 Square-Wave Gratings at Three Orientations

76 Multistable Triangles - Equilateral and Random

77 Numerical Printouts of Equilateral Multistable Triangles and Collinear Multistable l)iamonds
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78 Multistable Triangles - Scalene and Random

79 One-Octave Band-Pass Filtered Portrait

80 Two-Octave Band-Pass Filtered Portrait

81 One-Octave Band-Pass Filtered Portrait Having a Higher Centre Frequency

82 One-Octave Channel Filtered Portrait

83 Two-Octave Channel Filtered Portrait

84 Table of First 2.5 Cycles of Letters Associated with Each Snellen Line Number

85 Synthesis of Snellen Letters

?A) Snellen Letter Acuity Chart Used in Experiments

87 Table of Contrast and Contrast Sensitivity Required for Detection and Identification of Snellen Letters

88 The Percent Contrast Required for the Detection and Identification of Snellen Letters for Each Snellen
Line

8() Contrast Sensitivity Required for the Deteaction and Identification of Snellen Letters for Each Snellen

Line

9h) Ratio of Contrast Required for Identification Versus Detection of Snellen Letters as a Function of Snellen
Line Number

(It Contrast Sensitivity Function of Subject A.G.

92 Table of Cycles and Associated Contrast Sensitivity Required for the Identification of Snellen Letters

93 Table of Predicted Snellen Letter Acuity from the Contrast Sensitivity of 10 Subjects

94 Measured Versus Predicted Snellen Letter Acuity

95 Spatial Filtering a 4 by 4 Dot Array

9)0 Curve for )etermining the Percent Contrast from the Polarizer Angle

l9 7 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Aniblyope J.P.

98 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope M.B.

99 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

I W Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

101 Average Contrast Sensitivity Functions and l)ifference Between Eyes Curve of Figures 99 and iM

102 )ecrease in )ifference Between Eyes Curve for the First Two Test Sessions: Amblyope A.H.

103 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Effect of Abnormal Retinal
Correspondence I ARC)
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104 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

105 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

106 Average Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve of Figures 104. 105

107 Decrease in Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

108 Average from Three Sets of Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curves:
Amblyope A.H.

10') Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

I 10 Decrease in Difference Between Eyes Curve from the Initial to the Final Test Session: Amblyope A.H.

III Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

112 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

113 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Amblyope A.H.

114 Contrast Sensitivity Versus Time: Amblyope A.H.

115 Average Contrast Matching Functions for Both Eyes of Amblyope A.H.

116 Contrast Matching Functions from Three Separate Test Sessions: Amblyope A.H.

1 17 Difference Between Eyes Curves for Each Contrast Match for Three Separate Test Sessions:
Amblyope A.H.

118 Average Difference between Eyes Curves for Three Contrast Matches of Figure 115

119 Contrast Matching Functions over a Finer Spatial Frequency Range

120 Difference Between Eyes Curves for Each Contrast Match for Two Separate Test Sessions, I Figures
S19a, bl and Their Average (Figure 1 19cI

121 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis C.H.

122 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis S.S.

123 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis H.R.

124 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis A.J.

125 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis M.D.

126 Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve: Multiple Sclerosis B.M.
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FIGURES

A brief explanation of symbols used in the figure captions follows.

MTF Filters

MTF indicates that the spectrum or image has been spatially filtered using a filter based on the two-dimensional
contrast sensitivity function shown in Figure 16. MTF(L) and MTF(H I indicate that the spatial filter has different
amounts of low spatial frequency attenuation: threshold and suprathreshold. The MTF filters are discussed in
Section 8. 1.

Band-Pass Filters

IU by V I indicates the spatial frequency bandwidth of a two-dimensional spatial filter in the U, V transform domain. U
and V are the number of spatial frequencies passed by the filter along the U and V axis. IU by V - I I is a band-pass
filter which passes U and V spatial frequencies minus the fundamental frequency. f1. Thus. 15 by 51 means that 5 times
f 1 spatial frequencies of the object in the U, V dimensions have been passed by the filter. Band-pass filters are discussed
in Sections 4.2 and (.1.

Log Transformation

An L after the MTF or I U by V) means that the intensity values of the filtered images were log transformed to increase
the visibility of the low contrast features in the pictures. The technique of log transformation is discussed in Section 9.2.

References to Chapters and Sections

The numbers in parentheses after the figure number refer to the chapter and section in the text of Volumes I and !1 in
which the figure is discussed in detail. Thus (2.5.11 means that the figure is discussed in Chapter 2, Section 5. 1.
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Figure 6. Three-Iimenmional view of TIwo-IDimensionaI Ideal Low-IPass Filters
with Their Point-Spread Fuinctions: la I Circle Functions, lbi ISquare
Functions, I II Low-Pass Filters; 121 Filter Point-Spread Functiong.
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Figure 8. A Sine-Wave Grating Whose Spatial Frequency Is Changing [LOgarithniically. (Section 5. I1
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Figure 9. A Square- and Sine-Wave Grating Whose Contrast Is Changing Logarithmically. ISection 5.11
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Figure 10. A Sine-Wave Grating Whose Spatial Frequency and Contrast Are (Chaniging
IA)garithmically. ISec-tion -).1 I
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(a)

(1) -(2)

(b)

I.,zure I). Spatial Filtering a Lietter T: lal )riginal Ihisio: (bl N!'1'I"IL.I
IFillered nImaav: ii NITH'1III Filteredc Images: lI NTF'1| 11, F'ilte'red

F~ih,,red ]lmaae : III Magnitudh' Spect'ra: :121 JFilheredl Lilers.

.'ld" ) I. '1.2$



(1) (2)

(e)

(f)

Figure, P). Spatial Filtering a Letter T: lal ( )riginai I I usion; II I MTFI LI
FiItered Images; (0I MITII I I FiItered I mages. I(I MTFF II II,
Filtered Iniages: Ie I MIT Ili 11 b11, Filtered I mages. If I v-

Pass 10 1, 61 FilteredI image , 1g I o%-.- Iass 46 bN 0 - IFI Fitered
Images: I I I Magnitude Spectra; (21 Fhltered letterrs. ISections (. 1,
9.21 (cont. I
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(1) (2)

r

(g)

Figure 1I). Spatial Filtering a Letter T: lal Original Illusion; (bi Ml'Fil
Filtered Images, 1c) MlIFiH I Filtered Images; idi MIIFIll I.
Filtered Images, im MNTFIH 4 0 by 6L Filtered Images: IfI Low-
Pass lb by 61 Filtered Images: IgI Low-Pass 40 by , - I I Filtered
Images. (I I Magnitude Spectra; 24 Filtered Letters. ISections

). 1, 9.21 Icont. I
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(a) (b)

Figure 20. rwo- and Three-IDimensional Contour PlIots of a Filtered Letter 'I:
lal Two-IDimensional Plot after Filtering with MTF L),
1b) Two-Dimensional Plot after Filtering with MTF1 HI:.
Ic I Three- Dimensional Plot after Filtering with MTFP LI:,
IdlI Three- Dimensional Plot after Filtering with MTF1 1, 1
IPeI Three- Dimensional Plot after Filtering with MTFIII 12.
PSections().2, 1 2.3.31
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(d)

en*

Figure 20. Iwo- andI Three-I Dimensional Contour P~lots o)f a Filtered Letter 'I':
la I lwo-IDinensional Plot after Filtering with MTlF1 1I1;
41)1 '1wo-1)irensional Plot after Filtering with MTF(II I;
10l 'lhree-l irnenmional Plot after Filtering with MTFI Li;
Id I Three-lDirensionaI Plot after Filtering with MTF1 1,I2 .
lef Three-1)irenmional Plot after Filtering with MTfFIII 12.
I~ections 9.2. 12.3.3 1 Weont.I1
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N<

Cc) (d)

Fiur}l Seunta LO -amFleigo >etrT fe T IIFleig al

Figure1-)b 51 eueta A~-~ Filter ined Letterl' T Lo- after Fl Filter ing Le al Low-

f~ection 9.21
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(e)
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Figrel. eqentalLowPa Fiteingofa ettr'' ate MT LI Fltrin: aIIM-aS

I by1) iltred ettr'l; lb IAw-lass 2 b 21FiltredIA-ter''. CI A)W-'a-4..

(3 b 31Filere Uttr T (d lm-Pam (4by 1 Flteed tter; li I)W-a's

C-) y 5 Fiterd Leterl';if tmwPas 10by 1 Fiterd LtteT. Iiecion4.2



(a) (b)

Cc) (d)

Figure 22. Sequentia ILAow-l'as% Filtering of a [Aetter TI a fter MIT'I I II Filtering: I a IAow-PMPI
I by 1) Filtered Letter]''; (I Low-Pa-w 12 by 2) Filtered Le-tter 'i'; l10 Iow-I'aSS

13 by 31 Filtered Letter 1': 1(1 IA)WI'aM (4 by 4) Filtered Letter I'; lel lA)WA-lP8M

C-) b -)I Filtered Letter 'I; 10i l.A)W-Pass lb by 01 Filtered Letter 'I. (Section '1.21
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L.

Figu1re 22. Seq;twntia I I AMl TS Filtering (of a I A'tter TI after WIT (III Filtering: (a I IAw-PIasm

I I hs I I Fi I tered I eAtter T; f III A)" Tlas( 12 hi 2 1 FlItered I Atter T;~ IVI I IA)W-I'aM.%
1:3 Is :1) FilteredI Letter T; Id I IA)%-ITfls 14 bi, 44 Filtered JAtIter T; sl lA)w-I~a.%)
C- 1), -)1 Filterdl I Ater TF; If I I AIW-Pa% Ii b% 0 Filtered Letter T. I-Sectiobn '1.21
Ic4 jit. I
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 24. Contour Plots (f a Synthesized Dot letter (: lal Low-Pas I by I I Filtered
Ietter; t1 l[w-Pas. 2 by 21 Filtered Letter. 1c) I-m-Pass 13 b.. :1) Filtered
[A-Iter; Idl IA)w-Pass 14 by 41 Filtered Letter, 1el I,w-lIas 15 k. -) Filtered
Ietter IfIIA-Pa).S 10b by 01 Filtered Ietter; I AD Jw-l'aM 17 by 7t Filtered

Letter. ISection 9.41
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(g)

'A00
0A j

F imure 24. Co)ntour Phit- (of a Synthesized D~ot Letter G,: I a II A)W- Pass 0 by. I I Filtered
Letter. till 1,A)WPass42 by 21 Filtered Letter; (I Low-Pass4 i. 34 IFltered
Letter, Id I [Aw-Pass~ 44 by 41 Filtered Letter; le I LAow-Pass C-) by 51 Filtered
I A-tter: -. (fI tow- P898 40 by 64 1Fltered Letter; 4g II.4 Lo- POM 4 by 74 IFltered

Lelpr.I~eti~n .41Icot.I (



(a) (b)

0

(c) (d)

FiLuire 2 7 . ( : ottr Plots of a Iligh-Ilass Filtered )ot Letter G. There Are 1 Spatial
Hlarmoni s atid the' I .% Spatial F'requeni% '.Are SeplientiallI H.mm ed ( hie at

a Time: Ij I lirh-:ls I-I h% II Filtered Letter: 4hl lligh-Pass 1-2 h 24 Filtered

letter: 1h high-hIas 1 -.3 b% :31 Filtered Letter; (dl l[igh-Pas, 14 b% 41 Filtered

Letter: hI IligihiI' 1-., 1). 70 Filtered lAter: (fl Iligh-has 1-6b 64l Filtered

I ettar: I.,I Ilial-l'a', 1-7 bN 7 1 Filtered Letter; Oil Iligh-IPas 1-8 b% 81 Filtered

letter: lil ligh-I' 11 1-1 h111 ' Filtered I ,lter: j Iligh-I'as 1-11) b% 101 Filtered

letter. I ec'tion 94. 1



(g) (h)

Figure 23. Contour Plots of a High-Pass Filtered Dot Letter G. Trhere Are 10 Spatial
Harmonies and the Low Spatial Frequencies Are Sequentially Riemoved One at
a Time: (a Illigh-Pass I- I by 1) Filtered Letter; (h I High-Pass 1-2 by 21 Filtered
Letter; lei High-Pass 1-3 by 31 Filtered Letter: (d I High-Pass 4-4 by 41 Filtered
Letter. lei High-Pass 1-5 by 51 Filtered Letter, if1I High-Pass 1-0 by W Filtered
Letter: IgI High-Pass 1-7 by 74 Filtered Letter. (h I High-Pass 1-8 by 81 Filtered
Letter; liIi High-IPass W-) by 91 Filtered Letter. (j I High-Pass I-I10 by 1441 Filtered
Letter. ISection 9.41 icont. 1
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Figure 25. C ontour Plots of a High-Pass Filtered Dot Letter G. r[here Are l0 Spatial
Harmonies and the L4)wSpatial Frequencies Are Sequentially Removed One at
a Time: (a I High-Pass I- I by I IFiltered Letter, IbI High-Pass (-2 by 21 Filtered
Letter fel High-Pass 1-:3 by :31 Filtered Letter; (d) High-Pass (-4 by 41 Filtered
Letter; le I high-Pass (-5 by 51 Filtered Letter; (ffI High-Pass 1-0 by 61 Filtered
Letter: IgI High-Pass 1-7 by 7) Filtered Letter; (h I High-Pass 1-8 by 81 Filtered
Letter; 6i1 High-Pass W-) by 91 Filtered Letter: Ij I High-Pass I-I10 by 101 Filtered
Letter. (Section 9.41 Wcont. I
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Figure 20. Similar Forms from Low Spatial Frequencies of Four I)iscriminablv I)ifferent IAlt er Gi.:

laPI Full G, 11) 1 Dot G; le I Serif (i; (d I SlasIh G. ( IOriginal lAtters: 121! mmvw-Ias% 14 bN 44
Filtered IAtters. (Section 9.4.1 P
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(a) (b)(c

Figure 27. An Example of Closure from the Low Spatial Frequencies of a Discrete Line Letter HI:
la I Original Object; (b) Low-Pass f4 by 41 Filtered Magnitude Spectrum, lcI Low-Pass 14 by
41 Filtered Image. (Section 9.(u1
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Figure 47. Numerical Printouts of the Filtered Poggendorff Illusion: (aI MTF Filtered
Illusion; (b) MTF (3 by 5) Filtered Illusion; lei Inverse MTF IMTF" I Filtered
Illusion. I Section 12.2.1 (cont. I
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Figure 47. Numerical Printouts of the Filtered Poggendorff Illusion: (aI MTF Filtered
Illusion; (bi MTF 15 by 5) Filtered Illusion; I0 Inverse MTF IMTF'I I Filtered
Illusion. fSection 12.2.11 cont. I
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Figure 40. Numerical Printouts of an Illusion Due to Error in Aligning Edges: lal Original
Illusion; fbi MTF Filtered Illusion. ISection 12.2.21
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Figure 49. Numerical Printouts of an Illusion Due to Error in Aligning Edges: lal Original
Illusion; 1b MTF Filtered Illusion. (Section 12.2.2) ont. I
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Figure 51l. Contour Plot of MTF Filtered Muiller-Lyer Illusion of Figure
3.e.~c3. (Section 12.3. 1)
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Figure 53. The 9)0 Degree Configuration of the Horizontal-Vertical Line Illusion:

iaI Original Illusion: IbI MTFL Filtered Images: (0I MTF(I I Filtered

Images: dl MTFIIt 1, Filtered Images: el MTF(II 1(by 01 Filtered

Images: I I I Filtered Magnitude Spectra: 121 Filtered Illusions.

I Section 12.3.3 1
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(1) (2)

Figure 5:3. The 90O Degree Configuration of the Hlorizontal-Vertical Line
Illusion: 1a) Original Illusion; hIb MTFILI Filtered Images;
1cl MrF(1 Filtered Images. ldI MTFfHIL Filtered Images;
lel M'IFMI 1 (6 by 01 Filtered Images: I II Filtered Magnitude
Spectra; 121 Filtered Illusions. ISection 12.3.34 1 1ont.I
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Figre56 SimeicaIlurinou fP IMlTio Oe;eb Illusion Two:

leD Iso-Contoutr Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion One;
Ifl l so-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered llunsion Two.
PSection 12.3.41
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Figure -A). Simple Line Illusions: lal Illusion One; Ibi Illusion Two-,
ic) Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion EOne;
Id I Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion Two,
fe) Ixo-Contour Plotsi of MTF Filteared Illusion One.
Mf Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion Two.
fSection 12.3.4) leont.)
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Figure 56. Simple Line Illusions: (la Illusion One; 1b) Illusion Two;
1c) Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion One:
(d) Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion Two,
lel Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion One;
(Il Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion Two.
(Section 12.3.41 (cont. I I
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Figure ). Simple Line Illusions: lal Illusion One; (bl Illusion Two;
10 Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion One.
Id I Numerical Printout of M'rF Filtered Illusion Two;
lelI Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion One;
Mf1 Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered llusion Two.
ISection 12.3.41 (cont. I
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(e)

Figure;5%. Simple Line Illusions: (alI Illusion One; (b I Illusion Two;
Ic Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion One;
Id I Numerical Printout of MTF Filtered Illusion Two-,
le I Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion One;
if)I Iso-Contour Plots of MTF Filtered Illusion Two.
ISection 12.3.4)1 Icont. I
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Figure 58. Numerical Printouts of an Illusion of Misjudged Distance: la) Original
Illusion; 1b) MTF Filtered Illusion. (Section 12.4.21
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Figure.38. Numerical Printouts of an Illusion of Misjudged Distance: 1a) Original Illusion,
Nb MTF Filtered Illusion. (Section 12.4.21 1cont.)
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(a) (b)

Figure 54). The Zdllner Illusion: (a) Original Illusion; 0b MTF Filtered Illusion; (c) Low-Pass
(4 by 41 Filtered Illusion. (Section 12.5)
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(g) (h)

Figure 02. The Benussi Ring Illusion: lal Original Illusion: (b) Illusion with
l)ifferent Contrast; (cI b with a White Line; (b) b with a Black Line;
tel Numerical Printout of Original Illusion, IfI Numerical Printout of
Low-Pass I. by 5i Filtered Illusion; Igi Low-Pass (5 by 51 Filtered Illusion
without Sine Function Smoothing: ill High-Pass 15 by 51 Filtered
Illusion with Sine Function Smoothing: 1i) Unfiltered Illusions: 121
Low-Pass I. by I Filtered Illusions: (31 MTF Filtered Illusion.
ISection 12.6.31 (cont.I
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Figure 67. Eye Scan Paths from the Miiller-Lyer Illusion ffrom Yarbus. 19671.
ISection 12.1.5. 11
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(a) (b)

fA

-S

(C) (d) Ce)

Figurt )0. E.e wc it Paths front a Hust of Nefertite Ifrom N arh.s, IQ(7 I:
I~la ()riginal Portrait; Ibl) MEt, Scan Paths: (.0 Ig)itized I'ortrait:

(dI I Lima"s 124 b% 24 1 Fltere Port ra it; I e1 1.4)%% -IPass I 1

10 F ittered P~ortraiit. ISevtjoi 12A.21I



(C)(d

I iglirf TO. Portion of "Slaw Market with Apparition of the Im~isiblfe Bit
of Voltaire" b% Sa Iador I )alIi: I a I( Irigina I Pictlirt; 11M Origi-
nal Pictuire- I igitizted too 128 b-, 128 PteI%. 1IcI A~ I 12.1
b% 2 11 FiIt *rd Picture: I (I I I4)AmITas Ili b%1 It I It *rt(I IVictrv
If[I Bit EnlIa rgt-( to Iwio Iirnw the ( ?rigin a 1; (0 1, Am - Ias 12 1

b%~ 211 Filtered Picture:; 19l IA)%%-1'11%Sii lit)b 0 ii blrid
Pictture: Ih II A)% ISSi 18 b 81 Filtere-d Pictu re. I Soctiiu 1. 1.2 1
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(a)

Figure 73. rhe Rubin Face-Vase Object: (a) Original Object; (bl Low-Pass
18 by 8) Filtered Images; 1c) Low-Pass l0 by 6) Filtered Images:
Id) Low-Pass (4 by 41 Filtered Images; (el and If I Two Variations
of tile Rubin Face-Vase Object-, I II Magnitude Spectra;
(2) Filtered Images. (Section 13.41
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(C)

iguare 73 The It ubin I ace- iVa ( )ject: Ia I ( riginal I Object. ( I I IA)W-as
M b 81 1 FilteredI I rnages. I(' I I A)W-Ias 10i by 1i Filtered Inimtges.

I II I AI~ m-P~as 14 I) .11FI I lered I niages. Ilv I and Ifi ITwo Varia ions
of the Hiahin Face-am- ( )bject: I I I Magnitude Spetra.
121 FilteredI Ifltages. Iectiaon HAI1 (cont. I
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(e)

M3

(f) ,

Figure 73. The Rubin Face-Vase Object: tl Original Object. Nb Low-Pass
18 by 81 Filtered Imnages; 14-I Low-Pass to by 01 Filtered Images;
((it IPw-Pass (4 by 41 Filtered Images; lel and ifi 'lwo Variations
of the Rtilin Face-Vase Object; I II Magnitude Spectra;
121 Filtered Images. ISection 13.41 cont. I
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(a)

(1) (2)

(b)

(c)

Figure 71. ultistabIe I )ot Pattern: in l ( )riginal Pattern: I|)l MTF'Ii I.I

Filte'red. l 10 b i ~l% (Il' Filtre~d Shifte.d 1 -0.01 Hai ~rmnics

Pass 11) b. 61 Iitere,(I. Shifted 10.-61 IIairn rics. ifl I1,)%%-Pass
10 b% ol Filtered. Shifted 4I.I liarnnicjs. I II Filtered
Magnitude Sc,'tra. 121 Filtered I)Dot IPatterns. I.Section I .
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(1) (2)

(d)

(e)

Figure 74. Mizlzistable Jot Pattern: 1a)I Original Pattern; 1b) MITI D
Filtered: 10 IA~w-P'ass 10by 0i Filtered. Shifted 1-0.01 H~armnics;~
1(1P IA)w-l'aM lob h~ Filterecl. Shifted 1-7.01 Iiarnionics N Lo Iw-
j)aSSI if 1 )Fltered. Shifted 10.-0) Harmonics.:i I IAow-Pas
11) 11% hj Filtered. Shifted 10.-71 Harmonics: I II Filtered
M1agniuisde Spectlra: 121 Filtered Dep~t Patterns. fSection 13.51
(c'ont. I
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(1) (2)

(b)

Figii re 76 M1iit ista 1)'iTrianrgle Eq ilate ral anrd flanrdoim
Ial rigirial Image,; Ibl 1~Pa 24 1), 241 Filtercd
Imiage4s. (0i. Idl an rrd (- ieA%-I'a-. (211 2 11 Filter
Shiifted 4)% er thre Magnritude Spetrum to Filter Thiree
D ifferent ( onuiiratiogi, of 'l ( Chairnels; (fl C omblinationi
o)f 'Iree (hnnk IriI Ii IMagniuirde Spectra; 121 I'rianigivs.



Figuire 76 1 l i aili 'Iriaigzfe. Fhlifaiteral and iaindoni:

I )ifff-11.nt I;,iiihiiatim), of '1' ( 11iannoI-: ifI ( ;,,iiibitiatiori

,.f 'Ilir. ( 1wiml-: I I Nanitude Spvctra; 121 Irianle4.
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(1) (2)

(d)

--
Fig-re 78. Multistable Triangles - Scalene and Random: laI Original

Images: Ibi Low-Pass 124 by 241 Filtered Images; 1c0. Id. and
(eI Low-Pass (24 by 241 Filter Shifted over the Magnitude
Spectrum to Filter Three Different Combinations of Two
Channels, I I I Magnitude Spectra; 121 Triangles. fSection 13.61
Icont. I
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I'4

(d)

(dg (h)(f
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(d) (e)(f

(g) (h)(i-------- ---
Iigi re 11 On he-( ctii %e Bitnd -I'M hissFItereI Port ratit I I a ving it IIigher Cent re

F~requen.m f(. =en tre F~requIency oIf Filler: (it I ( )rigim niI ort ritit:
lblf, =2: 1cIf(. = .. IdIf, (); IeIf,.= WItftf,= 30;(gif, = 72:
11h ff. = 112; I f , = 128. Set t ifin 14.31
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(d)(e()
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(a) (b)(c

(d) ()(f)

(g) (h) )

Figure 83.Toetv Channel Filtered Portrait. f, =Centre Frequency of Filter: laP Original
Portrait; (1hi f, =I; 10i f, 2; (d I fe= 4; felI f(. =8; 1 I f( If); Ig I f( 32; 1h If, (4;
1i I f(. = 128. 1 Section 143 1
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SNELLEN SIZE OF SPATIAL FREQUENCIES OF
LINE NUMBER LETTER LETTERS (c/d)

min c/d .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

6/60 20/200 50.0 1.2 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.8 3.0

6/36 20/120 30.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

6/24 20/80 20.0 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

6/18 20/60 15.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

6/12 20/40 10.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 15.0

6/9 20/30 7.5 8.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0

6/6 20/20 5.0 12.0 6.0 12.0 18.0 24.0 30.0

6/5 20/15 4.2 14.4 7.2 14.4 21.6 28.8 36.0

6/3 20/10 2.5 24.0 12.0 24 0 36.0 48.0 60.0

Figure 84. Table of First 2.5 Cycles of Letters Associated with Each Snellen Line
Number. ISection 16.21
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(a)0
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(5) (6) (7) (8)Eu,,
Figure 85. Synthesis of Snellen Letters: 1a) Letter E: IbI Letter L;

I II Low-Pass I.5 c/Letter I Filtered Letters,
(21 Low-Pass 11.0 1/LetterI Filtered Letters,
131 Low-Pass 1.. c/LetterI Filtered Letters;
141 Low-Pass (2.0 c/Letterl Filtered Letters,
C-) I Low-Pass 12.3 c/Letter I Filtered Letters:

1(0 Low-Pass (3.0 '/ Letterl Filtered Letters:
171 Band-Pass I1.. -3 ./iLetterl Filtered Letters
181 Band-Pass (2 -3 c/Letter I Filtered Letters.
ISection 10.3)
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(b)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(5) (6) (7) (8)

Figure 85. Synthesis of Snellen Letters: lal Letter E, (b) Letter L;
I I I Low-Pass 4.5 c/LetterI Filtered Letters;
421 Low-Pass (1.0 c/Letter I Filtered Letters:
131 Low-Pass ( 1.5 c/Letter) Filtered Letters;
14 Low-Pass (2.0 c/LetterI Filtered Letters;
(5) Low-Pass (2.5 c/Letterl Filtered Letters;
(01 Low-Pass 43.0 c/LetterI Filtered Letters;
17) Band-Pass .5 -3 c/Letter) Filtered Letters;
184 Band-Pass (2 - 3 c/LetterI Filtered Letters.
ISection 16.34 lcont.I
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VOA 
TXAL

OANVZ

HZNVTUE

NOHXEZAU

Figure 80. Snellen Letter Acuity Chart Used in
Experiments. ISection 17.21
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Figure 88. The Percent Contrast Required for the Detection and Identification of
Snellen Letters for Each Snellen Line. (Section 17.31
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Figure 89. Contrast Sensitivity Required for the Detection and
Identification of Snellen Letters for Each Snellen Line: 1a) Log
Contrast Sensitivity - Log Spatial Frequency: (bI Log
Contrast Sensitivity - Linear Spatial Frequency. (Section 17.31
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Figure 90. Ratio of Contrast Required for Identification Versus Detection of Snellen Letters as a
Function of Snellen Line Number. I(Section 17.31
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(cycles /degree)

Figure 91. Contrast Sensitivity Function of Subject A.G. (Section 17.31
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SNELLEN SPATIAL FREQUENCIES CONTRAST SENSITIVITY

LINE OF LETTERS REQUIRED FOR REQUIRED FOR
NUMBER IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

(c/d)

1.5 2.0 2.5 -2 S.E. AVE +2 S.E.

6/60 20/200 1.8 2.4 3.0 32.3 39.9 45.5

6/36 20/120 3.0 4.0 5.0 30.3 35.6 43.5

6/24 20/80 4.5 6.0 7.5 24.4 27.7 30.3

6/18 20/60 6.0 8.0 10.0 21.7 25.1 27.0

6/12 20/40 9.0 12.0 15.0 13.3 16.6 21.3

6/9 20/30 12.0 16.0 20.0 8.8 10.8 13.9

6/6 20/20 18.0 24.0 30.0 6.1 7.1 8.3

6/5 20/15 21.6 28.8 36.0 2.7 3.6 4.6

Figure 92. Table of Cycles and Associated Contrast Sensitivity Required for the Identification of
Snellen Letters. ISection 18.1. 18.21
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MEASURED PREDICTED SNELLEN

MEASURED SNELLEN CONTRAST LETTER ACUITY

SUBJECT LETTER ACUITY SENSITIVITY AVE ±2 S.E.

jP 6/5(R) 3.2 6/6(R) 6/5(R) *

6/9(L) 8.9 6/12(L) 6/9(L) *

MB 6/4(R) 3.6 6/4(R) 6/4(R) *

2/60(L) 51.2 6/60(L) 6/60(L)

All 6/5(R) 1.5 6/9(R) 6/9(R)

6/36(L) 10.2 6/60(L) 6/60(L) t

AH 6/5(R) 6.2 6/5(R) 6/5(R) *

6/18(L) 24.1 6/18(L) 6/18(L) *

RH 6/9(R) 15.2 6/9(R) 6/9(R) *

6/5(L) 6.4 6/5(L) 6/5(L) *

MD) 6/6(R) 2.5 6/12(R) 6/9(R) t

6/6(L) 1.3 6/18(L) 6/18(L)

JJ6/6(R) 2.3 6/9(R) 6/9(R) t

6/9(L) 4.8 6/24(L) 6/18(L)I

SS 6/6(R) 8.9 6/6(R) 6/6(R) *

6/6(L) 3.6 6/9(L) 6/9(L) t

BM 6/6(R) 4.5 6/9(R) 6/9(R) tI

6/6(L) 1.5 6/18(L) 6/18(L)

HR 6/6(R) 3.8 6/9(R) 6/9(R) 1-

6/12(L) 5.1 6/18(L) 6/12(L) *

CH 6/6(R) 15.2 6/6(R) 6/6(R) *

6/6(L) 8.9 6/6(L) 6/6(L) *

*=AGREEMENT BETWEEN MEASURED AN~D

PREDICTED SNELLEN LETTER ACUITY

t AGREEMENT OFF BY ONE SNELLEN LINE

Figure 93. Table of Predicted Snellen Letter Acuity from the Contrast Sensitivity of 10 Suibjects.
ISection 18.21
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Sine-Wave Gratings. ISection A-3.4.11I
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Figure 101. Average Contrast SensitivitN Functions and D~ifference Between Eves
Cure of Figures 99 and 100): Stationary Mine-Wave Gratings.
(Section A-3.4. II
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Figure 102. Decrease in Difference Betwveen Eyes Curve for the First Two fest
Sessions: Ambivope A.I1. Stationary Sine- Wave Gratings.
Section A-3.4.11I
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Figure 103. Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve:
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Figure 104. Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve:
Amblyope A. H. Loss at High Frequencies and Selective Mid-Frequency
Loss. Moving Sine-Wave Gratings. (Section A-3.4.21
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Figure 105. Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve:
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Figure 108. Average from Three Sets of Contrast Sensitivity Functions and
Difference Between Eyes Curves: Amblyope A. H. Stationary
Square-Wave Gratings. fSection A-3.4.31
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Figure 109. Contrast Sensitivity Functions and Difference Between Eyes Curve:
Amblyope A. H. Stationary Sine- and Square- Wave Gratings from One
Test Session. ISection A-3.4.311
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CHAPTER A- I

THE FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF ABNORMAL VISION

A- 1.1 Why Investigate Abnormal Vision?

Chapters 9-14 were concerned with the effects of the filtering characteristics of normal vision on the perception of many
objects. In these appended chapters, the filtering characteristics of abnormal vision are examined. The motivation for
this particular research is two-fold. First, an understanding of visual perception in an abnormal system may lead to a
better understanding of how mechanisms of the normal visual system function. Second, a subject with a particular kind
of abnormal vision could be used to test certain hypotheses based upon research in normal vision, as was discussed in
Section 15.7.

A-l.2 Amblyopia

11 the neurophysiological filtering properties of abnormal vision are to be investigated, then a condition should be
chosen that is not optical in origin. Therefore, the abnormal visual conditions investigated were amblyopia and
multiple sclerosis.

Initial investigations began with a visual disorder that affects about four percent of the population: amblyopia. The
brief information about amblyopia presented in the following section has been gleaned from Duke-Elder (1949K
Borish 11970), and Lyle and Wybar (19701. In general, amblyopia is described as a dimness of form vision that cannot
be corrected by optical means. The most common cause of amblyopia is the lack of use of one eye early in life due to
strabismus (squinti. One eye becomes dominant and is used almost exclusively, to the detriment of the other eye.

Von Noorden 11967) provided a recent classification of different types of amblyopia. In addition to strabismic
amblyopia, there is also amblyopia ex anopsia (amblyopia of disuse 1. anisometropic amblyopia (amblyopia due to a
difference in the refractive power between the two eyes I, aniseikonia (unequal size of images of each eye 1, congenital
amblyopia (organic malfunction which includes receptor amblyopia secondary to nystagmus and achromatopia 1. and,
finally, ametropic amblyopia (amblyopia due to poor refractive power of the eye 1. Although seemingly similar, Von
Noorden distinguishes ametropic amblyopia from anisometropic amblyopia by noting that the interference in the visual
system between unequal images that occurs in anisometropic or -cabismic amblyopia never occurs in ametropic
amblyopia.

An interesting comment on amblyopia was made by Duke-Elder 119491: "Every child may be said to be born
bilaterally amblyopic, and it is only through the constant facilitation of reflexes cumulatively sustained by the reward of
clear vision that epicritic vision is attained." Thus, normal development of the visual system may be needed to
overcome an initial amblyopic state.

If an abnormal condition persists and is not corrected, amblyopia may result. This can cause two problems: confusion
and diplopia (double vision 1. Confusion results from the spatial overlap of two different images. which occurs because
corresponding retinal points are stimulated by two different images. Diplopia results from having the same images
appearing side by side. This occurs because noncorresponding retinal points are stimulated by the same image.

The visual system uses three general adaptive mechanisms to inhibit or suppress vision in order to abolish or at least
diminish confusion and diplopia: facultative inhibition, obligatory inhibition, and eccentric retinal fixation.
Faculative inhibition only occurs in the squinting eye and disappears when it resumes fixation. Obligatory inhibition
is a sequel to facultative inhibition and persists even when the squinting eye fixates. Eccentric retinal fixation may
follow obligatory inhibition and refers to the nonfoveal receptors that assume a foveal form of projection as a point of
reference for other retinal receptors. The change in fixation point is not too rewarding because the foveal type of
projection cannot equal the foveal type of acuity. Eccentric retinal fixation is usually preceded by
abnormal retinal correspondence.
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Abnormal retinal correspondence (ARC) occurs when the projection of the retinal receptors of the squinting eye are
centered on a retinal area other than the fovea and assume a foveal type of projection. It differs from eccentric retinal
fixation by not being maintained as the fixation point when the squinting eye is used alone. In uncomplicated ARC the
inhibition disappears on covering the nonsquinting eye and may be regarded as facultative, and a reasonable level of
vision is maintained. However, in some cases of ARC the abnormal state is obligatory and remains after the
nonsquinting eye is covered. In such cases, ARC is associated with eccentric retinal fixation and visual acuity is
usually poor.

A-I.2.1 Early Psychophysical Studies of Amblyopia

The psychophysics of amblyopia has been extensively investigated over the last 35 years (see review by Burian. 19671.
Amblyopes have normal light and dark adaptation and can localize points of light IVogt. 1939: Wald and Burian,
19441. Miller (19541 investigated brightness discrimination and summation in amblyopia. He found that the differential
luminance threshold under photopic conditions increased as the width of a stimulus line increased. However.
decreasing the width of the line to less than 4 to 6 minutes in the normal eye and 10 minutes in the amblyopic eye did
not affect threshold. Miller concluded, in agreement with the earlier results of Wald and Burian (19441. that the fovea
of the amblyope behaved like the periphery of a dark adapted normal retina. Similar results were found by Grosvenor
(19541 and Meur (19641.

In general, the spatial summation properties of the amblyopic fovea seem similar to those of the normal peripheral
retina. The most accepted theory for reduced photopic functioning in the amblyopic fovea was put forward by Miller
119551: reduced lateral inhibition between foveal cones. Miller's theory is attractive because it seems to explain certain
clinical phenomena, for example, the "crowding effect" in which acuity is higher for single letters than for lines of
letters. Presumably, the reduced lateral inhibition between the foveal cones causes the letters to be smeared together
and interferes with their legibility when formed in a line.

Although the crowding effect is usually associated with amblyopia, it was associated with visual acuity by Flom,
Weymouth, and Kahneman (19631. They found that the effect of contour interaction with visual resolution is similar in
both normal and amblyopic subjects.

All the evidence to date suggests that amblyopia results from cortical inhibition. For example, persons born with a high
degree of astigmatism still retain poor vision in the astigmatic meridian even with correcting lenses (Martin. 1890;
Luedde, 1922; Mitchell. Freeman, Millodot, and Haegerstrom, 1973). These findings strongly suggest that
cortical mechanisms are involved in amblyopia since the cortex is the first site of orientation receptive fields.
Furthermore, since the cortex contains binocularly excited neurons, it seems reasonable from an economy of effort
viewpoint that the cortex should be involved in the suppression of diplopia.

A- 1.2.2 Recent Studies of Amblyopia

Much general information about amblyopia has been found using the conventional psychophysical paradigms.
However. the use of contrast sensitivity measurements is a more systematic approach which yields more quantitative
information than could have been otherwise obtained.

Gstalder and Green (19711 measured the acuity of amblyopes using laser interferometric gratings, sine- and
square-wave gratings. and Snellen letters. They found that acuity of amblyopes was greatest with gratings and
greater with laser interferometric gratings than with Snellen letters. Although they suggested that the laser generated
gratings resulted in the greatest acuity. luminance and criterion differences that existed in their experiments make that
conclusion questionable. They also claimed that the measured contrast sensitivity was normal for low and medium
spatial frequencies between I and 6 c/d for the amblyopic eye compared to the normal eye in the two subjects.
However. the contrast sensitivity function shown in Figure 1 of their paper shows similar values only at I and 2 c/d.
Furthermore. one measurement at I c/d does not constitute enough data with which to generalize about contrast
sensitivity at the low spatial frequencies. I

Hess (19741 in an extensive study using contrast sensitivity measurements found two general classes of strabismic
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amblyopia. One class showed losses in contrast sensitivity predominantly over the high spatial frequencies. The second
class showed losses in contrast sensitivity over the whole range of spatial frequencies. In their study of several clinical
visual disorders, Itoi, Kato, Sugimachi, Kamamura, Ohzu, and Kawara (1975) showed selective spatial frequency
losses at middle spatial frequencies in three strabismic amblyopes and two ametropic amblyopes. Unfortunately, they "
did not measure sensitivity below 2 c/d. Most recently, Levi and Harwerth (19771 investigated both spatial and
temporal interactions using gratings in cases of anisometropic and strabismic amblyopia. They found a decrease in
sensitivity at all spatial frequencies for both long 1500 msec I and short (50 msec I grating presentations for the amblyopic
eye. However, the contrast sensitivity for the low spatial frequencies was about the same in both the normal and the
amblyopic eye if the grating was flickered at 10 Hz. Such results suggested that there are differences between the
perception of static and dynamic patterns in the amblyopic eye.

Such selective spatial frequency losses in amblyopia are difficult to explain without a concept of channels tuned to
limited ranges of spatial frequency in the visual system. With this limited background, the spatial stimuli and
experimental procedures used to determine the filtering characteristics of some amblyopes are examined next.

'i
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CHAPTER A-2

THE GENERATION OF STIMULI AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A-2.1 The Generation of Spatial Stimuli

The visual stimuli were displayed on the face of a standard television cathode ray tube (CRTI using techniques
developed by Schade 1 1956) and modified by Robson (1966). The display consisted of a raster of about 1000 lines
achieved by applying a 250 Hz sawtooth waveform and a 150 Hz triangular waveform to the x- and y-axis of the CRT,
respectively. One frame, the required time for the beam to form the raster along the x-axis, took about 4 msec. Both
the frame frequency - about five times higher than the highest flicker frequency detectable by the visual system-and the
high density of the lines were unresolvable for normal viewing distance.

The mean luminance of the raster was provided by a steady voltage into the z-axis of the CRT and was kept at about 40
foot-lamberts which is in the photopic range of vision. A P31 phosphor provided a short persistence light having a
broad wavelength-spectrum with a maximum in the blue-green spectral region. The unmodulated raster appeared
to be desaturated green that was spatially and temporally uniform.

A-2.1.1 Contrast

The raster was modulated by applying a modulation signal to the z-axis from a standard 500-10 kHz oscillator.
Sinusoidal modulation produced a sinusoidal grating that did not change the mean luminance of the screen. As
previously discussed, the depth of modulation about the mean luminance determined the contrast.

Over the range of contrasts studied, the luminance of the screen (measured by a linear photocell) varied linearly with
the modulation voltage.

A .2.1.2 The Stimuli

The gratings used in all the experiments were vertically oriented with luminance varying along the horizontal axis about
a constant mean luminance.

A-2.1.2.1 Stationary Gratings

A stationary grating was achieved by synchronizing the frame frequency of the CRT with the frequency of the z-axis
modulation signal. The grating can be described by

Lx = LII + m • sin2rfxx)
where L is the mean luminance. m is the contrast, and f is the spatial frequency. As a reminder, spatial frequency is
defined as the number of cycles of the grating per degree of visual angle c/d).

A-2. 1.2.2 Moving Gratings

Gratings can be made to appear to move along the horizontal axis of the CRT. A moving grating can be described by

Lx, t = LI + m - sin 27(fx + Vt))

where V is the velocity of the movement in degrees of visual angle per sec id/secl. Since V = ft/fx, where ft is the
temporal frequency in hertz, the moving grating can be described by

LIx, t= L[I + m - sin2 7(fxx + ft0]

Using a trigonometric identity yields

sin 27rifxx +fttl = sin 27tfxx . cos 27'ftt + cos 2Wrfxx • sin 2Irftt
That is, a moving grating is the sum of two sinusoidally modulated gratings that are 90 degrees out of phase with
respect to both space and time.
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A-2.1.2.3 Split-Screen Gratings

The contrast matching experiments require the independent control of spatial frequency and contrast of two sinusoidal
grating displays. In order to avoid any problems associated with matching two different display systems, a split-screen
technique was used to provide the two independent displays using the same CRT. The split screen was made by using
the trigger signal from the CRT that provided the frame rate to synchronize two oscillators and trigger a pulse
generator. The pulse generator provided a signal at twice the frequency of the frame rate that was used to drive an
electronic switch. The electronic switch alternately connected the output of each oscillator to the z-axis of the CRT
which, in turn. created two half-frames on the CRT. Although two gratings were adjacent to one another on the same
screen, the spatial frequency and contrast of each half-frame could be controlled independently.

The luminance distribution of the split screen can be described by
Lx=LIl+ml sinfxlx forx _0, x/2

= L I +m., sin fxx) for x -x/2, x

A white 2 cm wide strip of cardboard was placed over the CRT to separate the two fields and prevent the subject from
using any information from the portions of the gratings that were immediately adjacent to one another in the
experiments.

A-2.1.3 Determining Contrast

Contrast of the gratings was determined by passing the output of the oscillator through a potentiometer that attenuated
the grating 39 dB in 0.025 log unit steps. The base contrast was determined with the attenuator set at zero. A neutral
density filter of known value was placed over a square-wave grating that was displayed on the CRT. The oscillator
output was then adjusted to make the light and dark bars appear to be of equal brightness. A neutral density of 0.3 was
used to create a base contrast of 33 percent. Higher values of contrast were determined by a decade attenuator in series
with the potentiometer and use of a nonzero setting for the base contrast. In this way, higher contrasts could be
obtained by decreasing the decade attenuator.

The logarithmic potentiometer was mechanically linked to a second potentiometer which provided a linear output
voltage in direct proportion to the logarithmic potentiometer. The output voltage went to the analogue/digital
converter of a PDP 8/I digital computer for the calculation of contrast sensitivity.

The display screen was surrounded by a white card that was illuminated by a projector to about the same mean
luminance as the CRT. This was done to reduce the fatigue of the observer that can occur when he makes many
threshold measurements over a visual area that has large differences in contrast. Furthermore, it insures a constant
level of adaptation of the eye as it wanders over the whole display.

A-2-2. Measuring Contrast Sensitivity

The experimental condition for the observers during the measurement of contrast sensitivity was as follows. The subject
randomly scanned a CRT across which a sine-wave grating of zero contrast was presented. A blank screen of uniform
luminance was seen. The contrast of the grating was increased until it could only just be seen. The lowest contrast at
which the grating was seen is called the contrast threshold. The reciprocal of the contrast threshold is called the contrast
sensitivity.

The contrast of the grating was controlled by means of a potentiometer, as previously discussed. When the subject set
the contrast threshold, he pressed a microswitch which enabled the computer to read the voltage across the
potentiometer and to compute the contrast of the grating. At least ten consecutive measurements were made at each
spatial frequency and the mean was computed and used to compute the value of contrast sensitivity. The viewing
distance was 57 cm for the measurements of the spatial frequencies at and below 2 c/d. The viewing distance was 229
cm for the measurements of high spatial frequencies above 2 c/d. Appropriate lenses were placed before the eye being
tested to provide in-focus gratings with minimum accommodative effort by the subject. The square grating field
subtended 24.5 degrees by 19.3 degrees at 57 cm. and 6.1 degrees by 4.8 degrees at 229 cm.

This technique for obtaining threshold measurements is called the method of adjustment. It is a simple and popular
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method for measuring contrast thresholds. But it is open to criticism, mainly because it is subjective and subjects can
adopt different criteria for the amount of a grating that is seen at threshold. Other alternative techniques, such as the

method of constant stimuli, requires a considerable amount of time for data collection. The time required for such
measurements and the tedium involved would be unrealistic for the number of subjects and physical conditions le.g..
multiple sclerosis) that were used in these studies.

Another reason the method of adjustment was chosen is that the vast majority of data was to be used to compare the

performance of one eye against the other eye in the same subject. Thus, small individual differences in the criterion for
threshold would not be important so long as the criterion of the subject remained the same for each eye during each set
of measurements.

The ascending method of adjustment was chosen. That is, the contrast threshold was obtained by increasing the
contrast of the grating until it was seen rather than decreasing the contrast of a high contrast grating until it was not
seen. Inexperienced subjects had no difficulty with this method which avoids any effects of adaptation of gratings of
higher contrast that could result in a higher threshold (Blakemore and Campbell. 1969 1.

A-2.3 Measuring a Contrast Match

A split-screen CRT with one side containing a vertical grating of one spatial frequency and contrast and the other side
a vertical grating of another contrast and sometimes a different spatial frequency was used for measuring a contrast
match. The subject adjusted the contrast of one of the gratings (the variable I until it appeared to be the same as that of
the other grating (the standard I. This procedure is called contrast matching.

The measurements reported here were made in a manner partially similar to that of Georgeson and Sullivan 119751
in an attempt to replicate their results. The major difference using this method was the selection of a standard grating
of 2 c/d rather than 5 c/d because previous contrast sensitivity measurements using this apparatus were maximum at
about 2 c/d. Thus, the contrast matches were made between a standard sinusoidal grating of 2 c/d and variable
gratings whose spatial frequencies ranged from 0.2 to 25 c/d. The contrast of the standard grating ranged from 0.03
percent to 66 percent in 6 db steps. As with the measurement of contrast sensitivity, two viewing distances were used:
57 cm for spatial frequencies 2 c/d and below; 229 cm for spatial frequencies 2 c/d and above. Appropriate lenses were
placed before the eye to create in-focus gratings with near zero accommodative effort by the subject. At 57 cm each field
subtended 12 degrees by 19.3 degrees separated by a I degree wide strip of cardboard. A 2.5 degree strip separated the
3 by 4.8 degree fields when viewed from 229 cm. Monocular viewing was used and the observer was allowed as much
time as desired to look back and forth at the two gratings.

The contrast of the standard grating was set by the experimenter. The contrast of the variable grating was adjusted by
the observer with a logarithmic potentiometer for a contrast match. In general, five contrast matches for each condition
were obtained at each session. The contrast of the standard grating was changed in either ascending or descending
order for each frequency of the variable grating. The frequencies of the variable grating were quasi-random. Contrast
threshold measurements were also determined in each session. The data were collected using the same computer
techniques as used for the contrast sensitivity measurements except for minor changes in the computer programme to
reduce the number of trials per block of runs and to accept a change in attenuation for each trial.

One major criticism of this method is that large effects from adaptation could occur from free inspection of high
contrast gratings. However, a recent study of contrast matching by Kulikowski 119761 has shown that there is little if
any difference in results of such measurements when comparing the method of adjustment (using long viewing time I to

the method of constant stimuili (using short viewing timel. Furthermore, each setting of contrast rarely took more than
10 seconds to make- a period of time much shorter than the usual 2 to 3 minutes used for adaptation studies (e.g.,
Blakemore and Campbell. 19691.

A-2.4 (hanging Contrast by Polarizers

A polarizer is an optical device whose input is natural light and whose output is some form of polarized light. Polarized
light is light whose orientation (transmission axis I of the electric field is constant although the magnitude and sign

vary with time. Let the amplitude of the electric field transmitted by the polarizer be Eo . If a second polarizer it'alled
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an analyzer) is placed in the optical path of plane polarized light, only the component that is parallel to the transmission
axis of the analyzer will reach the detector lassuming zero absorption 1. This component will be equal to Eo cos 0. where
0 is the angle of rotation from the transmission axis. The irradiance, I, proportional to the square of the amplitude.
reaching the detector is given by Malus's Law, e.g., see Hecht and Zajac (19741.

I(0 = Iocos2 Oi

Note that at 0 = 90. theoretically, no light is transmitted because the electric field that has passed through the polarizer
is perpendicular to the transmission axis of the analyzer. At this rotation the two polarizers are said to be crossed. The
resulting electric field is therefore parallel to what is called the extinction axis of the analyzer and has no component
along the transmission axis. A more detailed account of polarization can be found in Hecht and Zajac 119741.

It is desirable to have a simple system that changes the contrast of complex objects. A crossed polarizer system allows a
controlled amount of light to be reflected from an object. However, in order to change the contrast and keep the mean
luminance constant, two crossed polaroid systems are needed. Constant mean luminance is achieved if the light from
the two polarizers of orthogonal polarization is collected through one analyzer. As the analyzer is rotated, an increase
in the light transmitted by one polarizer will be accompanied by a decrease in transmission of the same amount by the
other polarizer. The overall effect of rotating the analyzer is to change the contrast of the object while maintaining
constant mean luminance.

A crossed polarizing device was built with two projectors. The light transmitted from the projectors was directed
through separate polarizers. The light from the polarizers was directed through one analyzer - a large circular
piece of polaroid mounted on a rotating device. The analyzer angle was read directly in degrees from a scale fixed to its
mount. The light from the two projectors was imaged onto the same surface area. Appropriate alignment of the
polarizers produced maximum and minimum contrast of the object as the analyzer was rotated from 0 to 90 degrees.

The mean luminance of the combined projectors varied ± 2 percent as the analyzer angle rotated from 0 to 90 degrees.
The mean luminance of the projected stimuli was determined using a linear photocell and the luminance of the other
projector was set to that value.

Although the contrast of an object could be calculated directly from Malus's Law, in practice, any difference between
the projectors, polarizers, and the alignment of the system will produce errors. Therefore, luminance values were
obtained from a linear photocell as the analyzer rotated and were used to determine the contrast versus analyzer angle
curve shown in Figure 96. The contrast of an object was calculated by multiplying the original contrast of the object by
the contrast at the angle of the analyzer. Some of the predicted values of contrast generally differed by 10 percent from
the measured values. Thus, it is quite important to measure calibration curves and not use Malus's Law when
employing such polariod systems.
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CHAPTER A-3

CONTRAST SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS OF AMBLYOPES

A-3.1 Methods

Contrast sensitivity functions were obtained using the methods discussed in Section A-2.2. Both the normal and the
amblyopic eye were measured during the same session. Contrast sensitivity measurements for the same spatial
frequency taken at two different viewing distances were not averaged to reduce any possible artifacts in the analysis of
the data. Appropriate lenses were placed before each eye to provide in-focus gratings with minimum accommodative
effort from the subject. This reduced any possible artifacts of the measurements due to different accommodative states
of the eyes and also decreased fatigue due to eye strain. The reference to the normal eye is used only in a relative sense
to distinguish the differences between the two eyes. It does not mean that the nonamblyopic eye is normal.

A-3.2 Sensitivity Loss at All Spatial Frequencies

Subject J. P. is a 32-year old woman with a minimal left convergent squint, left hyperopia (far-sighted I and left
amblyopia with normal retinal correspondence. Her Snellen letter acuity was 6/5 for the right eve fR I and 0/9 for the.
left eye (L).

Regarding contrast sensitivity shown in Figure 97, a general loss is exhibited in her amblyopic eye at all spatial
frequencies but most markedly at the higher spatial frequencies from 5 to 15 c/d. The difference in sensitivity between
the eyes is more clearly seen in the lower curve of Figure 97 which shows a maximum difference in sensitivity of
about I IdB at 8 to 10 c/d. This loss of sensitivity at all spatial frequencies is typical of one class of amblyopes
(Hess. 1974).

A-3.3 Sensitivity Loss at High Spatial Frequencies

A more severe case of high frequency loss was found in the amblyopic eye of subject M.B.. a 62-year old woman
diagnosed as a left anisometropic amblyope with Snellen letter acuity of 6/4 (R) and 2/60 1L). Even with corrective
lenses, her contrast sensitivity measurements, shown in Figure 98. reveal large differences in sensitivity between her
amblyopic and her normal right eye beginning at 2 c/d. No measurements could be obtained in her amblyopic eye for
spatial frequencies greater than 5 c/d. Unfortunately. due to illness of the subject, threshold measurements at the lower
ranges of spatial frequency could only be made for her amblyopic eye. However. the results obtained
from her more normal eye suggest that there would be little, if any, difference between the eyes at the lower spatial
frequencies. This general loss of sensitivity over the high spatial frequencies is typical of a second class of amblyopes
IHess. 19741.

Note that there is almost a 4 log unit 135 dB)difference between the sensitivity of the eyes at 5 c/d shown in the lower
curve of Figure 99. There appears to be general agreement of Snellen acuity and contrast threshold measurements,
indicating a large degradation in vision in the amblyopic eye.

Her amblyopic eye is quite spatial frequency selective. The bandwidth measured at half-sensitivity is about one octave
with a centre frequency of I c/d. In general. the contrast sensitivity measurements of the amblyopic eye of this subject
appear similar to measurements of a normal observer with + 3.5 diopters of blur (Campbell and Green. 19651.
However, when questioned. the subject reported the appearance of objects not consistent with blur. Although this
subject was quite verbal and fully trained in ophthalmic practice, she could not convey a meaningful description of
what the amblyopic eye saw. She described colour and contrast as more vibrant in her amblyopic eye as compared to
vision in her normal eye. Objects seemed to stand out from their background. take on a different texture, and "become
more interesting."

An attempt was made to determine if vision in her normal eye could be degraded to the degree where objects would
appear to be similar in both eyes. She viewed objects with her normal eye through several layers of semi-opaque plastic
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and used lenses to diffuse and blur the objects. However, even with appropriate lenses in front of her amblyopic eye to
correct for viewing distance, objects still appeared to be different when viewed by the two eyes. She could not equate the
sharpness of objects between her two eyes with induced blur, and the semi-opaque cover over her normal eye caused
objects to look foggy or misty. These curious observations were puzzling until contrast matching studies were made
with another amblyope. A discussion of the possible reasons for not having been able to create visual conditions in her
normal eye that were similar to those in her amblyopic eye is deferred until Section A-4.2 where the results of the
contrast matching experiments are discussed.

An attempt to gain a more quantitative assessment of her subjective visual impressions was made by asking her to
describe the filtered portraits shown in Figure 28. She reported the MTF filtered image IFigure 28,a,c,2) to be "better"
portrait than the original I Figure 28,a.c, 1) for both the original and coarsely quantized portraits. However, the
low-pass filtered images of both the original and the coarsely quantized portraits appeared similar to their MTF filtered
counterparts. These surprising results suggest that when there were no high spatial frequencies present to provide sharp
detail such as edges. then her amblyopic eye saw the portraits as if they were blurred. The high spatial frequency detail
in the original portraits appeared to interfere with perception in the amblyopic eye. Again these curious results were
inexplicable until contrast matching measurements were made on another amblyope. 1

A-3.4 Selective Loss at Mid-Spatial Frequencies

A-3.4. 1 Stationary Sine-Wave Gratings

The most interesting and unique filtering characteristics came from subject A. H., a 20-year old female student who
was diagnosed as having a left converging squint, left hyperopia, and amblyopia with a slight left eccentric fixation and
abnormal retinal correspondence 1ARC). Her Snellen acuity wasb/5 IR) and 6/36 (L) when she started the
experiments. Her initial contrast sensitivity measurements shown in Figure 99 reveal large reductions in sensitivity for
frequencies greater than 2 c/d. Especially note that there is a considerable decrease in sensitivity of just over one log
unit in her amblyopic eye from 4 to 5 c/d, suggesting the possibility of a highly spatial frequency selective loss-a
.'notch" at5 c/d.

A second set of measurements two days later produced results shown in Figure 100. Note especially the notch-the
highly spatial frequency selective loss at 5 c/d suggested from the initial measurements. The contrast sensitivity in the

amblyopic eye was increased over that in the initial measurements which resulted in about a 5 dB reduction in
the difference between her normal and amblyopic eye at 4 to 5 c/d. This increase in sensitivity in the amblyopic eye
does not appear to be due to a general practice effect. Note that the standard error of the average contrast sensitivity for
both eyes. shown in Figure 101. reveals quite stable measurements from the normal eye,whereas the amblyopic
eye has changed considerably.

The decrease in the contrast sensitivity difference between eyes is shown in Figure 102. The positive data points indicate
increased sensitivity in the left eye over almost the whole range of spatial frequencies. This increase in sensitivity in the
amblyopic eye from the first to the second set of measurements suggests caution in interpreting the visual characteristics
of amblyopes from initial contrast sensitivity measurements. Furthermore. such results suggest the possibility of a
plasticity in the mechanisms of amblyopia that are quite sensitive to stimulation. This increase in sensitivity occurred
after the amblyopic eye was tested for only one hour two days previously.

Although all the data points are not statistically significant from one another, there is a trend towards increased
contrast sensitivity in the amblyopic eye at the low spatial frequencies, below 2 c/d. This trend is evident in both
Figures 99 and 100.

The surprising spatial frequency selective notch in contrast sensitivity is highly suggestive of depressed activity in about
a ± one-octave channel with a centre frequency of about 5 c/d. A review of the literature has not revealed similar
findings except for data reported by Itoi, et al. 119761. Three patients having strabismic amblyopia and one patient
having ametropic amblyopia appear to have highly selective losses in contrast sensitivity from 6 to 12 c/d.
Unfortunately. there are too few spatial frequencies meared about the least sensitive spatial frequency to be certain.
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The notch and general decrease in contrast sensitivity of the high spatial frequencies of subject A. H. are more similar
to the contrast sensitivity obtained by + 3.5 diopters of blur by Campbell and Green t11%5) than that of subject M. B.
However, just as with subject M. B., no amount of optical defocus of her normal right eye could create vision of objects
similar to that seen by her amblyopic eye. Once again the reason for this will be given in the discussion of contrast
matching studies in Section A-4.2.

One possible cause of the notch may be abnormal retinal correspondence. I I am indebted to Jean Lowry of
Addenbrooks Hospital. Cambridge, for pointing out this possibility. I Recall that ARC occurs when the peripheral

t retina assumes a central retinal projection instead of at the fovea and is not maintained as the fixation point when the
normal eye is covered. It is possible for a subject to control the ARC. Dr. Wilkins at Addenbrooks Hospital,
Cambridge. had a subject with three different fixation points that could be coi , oiled at will I personal communication.
l19774* Such findings suggest that subject A. H. could have been using different parts of her retina, and. hence, different
regions of spatial sensitivity, during her measurements. For example, she could have been shutting off the foveal region
during the measurements of lower to mid-spatial frequencies and then using the foveal region for the higher spatial
frequencies. A notch in her contrast sensitivity function would represent the region of crossover from one
retinal field to the other.

This hypothesis was tested by measuring the contrast sensitivity function of a subject that was not amblyopic but did
have ARC. The results shown in Figure 103 do not reveal a notch in any region of the mid to high spatial frequencies.
This result suggests that ARC may not be the cause of the notch in subject A. H.

A-3.4.2 Moving Sine-Wave Gratings

The next experiments were designed to further probe the tuning characteristics of the notch. It was noticed that the ,
subject seemed to move her head horizontally during the measurements with her amblyopic eye, as if to cause the
grating to move across the retina. When queried, she claimed that. in general, she saw the grating better with her
amblyopic eye if she kept it moving across her retina by constantly shifting her gaze.

It appears that two types of mechanisms in the visual system, transient (Y I and sustained X 1, provide separate
channels for viewing moving and stationary objects iCleland, Dubin. and Levick, 147 I; Kulikowski and Tolhurst.
I973I The behaviour of A. H., supported by her comments, suggested that she was attempting to avoid using or could
not satisfactorily use her sustained system for viewing the stationary gratings and thus. by constantly shifting her gaze.
she was attempting to use her transient system for the task. It is possible that her tuning characteristics resulted from
partially inoperative sustained mechanisms over the middle range of spatial frequencies. This hypothesis was tested by
measuring her contrast sensitivity to gratings that were moved horizontally at 5 Hz -a temporal frequency that proides
maximum sensitivity for normal subjects.

The results in Figure 104 show that the mid-frequency notch has remained with the moving gratings. Note that the
contrast sensitivity at the lower spatial frequencies remains at a constant value for both eyes. Such results are typical
of the tuning characteristics obtained from moving gratings in normal subjects I Robson, l1K(; Kulikowski and
Tolhurst. 19731.

Note that there is a general trend for an increase in sensitivity in the amblyopic eye compared to the normal eye at the
lower spatial frequencies in opposition to the data obtained with the stationary gratings. A second set of data
collected the following day was similar (Figure 1051. The average of the two measurements shown in Figure li
reveals a smaller decrease in sensitivity between the eyes than did the results from the stationary gratings, except at
3 to 4 c/d. This smaller decrease in the difference between the eyes is shown in Figure 107. Finally. note that the
relative contrast sensitivity around the notch at 5 c/d is generally the same for both the stationary and drifting gratings.
although there is about a . dB increase in the difference curves at 7 to Q c/d with moving gratings.

These results suggest that the mechanism (or mechanisms I responsible for the decreased sensitivity in this subject are
common to both the transient and sustained visual s.stems. These results are in general agreement with those of Levi
and Harwerth I 1(177I who investigated the spatio-temp(ral interaction of sine-wave gratings in four subjects that had
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either ametropic or strabismic amblyopia. Similar to the results reported here, they found that the contrast sensitivity
of the amblyopic and normal eyes remained the same at the higher spatial frequencies but increased at the lower spatial
frequencies with flickering gratings. They found, at the lowest spatial frequency tested -0.4 c/d, that the contrast
sensitivity with gratings flickering at 10 Hz and with stationary gratings '"Is essentially equal." for both the normal
and the amblyopic eyes of all their subjects. However, the individual measurements of subject A. H. were shown to
contain trends of decreased contrast sensitivity to stationary gratings and increased contra -. sensitivity to moving
gratings in the amblyopic eye compared to the normal eye at the low spatial frequencies, 1 j 0.2 c/d. This increased
sensitivity for the lower spatial frequencies for flickering gratings of the amblyopic eye over the normal eye is also
evident in subject L. N. in Figure I of Levi and Harwerth, who may not be a strabismic amblyope see their Table I.
The results reported here, as well as the previous analysis of the data of Levi and Harwerth, do not support their
conclusion that the transient channels for low spatial frequencies are normal in a strabismic or anisometropic
amblyopic eye.

Although the notch of subject A. H. remained substantially the same for both stationary and moving gratings at 4 to 5
c/d, those spatial frequencies are equally well detected by both transient and sustained mechanisms ITolhurst, 19731.
Significant differences in that region of spatial frequency between stationary and moving gratings would be expected
if the notch were caused by either the transient or sustained mechanisms. Thus, the results reported here. coupled with
the previous analysis, suggest that both mechanisms may be involved in strabismic amblyopia. However, further L
research is needed to determine the relative importance of each mechanism in the overall loss of spatial vision that an
amblyope suffers.

A-3.4.3 Sine-Wave Versus Square-Wave Gratings

The next step in this investigation was to determine whether a difference in contrast sensitivity existed for subject A.H.
between sine-wave and square-wave gratings. Campbell and Robson (1968) showed that above I c/d the threshold of a
square-wave grating is 1.27 14/fl I greater than that of a sine-wave grating. This result was predicted from an
assumption of linearity at threshold and that detection at threshold was based upon the energy of the Fourier
components of the square wave.

The results of the contrast sensitivity measurements of square-wave gratings averaged over three sessions are shown in
Figure 108. Note that the mid-frequency notch that was found using stationary and moving gratings has almost
vanished. The peak difference in sensitivity of about 20 dB between the amblyopic and the normal eve has shifted from
4-7 c/d to -14) c/d. This increased sensitivity in the mid-frequency notch was quite surprising.

This result suggested that there was a difference in sensitivity to sine- and square-wave gratings which was tested by
measuring the contrast sensitivity using square and sine waves during the same session. As can be seen from the results
in Figure 109. little difference between contrast sensitivity to sine- and square-wave gratings was found. In general, the
square waves were detected at a lower contrast than the sine waves, which is in general agreement with the results
obtained by Campbell and Robson 1K681. A closer agreement with the 4/ 7r difference between the contrast snsitivity
of square- and sine-wave gratings is lacking, presumably due to the observer's lack of experience in performing such
tasks and also the fact that the presentations of the sine and square waves were not alternated at each frequency for
each measurement.

Snly the high spatial frequencies were measured in Figure 109 and for the subsequent contrast sensitivity
measurements due to the short time that the subject was available. She was usually able to be a subject for onl% two
hours per week. Since the major changes in her contrast sensitivity function were at the high spatial frequencies. the
exclusion of low spatial frequencies allowed more time to be used for the following contrast matching experiments.

A-3.3 Changes in Contrast Sensitivity in the Amblyopic Eye

The increased ensitivit% from 4 to 7 c/d and the concomitant shift to a higher spatial frequency of the peak difference
between the eyes has. in general, confirmed the previous results with square waves. The difference in contrast
sensitivity between her eyes from her initial measurements to this last set is shown in Figure I10. There is over a ten-fold
the increase in the difference in sensitivity at 4 c/d. this decreases to less than hall that value at 0 c/d! Large changes in
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sensitivity over such a narrow range of spatial frequencies suggest a certain plasticity in highly tuned one-to-two-octave
bandwidth mechanisms in the visual system.

Could such a change be due to artifacts such as misalignment or changes in the apparatus? Such factors can be ruled
out because if, for example, the viewing distance was wrong or the oscillator malfunctioned, then general differences in
sensitivity would be expected at all frequencies -not at those just around 4 c/d. However, the contrast sensitivity
measurements below 2 c/d and above 10 c/d remained substantially the same. Furthermore, such artifacts should
produce concomitant changes in the sensitivity measurements in the normal eye. Since there is no evidence for such
changes in the normal eye, it was assumed that the change in sensitivity in her amblyopic eye reflected a real change in
the state of her visual system.

The increase in sensitivity to the mid-range of spatial frequencies in the amblyopic eye should be reflected in another
measure of acuity. Thus, the subject was tested for Snellen letter acuity in which, surprisingly, the amblyopic eye
which was originally tested at b/36 now tested at 6/18 - a gain in acuity of two lines. Upon testing, the subject, who had
been tested with Snellen charts many times in the past. exclaimed, "I have never seen those lines before with my bad
eye. " A more detailed analysis that relates this subject's change in Snellen acuity to changes in contrast sensitivity (,an he
found in Section 18.3.

In one sense. this subject's increase in Snellen letter acuity should not be too surprising. Quite striking increases in the
performance of the visual systems of amblyopes have been reported by many researchers, e.g., Von Noorden ( 190,.
Furthermore. toi, et al. (1975, also found increased contrast sensitivity with two amblyopes after 40 days and two
months occlusion of the normal eye. Their data showed an increase predominantly in the middle spatial frequencies.
The earlier notches were not present after occlusion. However, for some unexplained reason, the second measurements
were made at spatial frequencies other than at the notch, and it is uncertain whether their results are the same as those
reported here.

The improved performance in their cases was due to specific forms of therapy, e.g.. occlusion. In other words.
increased acuity occurred in certain types of amblyopes by working the heretofore suppressed amblyopic eye. What is
interesting about the results reported here is that there was no conscious attempt to improve the sight in the amblyopie
eye. Rather, the increased acuity was an inadvertent result of having the subject use the abnormal eye for
comparatively difficult threshold measurements.

It would seem that the time span over which these results occurred, as well as the amount of time the subject spent in
the experiment, is important. Her amblyopic eye was used only four times for about one hour each time over a period of
one week for the collection of the data in the initial sensitivity measurements using stationary and moving gratings. A
four-month break followed due to a summer holiday. Upon her return, the contrast sensitivity of the subject was
determined using square-wave gratings, after which the combined sine- and square-wave measurements were made and
Snellen letter acuity was remeasured. This increase in visual performance. if it can be replicated with other amblvopes.
suggests that gratings may offer a powerful tool. not only in the assessment of amblyopia but as a possible means of
therapy. In particular, it may be that only short exposure to gratings that are continuously shifted in spatial frequency
might prove quite useful. Such patterns would stimulate all visual channels equally well.

The evidence of a substantial shift in a relatively narrow region of spatial frequency with time suggested that it would
be of interest to measure A. H. periodically. Since she was about to go on an extended holiday of about one and one half
months, another session was planned just before her departure. The results of the contrast sensitivity measurements
made prior to her departure showed a slight decrease of contrast sensitivity in the amblyopic eye. The peak difference
between t'yes was about 20 dBfrom 0 to 7 c/d Isee Figure I 11. This change was not considered to be significant until
the data that were obtained from measurements made after her return were found to be quite similar, as shown in Figure
112. Here. a peak difference in sensitivity of 17.5 dBwas noted. The final measurements two months later are shown in
Figure 113. The peak difference in sensitivity is 16 dB at 6 to 7 c/d. Although there is evidence for a slight decrease in
the peak difference between eyes in spatial frequency. there was a consistent reduction of about 4 dB in these last three
sets of measurements as compared to previous ones. Her Snellen acuity remained at 0/18. This subject was retested for
contrnst .,ensitiity and Snellen acuity after 10 months. No significant decrease in contrast sensitivity or Snellen
acuity had occurred.
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It can be concluded that. in general, A. H. 's loss of the highly selective spatial frequency notch has remained relatively
stable for a period of about one and one-half years.

The peak contrast sensitivity of subject A. H. at 2 c/d increased considerably in both her normal and amblyopic eye over
the 34-week period when measurements were made. This trend of increased sensitivity, shown in Figure 114, is seen
from the straight lines that have been drawn by eye. Although both eyes have increased in sensitivity during the course
of the experiments, the normal eye has increased at a higher rate than the amblyopic eye. Further research is
needed to determine if the increased sensitivity resulted from practice effects and/or if the physiological sensitivity
increased. Similar results of increased contrast sensitivity from normal subjects tested for over one year have been noted
by DeValois 119771.

A-3.6 Sununary

The results of determining contrast sensitivity functions of several amblyopes have been shown. One amblyope showed
a unique highly spatial frequency selective region of decreased contrast sensitivity at mid-spatial frequencies. Th is V
region of decreased sensitivity showed an increase of over 20 dB from initial to final measurements. These novel results
are concerned with threshold vision. The next study involved investigation of the suprathreshold vision of the same
amblyope.
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CHAPTER A-4

SUPRATHRESHOLD VISION OF AN AMBLYOPE

An attempt was made to make sine and square waves look similar to the amblyopic eye of subject A.H. by changing
contrast. No systematic range of contrast produced consistent waveforms that she would call sine or square wave over
the range of spatial frequencies tested - to 7 c/d. Furthermore, an attempt was made to determine whether square
waves could be seen as the same waveform in both eyes by changing only contrast. Again no systematic results were
obtained. These negative results suggested a very complex interrelationship between contrast and spatial frequency.

One interesting result of the investigations of amblyopes was the inability of the subjects to describe, except in the most
general terms, what they saw with their amblyopic eye. This result is curious because each had a relatively normal
eye with which to compare vision in the amblyopic eye. Yet no optical means used to reduce acuity and/or contrast in
the normal eye seemed to provide objects that appeared similar to those seen by the amblyopic eye. These results were
surprising since the contrast sensitivity functions in two of the amblyopes were quite similar to those obtained with
optical blur. as previously discussed.

There is, however, another factor to consider in attempts to equate the perception of suprathreshold objects that are

composed of complex spatial frequency distributions to the perception of spatially pure objects such as gratings at
threshold. Objects have many different spatial frequencies in two dimensions at many different levels of contrast. The
results of contrast matching experiments which have been discussed suggest that the gain of mechanisms tuned to
different ranges of spatial frequencies is at different levels of activity, depending upon contrast. Although the contrast
matching functions are a well behaved family of functions (similar monotonic increasing and decreasing functions I for
the normal observer i see Figure 13). there may be differences in contrast matching between a normal and amblyopic
eye. And, such differences may account for the strange and poor descriptions of objects seen with an amblyopic eye.

Such considerations. as well as the desire to gather more quantitative data on amblyopia using a technique that has not
been used before on amblyopes. prompted the next set of experiments -contrast matching.

A-4.1 Contrast Matching of a Normal Observer

Contrast matching data from a corrected astigmat, A. G.. the author, were obtained in order to provide a reference for
similar data that were collected from the amblyope A. H. The methods used were discussed in A-2.3. Figure 13 shows
that the contrast matching data of subject A. G. provide a family of equal-contrast contours plotted similarly to the data
of Georgeson and Sullivan 1975). The standard spatial frequency used was 2 c/d, the spatial frequency for which
contrast sensitivity was maximal in previous measurements. The standard contrasts at the standard spatial frequency
are represented by the triangular symbols. The connected open symbols represent the contrast of the test grating that
appeared to match the contrast of the standard grating. A physical match between the standard and the test grating will
result in equal contrast curves which are horizontal lines through the standard contrast symbols. Such results are
evident, in general. from 0.2 to 10 c/d for the higher contrasts. However, at lower standard contrasts the equal-contrast
curves approach the contrast sensitivity function. The uppermost curve is the contrast sensitivity function.

These results are in general agreement with similar measurements of other researchers, e.g., Watanabe, et al. (1968 ;
Georgeson and Sullivan 119751.

A-4.2 Contrast Matching by an Amblyope

The contrast matching data for the amblyope A. H. are shown in Figure 115. The low spatial frequency contrast
matching data from 0.2 to 2 c/d were based on the average of five trials. The high spatial frequency contrast matching
data from 2 to 20 c/d were based on the average of three sessions of five trials each. As with the contrast sensitivity
measurements, the normal and amblyopic eye were tested during the same session.

The contrast matches for the low spatial frequencies appear normal when compared to the results of subject A. G.
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IFigure 13). The contrast measurement and contrast match at the low levels of contrast were as expected, showing a
mid-frequency loss and cutoff. The highese curve is A. H. 's contrast sensitivity function. However, the results at high
contrast were quite unexpected for both the normal and the amblyopic eye. The loss of sensitivity of the amblyopic eye
shown by matches at 5 c/d at contrasts below 16.5 percent is not evident at the high contrasts of 33 percent and 0i0
percent. There is also a trend of increased sensitivity at 10 c/d, especially at the 33 percent contrast level. Note that this
increased sensitivity at 10 c/d reverses at 15 c/d.

The contrast matches in the normal eye were as expected except at 10 c/d where an abnormal decrease in the ability to
make a contrast match was evident in general for higher contrasts of 33 percent and 66 percent. Such losses at 10 c/d
at the higher contrasts are not found in the contrast matches of subject A. G. Thus. A. H. 's "normal" eye may not be
normal. These quite unexpected contrast and spatial frequency selective differences from the contrast match in her
normal and amblyopic eye are reflected in each of the three testing sessions as shown in Figure 116.

The individual and average differences in contrast matches between the normal and amblyopic eye are seen more
clearly in the difference curves of Figures 117 and 118. The differences in sensitivity between the normal and the
amblyopic eye are expressed in decibels. The numbers on the left side of each set of curves are the standard contrasts.
The three sets of measurements in Figure 117 are from three different test sessions. No data are shown for the standard
contrast of 0.011 on the 16/3/7- or 22/2/77 test session because the subject could not do a contrast match at the 0.011
standard contrast. Thus. the results shown for the 0.021 standard contrasts for those measurements are the contrast
sensitivity measurements.

Note the increased sensitivity of the amblyopic eye at 10 c/d at high contrast and the decreased sensitivity at 5 c/d at
low contrast with respect to the other eye. Positive differences in Figures 117 and 118 mean that the normal eye
matched more closely to the baseline contrast match at 2 c/d than the amblyopic eye. Negative differences reflect the
reverse situation. The average differences between eyes in Figure 118 are the averages of the differences of all the
measurements. The vertical lines indicate plus and minus two standard errors. This method of determining the average
differences is only valid if the individual differences are of the same sign. If some individual differences are of opposite
sign. then the numerical average will not reflect the degree to which the two eyes differ. This situation occurred
primarily with the high standard contrast of 66 percent. Therefore, the average values for the differences between eyes
for the standard contrast of 66 percent were determined from the absolute values of the individual differences. The sign
was then chosen to reflect the eye which had the closest contrast matches to the baseline contrast match at 2 c/d. For
example. an examination of the individual differences between eves in Figure 116 showed that the amblyopic eye
performed a contrast match better than the normal eye at 10 c/d. This result would not be evident in the average
differences had not the latter analysis been used.

These surprising results can be seen in greater detail in the additional contrast matching data that were obtained over a
more concentrated range of mid-spatial frequencies. The contrast matches of two sessions from 2 to 10 c/d in 2 c/d
increments are shown in Figures 119,a and 119,b. The average results are shown in Figure 1 19.c. The difference
curves are shown in Figure 120. Results similar to the previous measurements are evident. The decrease in sensitivity
most evident at 0 and 8 c/d at low contrast is not found at contrasts of 33 percent and 66 percent. Her amblyopic eye
shows increased sensitivity at 33 and 66 percent contrast. As in the previous results, her normal eye has lost sensitivity
at 10 c/d for the high contrasts. Clearly. the state of both her normal and amblyopic eye changes as a function of
spatial frequency and contrast.

Note that there is a greater difference between the contrast match at the higher standard contrasts in the first set of data
lFigure 120,a) as when compared to the second set IFigure 120.bl. The second set of data is similar to the first set
primarily at lower contrasts. Almost two months elapsed between these particular measurements. It can only be
conjectured whether these results are due to practice or whether they reflect a change of state of her visual system such
as occurred with the previous contrast sensitivity and Snellen letter acuity measurements or normal variability.
Further investigation is needed before any determination of such changes can be made.

A-4.3 Discussion

These results show that the mechanisms tuned to different spatial frequencies in the visual system of this amblyope do
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not behave normally. Mechanisms for both the amblyopic and normal eye changed their sensitivity in a complex
manner as a function of spatial frequency and contrast. The results of the contrast matches at low contrasts were
consistent with the previous contrast sensitivity data. However, at high contrast the amblyopic eye appeared to
overcompensate, requiring less contrast than should be required to do a contrast match. The normal eye at higher
contrast appeared to undercompensate and required more contrast than was needed in comparison to the normal
subject. Although the previous data from contrast matching, e.g., Georgeson and Sullivan 119751, can be interpreted as
evidence for mechanisms in the visual system tuned to different ranges of spatial frequencies, the present data obtained
from this amblyope most strongly demonstrated visual behaviour that is difficult to interpret in any other way. Further-
more, the overcompensation and undercompensation that were found suggest a much more complex gain system for the
channels than was suggested by Georgeson and Sullivan I1975).

Although further research is needed to determine the rules of such channel behaviour, certain speculation can be made
about possible reasons for overcompensation in the amblyopic eye and undercompensation in the normal eye. As noted
in the iihroduction. the amblyope has two problems to overcome: confusion and diplopia. The amblyope can
sometimes maintain binocular vision. A. H. does have limited stereopsis. Perhaps the overcompensation in her
amblyopic eve and the undercompensation in her normal eye reflect a need of the visual system to maintain constant
contrast for binocular mechanisms in a manner similar to a binocular brightness averaging mechanism proposed by
Levelt 119651.

The gain of the least sensitive channel in the amblyopic eye may have been boosted Ireduced inhibition) to compensate
for the low sensitivity. If the gain mechanism had a similar or larger bandwidth than that of the channels, then a boost
of gain of one channel would cause a boost of gain in adjacent channels. Since the channels are about one to two octaves
wide, an increase in sensitivity for the 6 c/d channel would also cause a boost in higher and lower spatial frequencies.
resulting in overcompensation, as was found at 10 c/d. Although this explanation seems reasonable, it does not help
explain why the channels overcompensate at higher levels of contrast or why the channels at 3 c/d do not also show
overcompensation. However, suppose that the gain of certain channels in the amblyopic eye was boosted and resulted
in abnormally high sensitivity at certain levels of contrast. Then how is the contrast of these channels combined with
the contrast of the channels in the other eye if, for example, an average contrast must be maintained? One solution
would be a decrease in the gain of certain channels in the normal eye to compensate for the increased gain in the
amblyopic eye.

This idea of a channel having abnormally low sensitivity could be reinterpreted in termsof a channel having
abnormally high sensitivity. If the gain mechanism for the 10 c/d channel were abnormally high, it could reduce
the output of other channels by inhibition. This explanation fits the data better because there did not seem to be any
overcompensation at 3 c/d in the amblyopic eye and it is more likely le.g., Harmon and Julesz, 1973) that high
spatial frequencies inhibit low spatial frequencies than that low spatial frequencies inhibit high spatial frequencies. The
rest of the argument follows as above. At present, these explanations are quite speculative. However, the contrast
matching data clearly imply much more complex interactions between the normal and amblyopic eye than has been
previously suggested.

If these quite unexpected results can be found with other amblyopes, then perhaps a beginning can be made to
understand the difficulty that amblyopes land possibly other individuals with different visual disordersl have
in describing the characteristics of objects that they see. Furthermore, these results also suggest why no optical
means could produce images in the normal eye that looked like the images seen with the amblyopic eye. Most objects

contain many spatial frequencies at different contrast levels. The contrast matching experiments have shown that the
sensitivity of the mechanisms in the visual system of this amblyope depends not only on the spatial frequency
composition but also th.', contrast of spatial frequencies. It is not surprising that optical or other techniques which affect
contrast at different spatial frequencies in a monotonic fashion cannot mimic the vision of an amblyope. The visual system
of an amblyope appears to provide a much more complex picture of objects than has been suspected-a picture that, as one
subject stated, is "more interesting."

Although it appears that the contrast matching studies help to explain the strange suprathreshold vision of the
amblyope, there is another question to be answered from the original contrast sensitivity measurements- is
there a relationship between the increased spatial frequency sensitivity in the amblyopic eye and the concomitant
increase in Snellen letter acuity? This is examined in Section 18.3.
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CHAPTER A-5

THE FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS
HAVING MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

A-5.1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS I is a disease which results from demyelination of conducting fibres in the nervous system.
Demyelination in the visual system, typically of the optic nerve or chiasma, is almost always found postmortem in cases
of MS (Duke-Elder. 1949, Vol. 111; Lumsden, 1970). However, it is quite common for patients suffering from MS to
complain of poor vision in one or both eyes and yet have normal Snellen acuity. Such reports suggest that MS patients
may have selective losses in spatial frequency channels that are not sufficiently low to affect the range of spatial
frequencies required for Snellen letter acuity but that do affect the general quality of vision. Motivated by the study
of the abnormal filtering characteristics of amblyopia, a similar investigation was made with patients having MS.

A-5.2 Methods and Results

The contrast sensitivity functions of six MS patients were determined using the same methods discussed previously in
Section A-2. The results are shown in Figures 121 to 126. The visual acuity of the subjects is shown in the upper right
corner of each figure. The difference in sensitivity between eyes is plotted below the contrast sensitivity curves, in
factors on the left, dB on the right. Compared with the contrast sensitivity curves of the amblyopes. there is generally
little difference in sensitivity between the two eyes at the high spatial frequencies. However, each patient shows at least
a 7 dB (greater than a factor of 2) difference in sensitivity between eyes over some range of spatial frequencies. Three H
general classes of sensitivity loss are evident; mid-spatial frequencies (subjects C. H., A. J., M. D.), all spatial
frequencies (subject S. S., M. S.), high spatial frequencies (subject B. M.). One subject, C. H., showed an average of 3
dB increased sensitivity from 0.2 to 0.3 c/d in the left comparaed to the right eye. However, at 4 to 10 c/d, the right eye
was about 14 dB more sensitive than the left eye.

A-5.3 Discussion

Clearly. the contrast sensitivity measurements provide a much more sensitive indication of the filtering characteristics 4
of the visual system that is used for the everyday perception of objects than does Snellen letter acuity. The predominant
mid-frequency losses in sensitivity, especially found with subjects C. H., A. J.. and M. D., would be very difficult to
explain by simple optical blurring which always degrades the high spatial frequencies more than the low. However.
these results are consistent with selective losses in channels tuned to different ranges of spatial frequency.

These results are also in good agreement with a similar recent study by Regan, Silver, and Murray (1977). They found
that 20 of 48 patients had losses in contrast sensitivity that could not be explained by refractive error. Sensitivity losses
in the mid-spatial frequencies were evident in 10 of 20 patients. Three patients were reported to have selective losses at
low- to mid-spatial frequencies. Since 8 of 14 patients with selective spatial frequency losses did not show any clinical
evidence of visual impairment, they concluded that the contrast sensitivity measurements can aid the earlier diagnosis
of MS.

The selective spatial frequency losses in contrast sensitivity found to accompany MS have not resulted in the large
losses of Snellen letter acuity that were seen with the amblyopes. The only general difference between the contrast
.sensitivity functions of MS and amblyopia is the degree to which the contrast sensitivity is decreased over certain ranges
of spatial frequency. This finding further suggests that Snellen letter acuity is based upon a certain level of contrast
sensitivity over a relatively narrow range of high spatial frequencies.

The level of contrast sensitivity attained by these MS patients to their Snellen letter acuity is related in Section 18.2.
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APPENDIX B

TABLE OF CONTRAST SENSITIVITY

FROM CAMPBELL, KULIKOWSKI, AND LEVINSON (1966)
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APPENDIX C

OBJECTS THAT ARE BLURRED BY OPTICAL DEFOCUS

TO ABOUT THE FOURTH HARMONIC
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